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EDITORIAL

In order to justify its existence, a private school should have a fairly
clear idea of what it has to offer that the state educational system
does not. The aims of a school such as Kearsney are necessarily
fairly complex, but those who direct the school must have a welldefined sense of priorities, even if not everyone connected with the
school has the same priorities. Earlier this year, a member of the
school's board of governors no doubt had in mind the different
requirements of church, parents and society at large, when he told

the school that Kearsney's aims are (i) to prepare boys to pass pub
lic examinations, (2) to develop in them a Christian character, and

(3) to prepare them to take their place in society and be aware of
their obligations to society.
How far, in practice, does Kearsney differ from a secular school?

This may be looked at in two ways; (a) What it offers that a secular
school does not, and {b) what it specifically does not have that a

secular school does. Take religion, for example. Kearsney boys might
be surprised to realise that a boarder in a government school also
has to attend a religious assembly every morning and services on
Sunday, and has a scripture lesson once a week. On the forbidden

side, the old characteristic non-conformist sabbath is no more at
Kearsney. School sport teams now hold team practices and compete
in inter-school events on Sundays. In outward observance, there is
little to distinguish the church school.
There are certain forms and rituals maintained at Kearsney that
are increasingly rare in state education here or elsewhere in the

world. But they are rather the nineteenth century traditions of the
English public school than anything specifically Christian. Kearsney

is a school for boys only, and is predominantly a boarding school.
The masters wear gowns (nowadays only if it is too cold for safari
suits - 0 tempora, 0 moresl), heads of houses administer, corporal
punishment,juniors fag, and the ist XV,as they trot onto the rugby
field, ritually touch the school flag (they used to touch a teddy bear).
But this is being frivolous. To quote these superficialities is simply
to show where the true difference lies. It is something far less tan

gible; it is in the spirit of the school and the spirit of tbe upbringing
that the boys receive here. This is Kearsney's true worth, and we
cherish it.
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Headmaster's Secretary: Mrs. D. Milbank.
Bursar's Secretary: Mrs. D. Y. Blackbeard.
SCHOOL NOTES

In retrospect we have had a hectic six months. Rehearsals for
Hamlet, which had started last year, took up an increasing amount of
time until they culminated in the three highly successful nights of
the production. Cricketers found themselves preparing on their
free afternoons for the rugby tour which took place in the Easter
holidays. There have been many visitors to the school, including
the executive members of the National Education Council, and
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Osier. Societies and clubs have held many

meetings and outings, keeping life so varied that when a fourth
form wanted to do a survey of a "typical" week at Kearsney, it
took them weeks to find one! After last year's rains, we have had a

long, dry spell, leading up to the excitement of a veld fire which
boys had to be called out of prep, to fight. With uncanny foresight
exams were set three weeks before the end of June, with the result

that when the flu epidemic struck, we smiled calmly and sent the
sick boys home in their dozens, their papers already safely marked.
The school has taken on a new, summery appearance this year
as boys are no longer required to wear ties with their khaki uniforms.
At the same time, the staff, following the practice in Natal business
houses, have been permitted to wear safari suits of uniform appear
ance. Further changes have occurred in the buildings: the masters'
quarters at the ends of the Gillingham and Finningley sixth form
wings have been extended to provide flats for married masters who
will become assistant housemasters. This has been necessitated by

the number of marriages! We congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Jeannot
on their marriage in December, Mr. and Mrs. Tennant on theirs at
Easter and Mr.and Mrs. Lamplough on theirs in July. More domes
tic news is the arrival of a baby boy to Mr. and Itlrs. Williams. On
a less happy note, we regret that Mr. Sparks has been ill. In
February our aeronauts, Messrs. Whiteford and Mossom, brought
home a trophy new to the Kearsney scene: the Flying Breakfast
Trophy for extraordinary feats of navigation performed over Natal
while most sane people were still in bed.
Mr. Fish spent his long leave in the first term touring Europe
with his family, and Mr. Storm and Mr. de Beer took long leave in
the second quarter. Their places were filled by two ladies, Mrs. J.
Brookes and Mrs. Y. Dibb, who brought an added air of charm to
the Kearsney scene. Mr. Townsend acted as housemaster in Junior
House, and we also had a student, Mr. M. Myhill. Our old friend
Mr. Viljoen spent the second term with us again. Mr. Jeannot was
awarded a U.S.- S.A. Leader Exchange Programme fellowship to
attend a summer institute in Chem. Study at Texas A. and M.
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Universiiy in July and August.
Appointments this year were Mr. D. Lewis-Williams to the housemastership of Gillingham, and a new Afrikaans master, Mr. J. J.
Faber from St. Mark's. Mrs. Tennant has become the part-time
librarian, and Mrs. D. Y. Blackbeard replaced Mrs. Bennett in the
Office.

.■\n apology: a strange error crept into the school notes of the
December 1969 Chronicle where Mr. Albert Theunissen was named
as the contractor for the new driveway. Mr. Theunissen in fact
had no connection with this undertaking, and we apologise to him
for the mistake.

MRS. JOHN LEA (SISTER GAMBLE)
One year after our coming to Botha's Hill there developed a

vacancy for a Matron for Finningley House. Of the many appli
cants, Sister Gamble, by her brightness and efficiency, most deeply

impressed her interviewers. There thus began a very happy ten

years of co-operative effort in developing the structure and the

spirit which was to set the pattern for Finningley House. Sister

Gamble was the essence of charm and reliability. Nothing was too
much for her, whether she be attending to a cut leg or sitting up all

night with a feverish patient. Her pleasant personality cast its

influence over boys, staff and parents, and I regard my friendship
with her as a most cherished memory. The House could not have
started its Botha's Hill life under better medical care.

She had had earlier experience in Maritzburg as Matron of a
child welfare home, and so picked up the threads at Kearsney

very easily. Her life had not been free from shadow, for she had

been widowed twice, and had had to work hard to avoid destitution.
One would not have conjectured this, from her philosophical accep
tance of life as it spun its web.
Came the time for real happiness again, for in 1950 she married

Col. John Lea, of Botha's Hill, himself a widower, and their home

near the school was always a haven of hospitality for all who called.
For sixteen years she shared his life, and then yet again she was
widowed, as John Lea passed away in 1966.
There followed inevitably a restless period, as she moved from
Botha's Hill to Rhodesia, to England, to Botha's Hill, and finally
to Johannesburg, where she settled to live with her only son. Bill.
Yet no-one, seeing her, could have guessed either her age or her

tragedies. She could always assume a gracious and lively air, and
only her closest friends knew what lay beneath the surface. At last

life caught up with her. Heart trouble weakened her, and living
under this shadow she was compelled to go to hospital in Johannes

burg, where she quietly passed away in May.

To her son and daughter-in-law we offer our sympathies, cheered

by the memories of a life bravely and unselfishly led.
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APPOINTMENTS

Head Prefect: C. R. Foster.
Deputy Head Prefect: L. F. Buys.
School Prefects: C. R. Foster (F'), L. F. Buys (G), D. M. Levy (P),
A. D. Trytsman (J).
House Prefects:

Finningley: P. Chaplin, B. G. E. Leitch, P. J. Pipkin.
Gillingham: D. M. Donaldson, M. P. Paterson, M. F. Watt.
Pembroke: M. L. Bank, M. V. B. Bester, D. W. M. Crook.

Junior: R. J. Fraser, H. A. Holding, B. J. S. Robinson, B. M.
Stafford, J. Zingel.
Cricket Captain: C. R. Foster.

Swimming Captain: B. M. Stafford.
Rugby Captain: L. F. Buys.
Hockey Captain: N. M. Bartlett.
Tennis Captain: C.R.Foster.

Shooting Captain: R. C. V. Wood.
Squash Captain: M. B. Bester.
Drum Major: D. T. Pilkington.
Prime Minister: H. Carter.

EXAMINATION RESULTS
NATAL SENIOR CERTIFICATE, MATRICULATION EXEMPTION
(Distinctions in parenthesis)

Merit Pass:

M. M. Bartlett (Physical Science), T. R. Blackbeard (Physical
Science), N. B. Carrington, S. G. Chaning-Pearce (Physical Science,
Maths.),J. M. Earl, P. G. Eriksson (Physical Science, Maths., Add.
Maths.), R. S. Gale, N. H. Gamble (Maths.),J. R. Hitchcock (Afri
kaans), D. T.Jollands (Maths.), B. E.Jones, M. W. King, G. M.
McAlister, T.J. Mathews(Physical Science, Maths.), G. K. Prentice
(Physical Science, Maths., Add. Maths.), G. Schachat, G. N. Smith
(Physical Science, Maths., Add. Maths.), J. S. R. Solnick (Physical

Science) ,A. J. Storm (Afrikaans), N. C. Strut (Physical Science),
P. Wincell (English).

Pass:

D. R Atlas, G. W. Bosiger, A. R. Brookbanks, I. L. Clarence,
L. Colledge, A. A. Gold, P. Goldman, B. R. Hammond, P. S.
Hirsch, G. E. Larson, F. A. I.ee, N.J. MacRitchie, C. C. Milbank,
P. Press, D. J. G. Rankin, P. J. Roseveare, P. D. Scully, T. G.
Shoobridge, M. M. N. Shum, N. H. Smallwood, R. C. Theunissen,
C. J. P. Thorpe, f. M. Wallace, D. A. White, P. L. Williamson,
L. C. Willis.

NATAL SENIOR CERTIFICATE (Advanced Grade)
R. E. Booth,J. R. Botts, S. P. Cain, R. G. Crookes, C. V. Eyerly,
P. A. Gladman, B. Z. Harris, D. J. Howieson, F. E. J. Kramer,
D. M. Laws, G. D. Pearson, N. D. Rose, M. G. Shannon, L. M.
Watt, G. D.J. Wessels.
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natal senior certificate (Ordinary Grade)

I. S. Fogel, G. B. Pentecost, H. M. Pipkin, M. van Niekerk, P. D.
Braatvedt, D. L. Brett, C. N. Gager, P. N. Gee, J. W. Harding,
L. D. Harrison, I. O. Kirk, D. N. Lamont, C. Lawrence, J. C. E.
Moffatt, P. H. Thorpe, D. C. Venter, J. J. Wallace-Tarry, C. T.
Wootton.

HAMLET

Among the fascinating collection of critical comments on the play
which the producer, Mr. D. Lewis-Williams, assembled for his
attractive programme, we noted that one famous remark was

missing; Voltaire said of Hamlet, "One would imagine this piece
to be the work of a drunken savage." Often, after sitting through
another weird interpretation of the play, one is tempted to say the

same of the producer, but, Mr. Lewis-Williams will be glad to hear,
his production did not give this impression. The genius of Shake

speare as a craftsman ofthe stage and as a poet came across strongly.
Of the philosophical and psychological implications of the play, the
producer's aim of letting Hamlet ask anew for this generation the
age-old questions, succeeded admirably.
How difficult it is to do a "straight" production is best illustrated

by an example I cannot resist giving. The Times Educational
Supplement recently reported how a mistress at an English girls'
school tackled the play. "Someone began wondering what the play
would have been like if Hamlet had been a young woman instead

of a young man," she says."We got so absorbed in the idea that we
decided to produce a version of or own on these lines. We called
it Judith ... an appropriate name for an avenging woman. Most of
the characters came out perfectly well with a change of sex. Of
course, it was Judith's mother who had been murdered, by her
sister, who then married Judith's father and became queen. The

Ghost's part is quite extraordinarily effective when played as a
murdered queen." Of course, some lines needed changing: "You
couldn't have Judith passionately exclaiming: 'O my prophetic
soul! My Auntie!'""But the surprising thing is that what emerged
from all this proved to be, in production, a perfectly actable play.''

Just our luck, not to have any girls handy!
For the Kearsney production, a large apron stage was built into
the auditorium and the normal stage was walled off, leaving only

a "study" which contained the thrones and could be curtained off.
The rest of the set consisted of a few anonymous, immovable boxes

and a rather incongruous convertible bench/table. The result was

a good facsimile of an Elizabethan stage which creaked a little too
much for the liking of some who sat close to it. More important,

it presented exciting possibilities for three-dimensional theatre, and
the use the producer made of it was astounding.
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The acting area was vast, yet it never seemed empty. Skilful
placing and movement, and remarkable "presence" by the actors,
at all times filled the stage. The actors moved with aplomb, seldom

making that give-away rush to get off the stage when they were
last, which often mars school performances.

;,;^One thinks, for example, of two courtiers lingering behind at the
end of the first court scene to shake their heads over Hamlet, sitting

lost in thought in a far corner. It was this apparent lack of hurry,
this fearless slowing of tempo and use of pause, in speech as well
as in movement, that made the production so satisfying, and helped
raise it way above normal schoolboy standards.

The play could not succeed without a good Hamlet. Matthew
Shum was by any standards good; for a schoolboy in fifth form, he
was outstanding. He was a puckish Hamlet, very changeable in
mood from a teasing, mocking youth to a figure of tragic, noble

grief, capable of great depths of emotion. The crescendo of"O,what
a rogue and peasant slave am I" left the audience breathless when
he lay stretched out flat on his face, alone in the middle of the stage.
He was well supported by Michael Davies as Horatio, who has a

splendid appearance on stage though he is rather wooden in his
delivery. The other young man, Howard Carter as Laertes, did
not come across as a well-defined character, but had some excellent

moments, especially the last scene. Here the sword fight was quite
breathtaking, full of bold Errol Flynn type movement and frighteningly realistic cut and thrust.

Bernard Prosser, an ageing profligate Claudius, played the role
as a schemer and a coward. Obviously well coached in his part, his

gestures and phrasing did not always seem natural, but the total
effect was praiseworthy. Barry Smith was not as successful in por

traying the old man Polonius. One felt that more understanding
of the part would have compensated for the difficulties of conveying
age.

The two ladies were an excellent choice. Mrs. Irene Harper

played a stately yet weak Queen, weepy and guilt-ridden. An effec
tive, curiously self-effacing interpretation which eliminated any in
congruities of her position among a cast of schoolboys. Jeanette
Crawford was a suitably pathetic Ophelia. Of the lesser characters,

John Morison was by far the most outstanding among many who
all played their parts well. He was a gloomy, imposing Ghost and
an unusual Osric — more of an ass than a wet. Peter Stockil and

Neville Maytom, convincing and amusing Grave Diggers, kept up

the generally restrained tone of the production (a trend contradicted
by Barry Leitch, who as the Priest was extraordinarily offended by
Ophelia's suicide).

Taken all in all, there were few flaws in this memorable proE.R.J.
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HAMLET

Directed by Mr. D. Lewis-Williams

CLAUDIUS

Bernard Prosser

HAMLET
HORATIO

Matthew Shum
Michael Davies

POLONIUS

Barry Smith

LAERTES

Howard Carter

OSRIC
MARCELLUS

John Morison
Andrew Trytsman

BERNARDO

Andrew Mason

FRANCISCO
GHOST

Neville Young
John Morison

PLAYER KING

^Alan Rycroft

player QUEEN

Eugene Jansen van Vuuren

LUCIANUS
MUSICIANS

Neville Young
Mr. Peter Tennant and Stephen Heath

First GRAVE DIGGER

Peter Stockil

Second GRAVE DIGGER

Neville Maytom

PRIEST
FORTINBRAS

Barry Leitch
Andrew Trytsman

VOLTIMAND

SAILOR
players
COURTIERS

Michael Simon

Anthony Lloyd
Timothy Ellis-Cole, Hugh Goble, Malcolm
van der Riet, Rodion Kraus, Michael Lurie
Keith Arnold, Paul Asherson Donald
Fletcher-Evans, Anthony Lloyd, Steven Sack

CAPTAINS . . . . Lauron Buys, Paul Pipkin, David Walker, Gary Weddell
DANES . . Timothy Ellis-Cole, Hugh Goble, Rodion Kraus, Michael Lurie
GERTRUDE
Mrs. Irene Harper
OPHELIA
Jeanette Crawford

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OVERSEAS TOUR 1969/70
The touring party comprised three adults and 24 boys, 21 from
Kearsney and one from each of St. Stithian's, Michaelhouse and

Westville High School. Obviously, it is a considerable responsibility
on the shoulders of those in charge to conduct a group of two dozen
schoolboys between the ages of 14 and 18 through the greater part
of Europe. For this reason a minimum number offundamental rules
were imposed and rigidly enforced. Within the framework of this

essential discipline the boys were given as much freedom as possible.
Having appreciated the sense in this system, all 24 boys co-operated
and a thoroughly enjoyable, as well as instructive, time was had

by all. There was enough time beyond the organised sight-seeing
and entertainment for everyone to experience a good deal of Europe
outside the run-of-the-mill tourist attractions.

We were incredibly lucky with the weather. Not one of the sche
duled outings was interfered with by rain, sleet or snow and the

sun shone for us in the Iberian peninsula, Austria, Italy and Greece
while it tried hard to do so elsewhere too. It was bitterly cold in
Holland - a snowball fight among the boys took place on the frozen
Zuider Zee at the Afsluitdijk - but resulting discomfort was largely
offset by internally heated hotels and the luxury bus in which we
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travelled. A week after leaving London we saw, in English news

papers bought on the continent, pictures of the sea frozen along the
Kent coast. I was thankful to have escaped from England before
that freeze-in and, furthermore, without any cases of the virulent
'flu, which was raging through the country at that time, on my
hands.

From Amsterdam through^Germany to Austria and on through
Italy we had a luxury, internally-heated coach, expertly driven by
a Dutch driver, Hendrik, to ourselves. For this leg of the Tour we

were extremely fortunate in having an Englishman, Norman Rey
nolds, as our courier who, in this capacity, was absolutely first-class
and, as an individual, soon won the respect and affection of all in

the party. The calibre of the courier is of the utmost significance
on a tour such as this and Norman certainly made this section

vitally interesting. Elsewhere, too, with very few exceptions, the
local guides were very good. On the whole our hotels were com
fortable, one or two were positively luxurious and only one was

poor. In this case, however, the inconvenience was worth it for its
central position in the city.
On such a tour, with the many and varied places visited each

with its own particular character and attractions, there can be no
single highlight. Each place no doubt had its fascinations and dis
appointments for each individual. However, none can have failed
to be impressed by the rugged beauty of the Portuguese coast, the
charm of walled Toledo, the splendour of the royal palaces of
Versailles and Madrid, the immensity of St. Peter's basilica, the
architectural excellence of the Parthenon, the acoustic perfection of
the ancient amphitheatre at Epidaurus or the tranquil beauty of
the Arnhem cemetry which evoked many a silent tear.
In the Prada museum, Madrid, we saw masterpieces of Velaz

quez, Goya and El Greco. Velazquez's "Las Meninas", with its
three-dimensional effect, captured the imagination even of those
not interested in art. More of El Greco's works were seen in Toledo

where the artist's house, now a museum, was visited. Unfortunately,
for the connoisseurs, insufficient time was available to do justice to

the various art galleries. In the Louvre we saw the famous Mona
Lisa, the Winged Victory and Venus de Milo. We had just sufficient
time in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, to take in Rembrandt's
"Nightwatch" and a special visit to St. Mary's Glorious of Frari,
Venice, enabled us to see Titian's Virgin Mary. A fascinating
afternoon was spent in the Athens archaeological museum prior
to our excursion on the next day to the archaeological sites at
Corinth and Mycenae where many of the museum's exhibits were
discovered.

Florence, birthplace of Michelangelo and home of many of his
greatest works, was the centre ofattraction for the culturally minded.
However, even those not so artistically inclined must have been
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inspired by his David and by the magnificent golden "Gates of
Paradise" of Lorenzo Ghiberti in the Baptistery. Other sculptures
of Michelangelo which we saw included, inter alia, two of his four

Pietas and his Moses. Many, however, preferred the sculptures of
Bernini many of which we saw in the Borghese gallery. In the Sistine
chapel, Michelangelo was seen through a different medium in his
"Last Judgment" and the episodes from Genesis on the ceiling.
In Madrid we tasted Spanish food and wine at its best at the
Corral de la Moreria where the meal was followed by an e.xhibition
of Flamenco dancing. We were fortunate to see one of the world's

greatest solo dancers of this type in action. One Saturday night
in Paris saw the party at a cabaret show - none of the tourists

will ever forget Peter Braatvedt's part in a striptease act there followed by the late show at the Lido. Despite the champagne, this
proved something of an anticlimax after the cabaret. In Amsterdam
we sampled a Javanese "rijstafel" and in Rome we dined and
wined at a typical Roman restaurant. In Athens we visited the
port of Piraeus for a traditional Greek fish dinner - too rich for

some. Typical national meals were enjoyed elsewhere too including

one at the delightful Rhenish village of Rudesheim on our trip up
the river.

Daytime excursions included a visit to the immensely impressive
memorial to the fallen of the Spanish civil war at Valle de los Caidos
and thence on to the palace at El Escorial renowned for its library

and its priceless tapestries. In Holland we went south through Leiden
to the Hague to see, inter alia, the international Court ofJustice and
the Dutch Lido at Scheveningen and on to Rotterdam to see the
docks and ascend the Euromast. The next day we went north via
Volendam through the polders to the mighty engineering feat
which is the Afsluitdijk.

On our way to Rome we travelled via the fascinating village of
Assisi to see the shrine of St. Francis. From Rome we went out to
Tivoli, having called in at the ruins of Hadrian's villa on the way.
The sun broke through the mist as we came out of the Villa D'Este
to add even more glory to the spectacular fountains of the Tivoli

gardens, all of which operate entirely through gravity. A most
interesting few hours were spent at Pompeii prior to the hair-raising
drive along the coastal cliffs between Salerno and Sorrento. From

Sorrento we ferried out for a glorious day on Capri where the
weather was so mild and calm that many of the boys had a swim in
the limpid blue waters of the Mediterranean.

Visits to the steelworks in Toledo, glass-blowing workshops in
Venice, a clogmaker's shop in Holland, a Delft pottery, a cameo
works near Naples and Roster's diamond cutters in Amsterdam

enabled us to see master craftsmen at work in their particular skills
perfected through the ages. Other visits in Holland took us to a
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cheese factory and to the world-famous flower mart at Aalsmeer
where we witnessed a sale conducted in their unique method of
auctioneering.

Six days over Christmas were spent in London. Organised enter
tainment embraeed an excursion to Oxford and Windsor, visits to
some of the museums in Kensington, the Tower, St. Paul s and the
Houses of Parliament among other attractions. Outings at night

included Agatha Christie's "Mousetrap" still running after over

17 years. Many were able to spend the holiday period with friends

or relatives and the ample free time enabled the others to see more

of this great city including such attractions as Madame Tussaud's
and, needless to say, Carnaby Street. Some of us saw a ist Division
soccer match and a few managed to obtain tickets to Hair .

We had a very happy nine days at our ski resort at Vandans in
the Montafon valley, Austria. It had snowed copiously before our
arrival but, once we were there, the sun shone for the most part to

make skiing conditions almost perfect. After an initial session on the
nursery slopes we graduated to steeper ground where some made
good progress while others seemed to spend more time on the snow
than on their skis. Fortunately, injuries were few and far between -•

only one minor fracture and one badly sprained ankle. At the Hotel
Sonne, a small fortune was spent on pin-ball machines,juke boxes
and at the "kegelbahn" (bowling alley). Unluckily for some there
was no TV here but we had experienced it in London and else
where. The food here was quite excellent and made all the more

enjoyable by the charming Austrian frauleins who waited on us.
The foregoing sketches but a few of the highlights of the Tour
as seen through the eyes of one individual. The view of Lisbon across
the Tagus from the top of the vast statue "Christ the King' and the
panoramic views of Paris from the Eiffel tower and of Rome from
the cupola of St. Peter's are other memories which will not readily
fade.

On the whole, the behaviour of the tourists was exemplary.
Nowhere did they evoke anyone's displeasure and at more than one

place their manners and conduct were specifically praised. In^ his
farewell speech, Norman Reynolds paid tribute to them saying
among other things, that present day England could well do with
a few more responsible disciplined youths of this calibre.

Last, but by no means least, I should like to thank my wife,
who sewed on many a button and who prevented many an ailment
with timely doses of various medicines, and my assistant, Mr.Townshend, without whose invaluable help the Tour would have been
far less enjoyable. I want also to commend the boys in the party on
the way in which they conducted themselves. They were a credit
to their schools and their country.
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MUSIC

Chapel choir

The treble department of this year's choir has been greatly
strengthened by the new intake, and this section of the choir is well

up to standard. There has, unfortunately, been the customary reluc
tance on the part of senior boys to offer their services, but those
who have rehearse and perform with competence and enthusiasm.
We are grateful to the members of the Staff Choir who reinforce

the Chapel Choir for anthems and special music.
This amalgamated choir has performed a number of anthems,
and in the ist term sang Malcolm Williamson's "Procession of
Palms," as well as a considerable amount of music for the Tenebrae
service at the end of the ist term.

This choir is also taking part in a concert next term, and a part
of the choir will be singing at an Afrikaans Concert in Pinetown in
early August.
RECITALS

In the ist term a recital of piano music by Beethoven was given
by Mr. Harper, the programme comprising:
Rondo

German Dances
Variations in C minor

Sonata in C minor (the Pathetique)

In the 2nd term a programme of light musie for piano duet was
presented in the Music Block, played by Mrs. E. Whiteford and
Mr.J. Harper. The programme was:
Slavonic Dance in A flat - A. Dvorak
Sonata in B flat - IV. A. Mozart
The "Dolly" Suite — G. Fame
Slavonic Dance in E minor - A, Dvorak
The Mother Goose Suite - M. Ravel
ORGAN RECITALS

There has been the usual organ recital each term, given by
Mr. Harper. These have been well attended. Programmes were as
follows:
March 32nd

Fanfare - C. S. Lang

Prelude and fugue in C Minor -J. S. Bach
Rondo: Les Fifres - Pierre Dandrieu

Choral prelude on "All glory, laud and honour" — J. S. Bach
Prelude on "Crimond"- Alec Rowley
Scherzetto — Joseph Jongen
Verset — Alexandre Cuilmant

"The Squirrel"- Powell Weaver
Carillon — Herbert Murrill

Grand March - A. Guilmant
June 2ist
Fanfare - Arthur Wills

Prelude and fugue in A minor - J. S. Bach
Pieces from the "Water Music" Suite - G. F. Handel
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Ronde Francaise - Boellmrmn

Caprice in B flat - A. Guilmant
Sonata No. 3 in C minor - A. Guilmant
GENERAL MUSICAL ACTIVITIES

Talking about music

Two talks have been given by Mr. Harper. The first one dealt
with Beethoven's 4th Piano Concerto, and in the 2nd term Borodin's
2nd Symphony. These talks have been very well attended.
Next term the work to be discussed and played will be William
Walton's "Belshazzar's Feast".

Record Society

This Society is being revived and one meeting was held in the
2nd term, when a programme of Musical Novelties was presented.
It is hoped to extend the range and number of these meetings in
the future, as well as to arrange visits to musical activities in the
district on a wider scale.
FORTHCOMING MUSICAL EVENTS

The 3rd term will see the usual pattern of talks and recitals plus
a concert on August 28th at 8.00 p.m. in the School Hall, the
theme of the concert being music connected with the sea. It will
be given by the augmented Philharmonic Orchestra of Pietermaritzburg, conducted by John Knuyt, and the school choir and
soloists will also take part. Proceeds will be in aid of the "Grand
Piano Fund".

Full details of musical events for the 3rd term will be given in the
Music Calendar which will be sent out at the start of the 3rd term.
Those interested should note that talks and recitals are given at
A.A'i p.m. and all, both within and outside the school are welcome.
J.M.H.

CHAPEL NOTES

One of the highlights of this year's chapel services was the pre
sentation of the ancient service of Tenebrae usually held on Maundy

Thursday but which we had on the Wednesday night before
Easter.

The word "Maundy" comes from the Latin word "mandatum"
which means commandment and refers to the new commandment

which Jesus gave his disciples in the Upper Room, "Love one
another as I have loved you".

In the evening of this day Our Lord met with the disciples in the
Room and shared in the meal known as the Lord's Supper. Chris

tians in every country gather on the evening before Good Friday
to recall the events of the night in which He was betrayed.
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The service is an adaptation of an early Fourth Century act of
worship called "TENEBRAE", a word which simply means
darkness.

The gradual extinguishing of the candles and the lights in the
Church symbolises the darkness of loneliness in desertion.

The extinguishing ofthe main candle is symbolic ofthe extinguish
ing of the Light of the World at the Crucifixion. The relighting of
this candle points to the renewal of hope and the emergence of
New Life on Easter Day.
ORDER OF SERVICE

Processional Hymn, 228 - vs. i and 2 (Choir only)
The Preparation - Mark 14; 12-17
Prayer and Lord's Prayer
Hymn 498 - vs 3 (Choir only)
THE GATHERING DARKNESS

The Shadow of Betrayal - Matthew 26; 20-25 (Junior Chorister)
The Shadow of Desertion — Matthew 26; 31-35 (Senior Chorister)
Anthem: "God So Loved the World"

His Agony of Soul - Mark 14: 26, 32-36 (Junior Boy)
His Unshared Vigil - Mark 14: 37-42 (Senior Boy)
Hymn 180

Father, the Hour is Come - John 17: 1-16 (School Prefect)
The arrest at the Gate - Mark 14: 43-50 (Member of Staff)
Anthem: "O Saviour of the World"

The Denial - Mark 14: 66-72 (The Headmaster)
The Shadow of the Cross - Mark 15: 15-27 (The Chaplain)
Silent Prayer
THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD
Anthem: "Lead Me Lord"

Silent Prayer
Hymn 183
Prayers and Benediction

Congregation leaves quietly with Chapel dimly lit.

For many people this proved to be a most meaningful act of
worship and it is hoped that this service will become a regular
feature of life at Kearsney.

A Guild Service was held recently when the Guilders took as

their theme,"Christianity among the Religions of Man" and argued
in modern idiom for committment to Jesus Christ. Voluntary
prayers continue in the evenings after prep, and the Chaplain

conducts regular evening prayers in Junior House. Chapel music
has been enriched by the visits of the Indaleni Guilders who pro
vided a quartet, and the Singing Oblates who conducted a service
in the modern medium of folk music.

During March twelve boys attended a three-day leadership con
ference at Eston organised by the Private Schools Headmasters'

Conference. The boys returned with much enthusiasm having
gained many new insights into themselves and the relevance of the
Christian way of life.

The Guild continues to draw many members, and emphasis has

been placed on internally planned meetings rather than depending
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on a succession of"outside" speakers. Whenever possible an attempt

is made to encourage the boys to assume greater responsibility lor
leadership and to make their own special contribution. D.J.B.

LIBRARY REPORT

The library is undoubtedly one of the most important institu
tions in the school, for unlike different societies which provide for

select tastes, the library must cater for the many varied interests
of the boys.

The Reference section ofthe library remains painfully inadequate.

There is usually insufficient information for boys to compile satis

factory projects on the weird and wonderful topics members of
staff- especially those of the English Department - dream up each
term. The Encyclopaedia Britannica remains our main source of
information and as a result, as parents and especially Old Boys will
know, projects generally become "holiday assignments .

We have been extremely fortunate in that we have been granted
a Provincial library of approximately 800 books, both fiction and

non-fiction, although the former accounts for the larger percentage.

The beauty of the system is that books are continuously being
renewed by the authorities of the Provincial library and as a result
these books form a large share of the English fiction books taken
out each evening.

While the junior and middle school are provided with reading
matter from the pens of such authors as Hammond Innes, Alistair
McLean and several others besides the innumerable westerns
which between them must have seen the date stamp more times
than all the other books of the fiction library, the senior library is

very limited. Seniors complain bitterly and make frequent requests
for suitable books - such authors as Morris West and Irving Wallace

have been mentioned — but what they are asking for is not exactly

heavy reading matter but a good selection of modern novels.
There has been a stimulated interest in the Afrikaans section of

the library which was considerably enlarged last year by the expen
diture of R90 and the addition of a small provincial library. From
a low total of 90 books read last term there has been a sudden
increase to 300 this term. This sudden increase seems to be a
result of the introduction of an Afrikaans library period every week

or fortnight as the case may be, by most Afrikaans masters. What
is most interesting to note however is that several Afrikaans books
are taken out independently of class library periods.
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Magazines are a debatable subject in the library for with the
small grant given to the library it is difhcult to decide how much

should be set aside for them. A request for several new magazines
brought about the surprising appearance of four new magazines in
the library. However with the progression of time issues of both

new and old magazines have become less regular now except for the
old faithfuls -"Farmers' Weekly" and "Landbou". Not only is it felt

that the magazine section should increase but also the newspaper
circulation - including papers from overseas. There are many mo
dern stands for keeping magazines and newspapers in - resulting
in the minimum inconvenience and untidiness. Unfortunately they
cost money and space, two commodities the library can ill afford.

This question of space is brought home most forceably during
use of the library (in fact it has become quite a meeting place and

that period after supper which seems to be a favourite time to make

favourite spot for the latest rumours) and during those few frantic
weeks leading up to the exams. The lack of adequate seating and
desks becomes quite noticeable - yet all possible space within reason
is made use of.

In a report of this kind mention must be made of Mrs. Tennant,
who having found herself caught up in the sticky web of the

"Kearsney Family" has resigned herself to her fate and is working
like a demon in the library cataloguing and stacking all books into
the Dewey system. This term she has had quite a response to her
fine lists — perhaps it is due to efficiency or it may be due to the

interest she arouses in herself — no doubt a suitable combination of
both. Typically feminine, she has remarked on the harshness of the

library and sees possibilities of curtains, decent paintings and a
more comfortable set-up altogether.

However for all these enterprises funds are required and as stated
previously, this is something the library lacks.

A grateful note of thanks must be made to M!rs. Engels who
hearing of the library's plight, generously made a donation to

aid the fiction section of the library. She also donated a large and
equally expensive volume on art which has been perused by several
interested boys.
J. D. Morison
C. J. Lind Holmes
G. D. Knell

[Library Monitors)
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HOW KEARSNEY BOYS SPEND THEIR TIME

A Report by Form IVh
During the second term Form IVb undertook a survey to see how

boarders spend their time out of school and prep, hours. The boys
in the sample, who were chosen at random from form lists, had to
fill in a form every night for a week,starting on a Sunday and ending
the next Saturday. They had to state the number of hours, to the
nearest quarter hour, they spend on the following activities:
Organised Sport - this is sport which has a master in charge; Un-

supervised Sport - this is done voluntarily in the boys' free time
without any master; Schoolwork out of school and prep, hours;
Society Activities - this includes the choir and cadet band; Volun

tary Chapel and confirmation classes; Extra-mural Lessons and
detention, including art, music and extra Afrikaans; Leisure
Reading; and lastly Free Time (Relaxation).

The response to the survey was weak, with fifth formers respond
ing the least and fourth formers responding the most. The total
response was 57 out of approximately 130 questionnaires which
indicates a very low spirit in the school. Many boys refused to fill

in the questionnaire; they said they would if they were forced to,
but not if it was voluntary to do so. Others did not hand
b the ques0
tionnaires back because they had succumbed to the disease
which
is exireiiiely I'lfe at the moment - apathy. This wag annoying since
it made calculation more ditbcult. As only the willing responded,

this makes it not particularly accurate, as those who do not contri
bute much to school life no doubt are not represented here.
In the results. Forms I and II were combined. An average

amount of time per boy for the week was calculated, and the results
are given below.
I&II

Organised Sport
.

.

.

Extra Schoolwork .

V

VI

3'37

2.19

4-59

6.36

. 12

2.02

1.44

2.07

I-5I

8.38

5-21

4.26

4-34

4-34
.27

7.II

6.50
7.18

•32

.28

Unsupervised Sport
Total Sport .

IV

III

. 2.50

• 302
. 2.26

1.42

Society Activities .
Voluntary Chapel .

.

.46

.

.08

■15
. 16

Extra Lessons

. 1.06

1.03

•49

.26

• 3-19

1.40

• 9-16

3'23
8.18

3-03

6.22

.

Leisure Reading
Relaxation .

.

.

.

6.32

■33
.03
3-15

10.36

Time in hours and minutes

From these results the following conclusions can be drawn.

Forms I and II spend most of their time relaxing and reading.
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These take priority because these boys do not have to do prep, or
extra work in the afternoon. They have least extra chapel because

they have to go to bed early and at that age boys are not usually
confirmed. They don't do much unsupervised sport because they
prefer to relax and don't like organizing it among themselves.
They don't take part in many society activities because of their
early bedtime. These boys are the only ones that do art and music
as compulsory subjects, which lets those that are interested be

inspired to go to extra lessons, thus they spend more time than any
one else on this sort of activity.

The Third Formers were found to spend more time on sport,
when organized and unsupervised sport are taken together, than
anyone else in the school. They spend the least time on society
activities and voluntary chapel and do considerably less reading.
Because of all their sport, they have the least free time in the school.
The Fourth Formers were found to spend the most time in the

school, by a small margin, on reading. They themselves devote
most of their spare time to relaxation, and the second most amount

of their time to extra schoolwork. This indicates that they are
generally hardworking. They are not particularly society minded,
but do a lot of extra chapel because a considerable number of them
are being confirmed.

The Fifth Formers were found to spend the least time in the

school on organized sport, but make up for it by spending the most
tim.e on organizing their own games. They claim to spend most of
their time on schoolwork. They take part in a lot ofsociety activities
but this may have been because of the school production of Hamlet.
Because work is their greatest activity they don't seem to find much
time for chapel and extra lessons.

The Sixth Form have the same priorities as the Fourth Form
except that they put more emphasis on societies and less on extra

lessons. It is strange that although they are meant to be working
hard, relaxation tops their list and extra schoolwork comes second.

They do the most extra schoolwork and learning in the school, and

being the top of the school they take the most interest in society
activities. They go to chapel voluntarily the most. It is an extra

ordinary feature that these boys do nearly the most supervised
sport in the school, but also do a lot of reading. We think that from

these results the Sixth Formers can be divided into the working,
non-sportsmen, and the loafers and sportsmen. But the figures may

be inaccurate because the Sixth Form have a longer day than any
other forms.

So we find that the time spent on extra work increases steadily
from Form I to Form VI; that Form III are the uncultured sports
men of the school, and that the Sixth Form take the lead in most

school activities. We found the survey very interesting, and would
like to thank all those who co-operated with us.
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POLO

On Sunday, 14th June, the boys were offered the unusual privilege
of being able to have the afternoon off to go and watch the and
international polo test match between South Africa and the Argen

tine polo team touring the country, at the Shongweni polo ground.
An interesting and exciting afternoon's polo was climaxed by
the test match, in which, although the South Africans offered a fair
amount of opposition, the visitors dominated the game.

The Argentine captain, Juan Carlos Harriot, really played an
outstanding game, either scoring or instituting most of the goals
his team scored, and demonstrating why he is known as the world's
top polo player.

Besides being an exciting afternoon's sport, the test match was
interesting in that it was the first polo game that many of the boys
had watched.
A.M.

THE STATE OF KEARSNEY

By a Sixth Former

Shortly after the school's production of Hamlet, I heard a group

of boys sharing their complaints, criticism and hate for the school.
Out of this conversation emerged some distorted words from Hamlet —

"There is something rotten in the state of Kearsney". The only
reply to this was "Damn sure!"

This made me think. I myself had often complained, perhaps

often unjustifiably and perhaps sometimes with some cause. But
is there really something rotten in the system, the attitude and
traditions of Kearsney? I considered the complaints of the boys the food, no smoking, no freedom, haircuts, compulsory chapel and
general pettiness.

It suddenly struck me that these were complaints that I had
recalled ever since coming to Kearsney. It seems likely that even

in 1939 the boys of Kearsney complained about these things. But it
is a universal trait of human behaviour to complain; it is human

nature to grumble when you do not get what you want, and a
boarding school would seem the obvious breeding-ground for com
plaint.

Many Kearsney boys have a deep feeling of hate for something
in the school - every boy goes through a period of hating this or

hating that. Sometimes boys do not know what they dislike in the
school, and consequently must take this out on haircuts and food
and chapel. Food strikes seem, at the time, to be a serious affair,
and to the boys, one great bit of fun, showing to themselves that
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they are superior and strong in their brief unity. The defiance of
authority signals a tremendous triumph for every boy. The food
strike is just an outlet for other feelings, and fortunately there is
this already prepared outlet.

A headmaster is naturally enough troubled by any complaints
and criticism. But I feel that he would have greater problems if
there were no complaints and criticism. I do not redeem every
feature ofthe present system; some obviously need change. But I con
clude, and I feel realistically, that the state of Kearsney is not rotten,
it is alive, it is blooming and it is healthy.
FIRE!

The heavy, studious silence of prep, was suddenly broken by the
scraping of desks, and the thundering of feet in the corridors as
the cry of "Fire!" circulated the classroom block.

"There's a veld fire at Mr. Crawford's!" someone shouted. "Get
on some old clothes, and run!"

It was 7-15 P-ni- on Wednesday, the loth ofJune, and, according
to people who live in the valley behind the school, the fire had been

burning all afternoon, although the Crawfords had only become
aware of it shortly after 7.00 p.m.

Within minutes of the alarm being given, the Kearsney College
road was filled with the figures of running, shouting boys, all trying
to be with the first to arrive at the scene of the fire. Many of the
trees lining the road were stripped almost naked to provide branches
with which to beat out the fire.

The limp, the lame, and the weary, injuries and tiredness for
gotten, were jostling and shouting with the rest.

On arriving at Mr. Crawford's house, it became immediately
apparent that to tackle the fire would be no easy job. After rushing,
torch-like, through a line of pine trees bordering the property, the
fire had caught a hold in the brush and dry grass at the bottom of
a steep garden, and was steadily moving upwards.
Immediately they arrived, a few boys seized the initiative and
found their way to the bottom of the garden, whose terraces and
brambles were accounting for many scratches and bruises in the
darkness, and began attacking the fire from the bottom.

Following their example, many of the boys who had been stand

ing around, unsure of how to begin, made their way to the bottom
and soon a fairly efficient system was established, killing the fire in
sections, and preventing it from climbing further.

At first there was a general air offrivolity and excitement among
the boys, but they soon settled down to the task ofsteadily extinguish
ing the fire.
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At one stage the fire caught in an unusually thick tangle of
brambles and brush, flaring up intensely, and the flames and thou

sands of glowing sparks, carried by the wind, caused a few minutes
of tense anxiety.

It was eventually brought under control, and this, along with the
arrival of hoses which were effectively set to work, signalled the end

of virtually the whole fire. Subsequent small flare-ups were quickly
dispelled, and by 8.15 there was nothing left but a carpet of glowing
coal lining the ground everywhere.

The bravery of some of the boys was commendable, and as Mr.
Myhill, who was very much a part of the activity, remarked, the
fire could not have been brought under control without the aid of
the boys.

Mr. Crawford followed this up by saying, "I'm very glad that
the boys were here this time, because in 1966 we had a similar fire,
which was during the school holidays, however, when we were

away as well, and the fire took almost everything."
Despite cuts, bruises, and minor burns, everyone seemed to agree
that it was the best possible way in which a prep, could be spent.
A. Mason

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sir,

Urgent representations have been made to me by the Mikado
and the Assembly of Nipponese Notables. I am instructed to draw
to your attention the monstrous, indeed scurrilous, allegation made
by your correspondent "D.L-W." in the Icist issue of the Chronicle.
Your correspondent states "The Bluebird disappeared". This is
quite wrong. The Bluebird did not disappear. It simply passed
from view, which is not the same thing at all.

I have been requested to remind you of the old Nipponese pro
verb, which runs "Old Bluebirds never die; they simply pull away."
I am further instructed to observe that there have, in recent

times, been other incidents when men in high office have not had
all the facts set before them. The result has been loss of face.

It is my sincere wish that you should not lose face (even on the
surface) and I hope, therefore, that you will be open to correction.
Banzai!

R. W. Lamplough.
D.L-W. replies:

I am dismayed to learn that the Assembly of Nipponese Notables
has been brought into what is a purely personal vendetta - they
can ill-afford the time.
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R. W. Lamplough is mistaken. It was not the Bluebird's manner
of passing but its exceptional longevity that excited the under
signed's admiration.
Yours faithfully,
D.L-W.

The Editor regrets being party to this acrimonious correspondence, and now
that D.L-W. has had the last word {R.L. is foiled again), declares this
correspondence is now closed.
Sir,

I saw your plea for criticism of the Chronicle (they must be in a
stew) and decided to comply. So I came upstairs, started chewing
the top off my pen, and started worrying about an inspiration.
Of course it wasn't easy. I had to wonder what was going wrong
between those dirty-grey uninviting covers, where plagiarism seems
rife, and where a taint of originality, alas, has not been seen for
years. Where page after page, after page, after page after page is
filled with purposeless information (?) about the U14R (and if
there is any purpose to it, I,for one, have not found it) or about how
X House has done during the year (each one trying to outdo the
next).
Someone saw me writing. Will "they" (the perpetual they)

publish long, stupid letters? "Course they will," he was told. He
should have known they're so desperately short of material they

haven't published anything worthwhile for years - like essays for
example (non-plagiarised) or poetry (ditto).
And suddenly I realized thejob was done. Good heavens - they'll
never publish this. It isn't worthwhile. But ah, yes. They haven't
got anything else.
Yours faithfully,
D.T.

EXPLORATION SOCIETY HIKE

GIANT'S CASTLE-INJASUTI
James Lind Holmes

Mr. J EN KINS, Tony Dickens, Paul Asherson and I loaded our
rucksacks outside Mr. Barne's office at the Giant's Castle Rest

Camp under the mocking eye of Charlie the lammergeier.
The climb to the Bannerman Hut was fairly tedious for the, as

yet, relatively unfit and weighted backpackers. As we came within
sight of the hut we noticed two eland which fled our presence as
soon as a camera was lifted. We brewed tea, supped, signed and

commented (Shakespearian quotations by Mr. Jenkins) in the
visitors' book and "turned in" early.
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fej.Filled with strength anew after a fitful sleep we rose with the
crack of dawn to a most magnificent sunrise. Filled also with "Jungle

Hawermout" and spurred on by the keen mountain air we began
the ascent of Bannerman's Pass, a climb of a mere i 500 feet. As

someone had sagely commented in the visitor's book:"Bannerman
should have been shot." At the top, we rested, devoured oranges
and surveyed with pride what we had accomplished. Then we
trudged over a large Basuto sponge area and had lunch on the

verge of the escarpment. To maintain diplomatic relations, we
shared our rations of cheese, chocolate, and raisins with two Basuto

herd boys. We pressed on. After a long haul, the Upper Injasuti
Cave was found with the aid of cairns placed by the Veld and Vlei

Trust. As protection from the weather they had built up most of
the mouth. The floor was extremely dry and dusty and the only

available source of water was 200 feet or so below in the valley.
It became bitterly cold that night and none of us slept well. We
were disturbed particularly by the Upper Injasuti Cave rat which
scuttled about the unwashed cutlery and used it as a gymansium.
He also tried to drag off a packet of rice.
The sun rose to show that Natal, the void below the escarpment,
was filled with mist. The walk to the top of Leslie's Pass was not

strenuous, but over dry, rocky and barren terrain. We had diffi

culty finding the top of the pass and had to retrace our steps for a
mile or so in the mist. Boulder-hopping in squelching shoes, we

found our way below the "Pea Soup" mist and stumbled on down
Marble Baths valley as night began to fall. In the weak light of two
small torches we blundered into rocks and oubos in search of

Marble Baths Cave. Eventually we gave up and bedded down near
the stream on the grass.

On the third morning we woke to see that the dry and comfortable
cave was well concealed, but not far away. We had obviously

walked right past the Baths themselves in the dark. The Injasuti
Valley is a very beautiful one and the sides are covered with long
grass and yellowwood forest. At a leisurely pace we ambled to
Battle Cave and Fergie's cave while a baboon hurled abuse at us.

That night we ate and talked late into the night around a roaring
eampfire at Fergie's Cave. The first two daylight hours of the last

morning we filled with the arduous task of climbing to the Jeep
Track. At the top we looked back with great pride at the majestic
cliff faces and saw where we had marched.

I will not go into the details of the march of the next six miles
along that dry track. We had not gone half way before we began
to see mirages in the searing heat. Tony looked back for a moment
to see where we had come and casually told us the news. A large
dust cloud indicated that a car was coming. We trudged on trying
not to show that we were bumming a lift. The Parks Board ranger
pulled up beside us.
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"Could I interest you chaps in a lift?" The question was rhetori
cal. We had leapt aboard the Land Rover, packs and all, before
Mr.Jenkins could croak "Yes, please!"

POETRY

BLOOD OF NATIONS

T. Asbury (Form III)
When the first streaks of grey light
race, across the sky.
Chasing the stars before them.
And the purple-red mists circle the earth.
And a watery,

soft, sun is born
Red, in the blood of nations
that strive,
and fight:
Then I wonder:

Can God, a God who has made so wonderful a sight,
Gare if I be Jew or Christian,
Or black or white,

But only if I lead a fruitful life.
Generous and kind.
And the sun carries with it

The blood of nations.
The blood of Christ.

WOLF

B. McClunan (Form II)

The evil black silhouette shaped against the silver moon, slowly
lifted his head. An eerie howl followed. A long drawn out, spinechilling howl. As his evil shape turned, amber eyes flickered. An
answering howl echoed distantly across the valley. Seek, seek for
food. This sinister shape slinks away. Silently, silently, as if to hail

his silent departure, another howl echoes ghostly through the
valley. All is quiet . . . quiet.
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DUSK

By a Fifth Former
The Dusk

Hangs like a black lace before grief stricken eyes;
Holding for a second
In Eternity; a brief backward glanceBefore dissolving like a mantle
in a mottled heap,
As the cool, pure, all-enveloping
curtain of blackness

Descends to soothe the waiting earth.

Slowly, quietly, the welcome curtain drops.

Until, suddenly.
The day is dead.
Another chapter closed;
And its light and individuality lost
for ever
In the muddled chronicles
Of men's minds.
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SOCIETIES
PARLIAMENT

This year, like most years, we have had only a few outstanding
speakers. However, these were able to keep the standards of debate
high. The Government had four very convincing speakers in Messrs.
Rycroft, Wallace, Prosser and Carter. The Opposition was handi

capped by having its ranks filled with inexperienced speakers.
However Wood, a parliamentary veteran, spoke well, although he
was inclined to be over-flamboyant. Among the inexperienced
speakers, Simon, Stockil and Cliff showed promise.
For the most part, the cross-benchers were dormant with the

exception of Mr. Jenkins. However, towards the end, a few crossbenchers took life and began to participate.
On the 19th of June, Pinetown Convent attended Parliament.

They made a contribution to the discussion and we hope that more
schools will be invited to attend our meetings.
All in all, if present trends continue, 1971 should be a good year
for Parliament.
B. C. E. Leitch

AFRIKAANS VERENIGING

Die Afrikaanse Vereniging is weer vanjaar in die lewe geroep
nadat dit vir 'n tydlank nie gefunksioneer bet nie.

Met die stigtings-vergadering was die belangstelling onder die
leerlinge so oorweldigend dat daar besluit is om dit te beperk net
tot leerlinge in form 4, 5 en 6.

Die komitee vir die jaar bestaan uit Mnr. J. Faber as Voorsitter,
Andrew Trytsman as Sekretaris met Charles Foster en Lauron

Buys as addisionele lede. Die vereniging vergader al om die ander
week en beywer hom veral daarvoor om 'n voorliefde vir Afrikaans

by die Engelsprekende leerling aan te wakker, deur kultuur en
ontspannings aande te reel, asook samesang aande waar uitsluitlik

Afrikaanse Volksliedjies geleer en gesing word, wat natuurlik
groot byval by die leerlinge vind.

Die komitee beoog groot planne vir die res van diejaar waaronder
in groot braaivleis en kampvuur konsert ingesluit is.
J-FJUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY

Fewer meetings of the society were held during the last term as a
result of the rehearsals for Hamlet. Attendance, however, has been
good and the boys have shown keenness to participate, in debates.
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The standard of debate for the most part has been good, but there
has been an inevitable tendency to split hairs and argue violently
about trivial points. The enthusiasm (albeit misdirected at times)
of both the speakers and the floor is nevertheless gratifying. It is
hoped next term to institute an inter-house competition in order to
stimulate further interest.
P.T.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Mid-year Report

With many useful weeks still ahead this year, the Society already
has an impressive list of activities to record.
Since the last report was made, three expeditions have been
undertaken, two of these to the Kamberg and Giant's Castle areas

of the Drakensberg where the Society continued its study of the
Bushman Art; the other was to the Sehlabathebe area of Lesotho
where Mr. P. Carter, the well-known British archaeologist, was

conducting an excavation - here four members gained valuable
experience in archaeological field work.

In addition to this, it is hoped to take another expedition to the
Cleopatra valley of the Kamberg region early in the July vacation.
Of the four meetings held so far this year, on two occasions the
Society has been addressed by Mr. D. Lewis-Williams who spoke
once on the various Stone Age cultures of South Africa and later
in the term on Ghysauster, an ancient village in Cornwall, England.
On other occasions, owing to the lack of outside speakers, various
members addressed the society chiefly with the aim in mind to
enlighten some of the newer members.

The Society wishes to thank Mr. Jeannot for allowing it to use
the Science Lecture Theatre for its meetings.

J. Wallace [Secretary)

GUILD

The Guild, with numbers swelling and enthusiasm high, has
forged ahead this year. A programme of varied meetings has held
the interest of many boys, and these meetings have meant a great
deal to those who participated.
Earlier on in the year, twelve boys were selected to attend a
Private Schools Christian Leadership Course at Eston. After three

days of experiments, discussion and experiences, the boys agreed
that they had a deeper understanding of modern life, and that their
faith had been strengthened.

This year the Guild has been addressed by Mr. Fish and the
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Rev. D. Veysie, and has also had a number of internal meetings.
Recently,fourteen boys from Indaleni Missionary Institution visited
us and a meaningful afternoon and evening was spent at the youth
camp.

Perhaps one of the most enjoyable meetings was when nine young
people who are part of "Give a Year of Your Life" Youth Training
Course came up and led the meeting. They certainly proved that
Christians can have fun and they seemed to radiate with meaning
in their lives. There was plenty of humour and this was crowned
when one male member, with shoulder-length hair, said, "Inci-

dently, I'm the only Christian on this course. You see, I'm the only
Anglican - the rest are Methodists!" Such was the atmosphere of
the meeting.

So it can be said that the Guild can look foward to another good
half-year.

MOTOR CLUB

Workshop activities have gathered momentum this year with
gratifying results. The restoration of the 1947 MC proceeds apace;
it is hoped to have the car on display by Speech Day, resplendent
in its new paint and upholstery, outward signs of the time-consuming
labour which has gone into the refurbishing of the chassis and woodframed bodywork.

The 1948 Wolseley is undergoing a major mechanical overhaul.
It has proved pleasing to note the care with which the work has
proceeded.

Other activities have included a film show and acting as hosts to
the Veteran Car Club of South Africa on the occasion of their

annual Concours d'Elegance, now firmly established as a Kearsney
fixture.

Responsible leadership in Club activities has been provided by
C. B. Grant, supported by P. Asherson and T. Ellis-Cole. It is also

fitting to mention the interest shown in the Club by the Ford Motor
Company of South Africa, who have been the source of films and

educational material in addition to many mechanical exhibits.
R.W.

YACHT CLUB

As USUALLY happens at the beginning of a school year, far more
boys wanted to become members of this Club than could possibly
be catered for during normal outings; we simply do not have the
transport, nor sufficient boats, to take more than about twenty boys
on an outing. This situation may improve if we are able to leave

boats at Lake Midmar, and also if we are able to put into use a
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large training yacht which has been given to the Club by a generous
Old Boy who prefers to remain un-named. However, as things
stand at the moment, many boys are being disappointed and there
is little we can do about it. We have held several meetings at school

where boys have been taught the rudiments ofsailing by experienced
yachtsmen, and this "blackboard" instruction will be very valuable
to those who are able to test it on the water; for the rest, we hope

that these meetings have been interesting and have stimulated
their desire to go sailing.

The outings during the first term were devoted to our preparation
for, and participation in the first Natal Inter-Schools Yachting
Championship. On the first outing, we selected the members of the
Kearsney teams; the second outing, which was intended to be a
training session ended abruptly when the weather turned foul;
then, after much hard work by Mr. Kode and the boys, we finally
came under starters orders for the Inter-School Regatta. Kearsney
entered three teams, each consisting of three dabchicks; our teams

were placed 7th, 15th and 22nd among a total of 23 teams represen

ting 12 schools. Although our boys did not distinguish themselves,
they certainly gained valuable experience and thoroughly enjoyed
the competition.

During the second term we held two outings before cold weather
and examinations intervened. Both of these outings were designed
to introduce newcomers to our activities and so, on both occasions,

some of the regular sailors had to be left at school.

The Club is greatly indebted to several parents, and particularly
Mr. Kode, for their generosity in time and material contributions

which have helped to extend the activities of the Club. We also wish
to record our appreciation to those masters who willingly give up
their Sundays to drive the lorry to Midmar.
P.E.M.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

1970 has been an active year, photographically. Since proposed

speakers were unavailable in the first term, the society had two
film evenings. Both films (viz. "Nature's Half Acre" and "The
Final Game") were technically excellent. The other meeting was

held in conjunction with the Archaeological Society when slides of
an expedition to Lesotho were screened.

During this term, the competition "Action in Sport" was an
nounced. There were not as many entries as expected - it was won
by Clemence and Solomon.
Another successful photographic outing was held as these have

proved very popular. A group spent a day at the Durban docks
which provide varied subjects for photographing.
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Speakers were predominant in the second term. Mr. Mossom

(connoisseur in aerobatics!) gave a slide show on aerial photography.
These included some outstanding shots of the 'Berg and geographi
cal features.

A representative of Minolta, Mr. Davis, presented a talk on

photography in general, with emphasis on close-up work. After
showing some slides he distributed photo albums and pamphlets.
The third speaker of the term was Mr. Andy King, a professional
photographer who spoke on his travels in a trimaran yacht and
illustrated his talk with a number of slides taken around Mada
gascar.

Our acknowledgments to the organiser, Mr. Jenkins, and Mr.
Metcalf for allowing us to use the Biology lecture theatre.
B. Clemence
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SPORTS REPORTS
RUGBY
1ST XV

To AVOID repetition and to provide an accurate assessment, a

review of the whole season will appear in the next Chronicle. Only
the matches played during the first half of the season are herein
described.

During the latter part of the Easter Vacation we undertook a

tour to the Eastern Cape and Border. While only partly successful
regarding results, the benefit from such a tour can be judged from
the high morale of the team. Furthermore, it underlined one of our
major problems, that of filling the centre positions. The tour was
most enjoyable, so much so that one boy broke his femur so that

he could extend his stay in East London! The highlights, apart
from the rugby and the fellowship, were the voyage to Port Eliza

beth and the flight back. Our sincere thanks are due to the head
masters, members of staff, parents and boys of the sehools against
which we played, for their kindness and overwhelming hospitality.
The rugby we played did not rise to the standard the team has
produced in most games at home. The first match against Kingswood was a typically early season performance with many errors
interrupting play. We scraped home with a penalty and a dropped

goal by Buys to an unconverted try. Our defeat by St. Andrews
was, without a doubt, the best game of the tour, for in ideal weather
it produced surprisingly good attractive running rugby. St. Andrews
deserved to win by a try and a goal to a dropped goal by Buys,
but they had some anxious moments. The gale that blew when we
played P. J. Olivier made any form of good rugby virtually im
possible, and what deserves comment is the determined efforts of
our lighter opponents. We won 5 - 3, a try by Immelman converted
by Buys, to an unconverted try. The final game saw our players a
little jaded and Selbourne ran in two tries and a penalty to a
penalty by Buys. Trying our fourth combination in the centre, with
Buys at full-back, it proved only that Buys is essentially a full-back

and that the search for centres would continue. A further disturbing
realization was that we had scored only one try in four games.
RESULTS

Away
vs. Ixopo
Won 11 - 3
Kearsney was soon on the attack, winning much good bail from the line-outs.
The backs were moving well with Hopkins breaking well in the centre but having
little support. A good break sent Pilkington over in the corner for Buys to convert.
Ixopo failed with a penalty but scored when Kearsney failed to clear from a scrum
near their line and the Ixopo scrum-half and loose-forwards carried the ball over.
Half-time score 5-3.

The second half produced less spectacular rugby, with both sides missing penal
ties. Despite winning a fair share of the ball and being in an attacking position
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for much of this half, it was left to Buys to increase the score through a penalty and
a dropped goal making the final score 11 - 3, a fair reflection.
Away
vs. College
Lost 3-22
Kearsney was soon on the attack and missed an early chance of scoring from a
penalty. Play swung into the Kearsney half and from a penalty, College led 3-0,
but Kearsney returned to the attack and drew level when Buys succeeded with a
dropped goal. Shortly before half-time. Holmes shrugged off several tackles to
score in the corner and College led 6-3, the half-time score.
Fine touch-kicking by Buys repeatedly drove College back, but with their for
wards getting on top, they were gaining more possession giving their backs an
opportunity to rim with the ball. A penalty increased their lead to 9 - 3, to which
they added a try from a line-out and another penalty (17-3). The finest try came
when Holmes cut in and ran through untouched to score under the posts. The
conversion made the final score 22-3, a disappointing game for Kearsney
managed to deny College the ball for part of the game but foiled to keep it up.
Home

vs. The Old Crocks

Won 28-6

From the kick-off into the Old Crocks' half Kearsney was awarded a penalty
and Buys opened the score. He increased the score to 6 - o with another penalty
from the halfway line. line-out near the Old Crocks' line led to Watt breaking
through to score in the corner (9-0). A good break by Slabbert sent Hopkins
over under the posts for Buys to convert making the half-time score 14-0. The
changed Kearsney back-line moved well, and Kearsney in one half had scored
as many tries as the previous six games had produced.
Early in the second half a well executed dummy scissors between Oxlee and
Schabram resulted in Oxlee scoring but the conversion failed. Buys started a
movement on the half-way line and after a good run Hopkins scored (17-3).
The Old Crocks replied with another unconverted try when Schabram broke well
from a scrum on the Kearsney 25-yard line. Perks broke down the middle of the
field and Pilkington was up in support to go over (20-6). Good change of direc

tion and a burst ofspeed saw Slabbert score in the corner. Finally, a kick ahead by
Perks was picked up by Hopkins and with the conversion made the final score
28-6.

Home
vs. Hilton
Won 19-9
The opening score was a penalty by Buys. Although Kearsney was on the attack
a fine break by the Hilton centre resulted in a fine fifty-yard run by their lock
who scored far out (3-3). Buys replied with a penalty. Slabbert broke well on
the blind-side, whipped the ball to Perks who sent Hopkins on a fine run down the
wing to score under the posts. The conversion made the score 11 - 3. Hilton scored
from a full line movement but failed to convert. The half-time score was 11 - 6.

Early in the second half good runs by Slabbert and Hopkins were stopped by
good tackling. Hilton narrowed the gap when a break on the blind-side was not
checked and poor tackling resulted in the scrum-half scoring in the corner. The
conversion failed (11 -g). Gaining a quick heel from a loose scrum near the
Hilton line, Kearsney changed direction and a neat kick by Perks was picked up
by Halliday to score in the corner. The conversion failed. Hilton returned to the

attack and on the Kearsney 25-yard line, Hopkins picked up a dropped pass and
set off on a thrilling run, outpacing the opposition to score under the posts. Buys
made the final score 19-9. VVith both sides playing delightful running rugby, this
must rank as one of the^most exciting and spectacular games ever played at
Kearsney.
Home

i;l. Northlands

Won 21-6

Soon on the attack, Kearsney were awarded a penalty on the touch-line. The
kick was wide, but Trytsman,following up fast, gathered the ball and barged over.
Buys converted. Northlands replied wkh a penalty. Peeling off at the back of a
■ V
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line-out Hall kicked ahead, gathered it himself short of the line and burst over
under the posts. Buys made the score lo - Winning the ball from the scrum,
Northlands moved it along the line and Wheeler the wing, after a good run,
scored in the comer. Half-time score 10-6.

Early in the second half Hall repeated his first h*.lf performance, when he
kicked ahead, the Northlands full-back failed to gather cleanly and Hall scored.
The conversion brought the score to 15 - 3. Holding the ball in a line-out, Kearsney

forced a penalty and Buys increased the lead. Northlands were again off-side and
Buys made the final score 21-6. Kearsney did not play the same open rugby as
the previous Saturday, but it was encouraging to see that the forwards, who scored
all the tries in this game, could take the initiative when the backs were depleted
through injury.
Home

US. Westville

Won 17 - 11

Westville kicked off and Pilkington, who gathered the ball, had a good run, to
be pulled down short of the line. A penalty resulted and Kearsney led 3-0.
Westville missed a chance of drawing level with a penalty. A good run on the
blind-side, assisted by poor tackling, allowed Taylor, the scrum-half, to run forty

yards to score in the corner. The conversion made Westville lead 5 - 3. A forward
rush, in which Pilkington was prominent, led to Trytsman scoring but the con
version failed (6-3). A penalty increased the Kearsney lead to 9-5.
The second half saw Westville very much on the attack and the lead was
narrowed after a penalty under the posts 9-8. Westville then took the lead from
a penalty for a late tackle, but Buys replied with a penalty and the game was
safe when,from a scrum near the Westville line, Catto fed Pilkington who barged
over on the blind side. The conversion made the final score 17 - 11.
Home

vs. Port Natal

Lost 11-14

Buys opened the score with a fine penalty from the half-way line, but when a

forward was off-side, Port Natal drew level. Kearsney returned to the attack and
Buys succeeded with another fine penalty from the half-way line. Gaining more
possession Port Natal looked dangerous on a number of occasions, but fine tackling
prevented them scoring. Port Natal drew level shortly before half-time with a
penalty (6-6),
The second half saw Port Natal make better use of their superior forwards and
many fine forward mshes were checked only by determined Kearsney tackling.
A kick ahead for the forwards was well gathered and a try resulted. Port Natal led
9-6. A series of loose scrums and forward rushes took Port Natal from their
25-yard line to near the Kearsney line. A quick heel found the Kearsney backs out
of position and an easy try under the posts, with the conversion, made their lead
14 - 6. Kearsney returned to the attack and a good run by Hopkins down the
wing made score 14 - 9. A good conversion made the final score 14 - 11.
Away
i>5. St. Stithians
Won 18-8
The vast number of infringements early in the .game, prevented the teams from

settling down and play never rose to great heights. Halliday opened the score for
Kearsney when, after a full line movement, he scored in the corner. Buys converted.
Watt broke from a line-out to pounce on a loose ball and score far out. The con
version failed. An interception by the St. Stithians fly-half while Kearsney was on
the run, resulted in him scoring under the posts. The conversion narrowed the
score to 8 - 5. The latter part of the second half saw Kearsney very much on the
attack and many movements broke down short of the line. Slabbert scored near
the posts for Buys to convert and St. Stithians replied with a penalty (13 - 8).

A penalty by Buys was knocked on under the posts and from the five-yard scrum
Staples crossed the line. The conversion by Buys brought the final score to 18-8.
Home

aj. Wynberg

Lost 3-5

Severely hit by 'flu, Kearsney fielded an Invitation XV, in which two Westville
players helped to fill places we were unable to, and we thank them and the Head675
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master of Westville for the gesture.

VVynberg were immediately on the attack and missed an early opportunity of
scoring with a penalty. Buys too, missed a penalty. Wynberg scored when a kick
ahead was fumbled under the posts and a loose-forward was on hand to dive over.

The conversion made the score 5-0. Buys replied with a penalty to make the
half-time score 5-3.

Wynberg had several good runs but good determined tackling prevented them
scoring. They failed with two penalties. For several minutes Kcarsney tried
desperately to score from a number of scrums and line-outs near the Wynberg
line, but failed. There was no further score.
2nd XV
RESULTS
Ixopo

Won 5Won la Won 9Won 24 -

College 3RD
Hilton .

Northlands
Westville

Port Natal

Won

II - 6

Won

6- 0

. ! LoVt

Kloof ist

3
9
8
6

Played 7, Won 6, Lost i. Points for 73, Points against 47

6-15

3rd & 4th XV
RESULTS

3rd
IxoPO
College
Hilton

Lost

Northlands .
Westville .

Won 19
Won 14

Port Natal
Kloof

Drawn 8

Thomas More ist

Won 24

Won
Won

20 ■
iq.

4th
o

o

16
3

8
8

Won 37 - 5
Lost
9-20
Lost
3-24
Won 9-8
Won 20 - 3
Won 9- 8

PJ.R.
5th XV
RESULTS
College
vs. Hilton .
m,

Lost

ID - II

Westville

Lost
Won
Lost

3- 8
17 - o
5-10

Thomas More .

Won

12 - 8

vs.

Northlands

vs.
vs.

R.L.
6th XV
RESULTS
vs. Hilton .

Lost

vs. Northlands

Won 52 - i

vs. Westville

Won 24 - ;

vs. Thomas More ,

Won

o - i;
20 - (

R.L.

Under 14G & 14D
RESULTS

U14C
Won 3 Lost
o Won 25Won 31 Drew 3-

vs. Hilton
vs. Northlands
vs. Westville
vs. Kloof
vs. Port Natal
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U14D
Lost 0-25
Lost

o- 6

Won 14 - 3

A FINE bunch of boys who have played enthusiastically and really
tried hard. They deserved the many wins achieved. Well done to
those who have moved up to the A's and B's.
M.E.M.

Under 13A & B
RESULTS

U13A

vs. Maritzburg College U i 3A
vs. Clifton Prep. School (Dbn.) ist XV
vs. Northlands U i 3A
FT. Westville U13A
vs. Highbury Prep. School ist XV
vs. Port Natal Primary School ist XV
pj. Kloof U13A

Lost
3- 6
Lost
5 - 11
Lost 6-15
Lost
3-13
Won 11- 3
Lost 0-30
Won 11- o

U13B
PS. Maritzbueo College U13C
vs. Clifton Prep. School (Dbn.) snd XV
PS. Northlands U133
PS. Westville U13B
PS. Highbury Prep. School 2nd XV

Won 14- 6
Won 11 - 3
Lost
3- 9
Lost
0-23
Lost 0-17

vs. Port Natal Primary School 2nd XV

Lost

8 - 11

PS. Thomas More U13A

Lost

6- 9

C.E.J.
HOCKEY
SENIOR HOCKEY

The results given below would indicate a very poor season.

This is misleading, as the ist Division relied heavily this season on
young players. The ist XI contained four under 15 and four under
16 players. Bearing this in mind, the team did well to hold their
bigger opponents as well as they did. The next few seasons should
show the benefits of the experience which the younger players have
gained.
RESULTS
1ST XI

vs. D.H.S

Lost

2-0

vs. Alexandra
vs. Glenwood
vs. Northlands

Lost
Lost
Won

i -o
2-0
6-2

vs. Westville

Lost

3-0

vs. D.H.S

Drew

i - i

vs. Mansfield
vs. Glenwood

Won
Lost

4-3
4-0

vs. Alexandra

Lost

2-0

vs. Rondebosch

Lost

3-0

.

vs. St. Stithian's

Won

i -o

vs. Lichtenburg
vs. St. Mark's
vs. Waterford

Won
Drew
Lost

2- 1
0-0
i -o
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RESULTS
2ND XI

VS. D.H.S
vs. Alexandra
vs. Glenwood

Lost
Lost
Lost

3■ t
4-0
3-0

vs. Mansfield
vs. Glenwood

Drew
Lost

0-0
i -o

J.F. and J.L.H.

Under 15

Early in the season we lost four of our strongest players to the
first division. The team continued the good record of previous years
although the matches seldom reached any heights. In the last week
of term the team was decimated by 'flu and lost its last two matches
in spite of generous assistance from sundry other sportsmen.
E.R.J.
RESULTS

vs. D.H.S

Won

a- o

vs. Westville

Won

3- i

vs. Glenwood
vs. Mansfield

Won
Won

a- i
10 - o

vs. D.H.S

Won

4- o

vs. Glenwood
vs. Alexandra 2nd

Lost
Lost

o- 2
1- 2

UxNDER 14

The under 14 side had a very successful season, losing only one
match. The future of hockey in the school is assured with so many
enthusiastic and promising young players coming on.
D.B.

HOCKEY TOUR 1970

The team set off from Kearsney by car at 10 a.m. on Friday, June
the 26th, and arrived at St. Stithian's the same evening. We then
split up and spent the night in private homes. On Saturday morning
we played against Rondebosch Boys' High from Cape Town, also
guests of St. Stithian's. We lost 3-0. That afternoon we played
our best hockey of the tour against St. Stithian's. It was level
pegging until we scored the only goal of the match eight minutes

from the end. That evening our hosts took us to supper at the
"Hungry Eye" restaurant in Johannesburg.
On Sunday we visited the Voortrekker Monument (which un
fortunately was closed) and the Union Buildings in Pretoria, before
continuing our journey. After having lunch at the Hartebeestpoort
dam, we moved on to Lichtenburg. We spent two nights in the
town, finding the hospitality spontaneous and the people very
friendly. On Monday we met the town team in a very sporting
match which we won 2 - i. Afterwards we were entertained at a

most enjoyable braaivleis.

On Tuesday we motored right across the Transvaal to Nelspruit.
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We spent the night at an hotel a mile outside the town. That evening
we saw a film at a local cinema.

Early on Wednesday morning we left for the Kruger National
Park, arriving at Pretorius Kop for lunch. We spent two and a half
days in the Park. Supper and most other meals were cooked on
the braai by a cook with hitherto unrevealed talent. We saw a fair
amount of the usual game in the Park. Despite constant vigilance,
however, we failed to catch sight of a single tiger or wild and woolly
wapiti!
On Friday we travelled through the Park and had lunch near
the border at the Crocodile Bridge camp. We then crossed into
Mocambique at Komatipoort and proceeded to the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Cardiga near Goba. Throughout our stay in Mocam

bique the most prominent feature was the overwhelming hospitality
of Mr. and Mrs. Cardiga.

We left Mocambique on Sunday after lunch and travelled to
Mbabane in Swaziland where we stayed in one of the St. Mark's
hostels. Here, as at St. Stithian's, we found the scholars and masters
very friendly. On Monday eifternoon we played against St. Marks
and drew o - o. The whole school was freed from afternoon classes

in honour of the occasion. That evening we were shown the local
casino, a most interesting experience.

On Tuesday afternoon we played against Waterford High School
and lost to an excellent team i - o. The heroic goalkeeping of
Harold Moore had the spectators on their feet time and again.
That evening we were the dinner guests of Mr. Gavin Brown, a
Kearsney Old Boy, who is manager ofthe Holiday Inn in Mbabane.
On Wednesday morning, July the 8th, we were roused at the
crack of dawn by the "Early Bird" and left for Durban after break
fast. The departing convoy must have resembled a travelling circus,
with the cars crammed with Mexican type sombreros, Swazi spears,
multi-coloured strings of beads and sundry other colourful souve
nirs. We arrived in Durban that evening very tired after an enjoy
able and most interesting tour of 2,300 miles which took us through
much fascinating scenery in our own and neighbouring countries.
Nicholas Bartlett

SWIMMING

When Kearsney fields a full team we can hold our own in interschools competition but on Saturday mornings our depleted teams
had to work very hard. Nevertheless we enjoyed these short galas
against D.H.S., Glenwood and Northlands during the first term.
The Triangular Gala was held at Kearsney this year. Seven
new records were established; five by Kearsney, one by Hilton
and one by Michaelhouse. Kearsney is now holder of 15 records of
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a possible 21. This gala is run as a friendly competition without
scoring points. It is held mid-week and it is, therefore, possible for
us to have our strongest team competing.
Our 27th Annual Interhouse Gala was held on a Friday after
noon to enable boarders to start their week-end on Friday evening.
This proved very popular with long distance parents but we did
sacrifice support from Old Boys. We enjoyed lovely weather and
we are grateful to Mr. and Mrs. J. Brewer Booth for attending as
our Guests of Honour.

Event I! 3 Lengths Freestyle (under 13)

I. J. Sraythe (G); 2. H. Russell (P); 3. D. Thomson (F). Time 43.5 sees.
Event 2: 2 LENGTHS Freestyle (under 14)

I. S. Roe (P); 2. R. Hewitt (P); 3. T. Weddell (G);. Time 37.2 sees.
(Record)
Event 3: too yds. Freestyle (under 15)

I. A. Goldman (P); 2. A. Reid (P); 3. B. Williams (G). Time 61.i sees.
Event 4: too yds. Freestyle (under 16)

I. M.Jollands (F); 2. G. Weddell (G); 3. R. Kraus (P). Time 55.3 sees.
(Record)
Event 5: too yds. Freestyle (Open)

I. A. Tucker (G); 2. R. Frostiek (F); 3. W. Pretorius (G). Time 57.5 sees.
Event 6:5x1 Non-1'Inalists Belay Race (under 13, 14, 15, 16, Open)
I. (P); 2. (G); 3. (F). Time 96.1 sees.
Event 7: 2 Lengths Breaststroke (under 13)

I. N. Anderson (G); 2. H. Russell (P); 3. P. Livsey (G). Time 58.1 sees.
Event 8: 2 Lengths BitEASTSTROXE (under 14)
I. 1. McClure (G); 2. P. Botha (P); 3. J. Weddell (G). Time 51.2 sees.
Event 9: 100 yds Breaststroke (under 15)
I. P. Witz (F); 2. A. Reid (P); 3. B. Williams (P). Time 78.6 sees.
Event 10: too yds. Breaststroke (under 16)
I. M.Jollands (F); 2. G. Weddell (G); 3. M. Davies (P). Time 76.3 sees.
Event 11: no yds. Breaststroke (Open)

I. S. McMillan (P); 2. B. Stafford (G); 3. N. Bartlett (G). Time 75.0 sees.
Event 12: Old Boys' i Length Freestyle
I. G. Pearson and P. Goldman.

Event 14: 4 X t Medley Team Race (Open)
I. (P); 2. (G); 3. (F). Time 77.6 sees.
Event 15: I Length Backstroke (under 13)

I. S. du Doit (P); 2. B. Livsey (G); 3. A. Smith (F). Time 22.3 sees.
(Record equalled)
Event 16: 2 Lengths Backstroke (under 14)
I. S. Roe (P); 2. W. Parkinson (P); 3. G. Ghisholm (F). Time 46.1 sees.
(Record)
Event 17: 2 Lengths Backstroke (under 15)
I. A. Goldman (P); 2. R. Wyatt (G); 3. A. Reid (P). Time 45.9 sees.
Event 18: no yds. Backstroke (under 16)
I. H. Magennis (P); 2. M.Jollands (F); 3. G. Weddell (G). Time 72.5 sees.
Event 19: too yds. Backstroke (Open)
I. A. Tucker (G); 2. R.Jennings (G); 3. R. Frostiek (F). Time 67.9 sees.
Event 20: I Length BtrrrERFLY (under 13)
I. H. Russell (P); 2. N. Anderson (G); 3. D. Thomson (F). Time 21.6 sees.
Event 21: t Length Butterfly (under 14)
I. S. Roe (P); 2. 1. McClure (G); 3. W. Parkinson (P). Time 18.8 sees.
(Record)
Event 22: I Length Butterfly (under 15)
I. A. Goldman (P); 2. P. Witz (F); 3. H. Moore (F). Time 19.0 sees.
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Event 83: a Lengths Butterfly (under i6)

I. M.Jollands (F); a. H. Magennis (P); 3. R. Kraus (P). Time 39.0 sees.
(Record)

Event 24! a Lengths Butterfly (Open)
I. R. Frostick (F); a. M.Patterson (G); 3. W.Pretorius (G). Time 43.0 sees.
Event 25: House Relay Race (under 13)
I. (G); a. (P); 3. (F). Time 79.4 sees.
Event 26; House Relay Race (under 14)

I. (P); a.(G); 3. (F). Time 72.9 sees. (Record)
Event 27: House Relay Race (under 15)
I. (P); a. (F); 3. (G). Time 71.3 sees.
Event 28: House Relay Race (under 16)
I. (P); a. (G); 3. (F). Time 68.6 sees.
Event 29; House Relay Race (Open)
I.(G); a. (P); 3. (F). Time 67.4 sees.
Event Previously Decided
aoo YDS. Freestyle (Open)

I. R. Frostiek (F); a. A. Tucker (G); 3. W. Pretorius (G). Time a min.
ia.5 sees.

Inter-House Trophies
L. F. Forsyth Rose Bowl: Pembroke
Best Performance

Ian Tirrell Shield: M.Jollands
Runner-up

Spargo Cup: S. Roe
Open Relay Team

Bryan Cup: Gillingham
too YDS. Freestyle Open

Sandy Marr Cup; A. Tucker
no YDS. Breaststroke Open

Bester Cup: S. McMillan
too YDS. Backstroke Open

Philip Hind Cup: A. Tucker
a LENGTHS Butterfly Open

Chris Lee Cup: R. Frostick
Best Swimmer in each Age Group
Open

Robertson Gup: R. Frostick
Under 16

Spradbrow Cup: M.Jollands
Under 15

Matterson Cup: A. Goldman
Under 14

van Gorkom Cup: S. Roe
Under 13

Fearnhead Cup; H. Russell
Diying

Arthur Levitt Cup: N. Bartlett

Pembroke won with 181, Gillingham came second with 131 and

Finningley scored 83 points. Pembroke also won the heats which
preceded the gala.
DURBAN & DISTRICT INTERSGHOOLS GALA

For the first time in many years our divers could not compete in

this competition because of a clash in dates with our Interhouse
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Gala. We sacrificed valuable points here which we needed badly
when the swimming started. Our teams - this gala is also run on the
relay system - did very well, however, to come third overall. Final
results were; D.H.S. io6, Northlands 8i, Kearsney yg-J-, Glenwood
70^, Westville 42. The other Durban schools competed in the B
section.

DURBAN & DISTRICT TEAM

After 'IVials were held, M.Jollands, R.Jennings, J. McLure and
S. Roc were selected to swim for the District in the Interdistrict

Gala. G. Weddell, who was ill at the time was allocated an outside

lane to compete as an unofficial Durban entry.
NATAL SCHOOLS

Our four swimmers were all placed in the final Natal Schools
Championships and S. Roe was selected to represent Natal Schools
at the South African Interprovincial Schools Tournament at East
London. In the under 14 relay team Roe helped to set a new S.A.
Schools record.
LIFESAVING

All the boys who entered for S.A.L.S.S. awards passed when the
examiners tested them here the last Sunday of term. The scores
were very high, several more than 90% - one 99%. There are 35
Intermediate Star, 5 Scholars Instructor, 7 Bronze Medallion,
5 Bronze Gross and i Instructor Certificate successes.
COLOURS

Congratulations to the following on their awards:
Team Awards

Re-awards: A. Goldman, M.Jollands, G. Weddell.

New awards: S. Roe, I, McCiure, H. Magennis, A. Tucker, R. Frostick, R.
Jennings, B. Stafford, M. Paterson, S. McMillan, R. Kraus.
Colours Awards

Re-awards: M,Jollands.

New Awards; R.Jennings, G. Weddell (Life-saving), M.Paterson (Water Polo).
Honours

New Award: M.Jollands (Water Polo).

j.w.s.

TENNIS

Captain: C. R. Foster

It IS pleasing to record that the standard of tennis this year is
comparable to the best that Kearsney has ever attained. The four
regular representatives of the first team, C. Foster, M. Engelbrecht,
D. Foss and E. Coll have produced results that boys in succeeding
years may well find hard to equal. They have practised assiduously
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and played their matches with enthusiasm and determination a characteristic that has been lacking sometimes at senior level in
previous years. Foster has proved a competent leader who, by his
example, led his team to an outstanding success in the Brian
Denness Trophy, which Kearsney was awarded as the results below
indicate, by winning 29 of its 30 matches. The last time Kearsney
enjoyed this honour was in 1952. The school has also entered a
team for the Appletiser Bowl Competition whose zonal finals are
contested at Stellenbosch University in December this year. In the
first leg of this competition E. Coll and P. Engelbrecht beat a
Maritzburg College side. In the course of the third term further
matches remain to be played to determine the zonal winner.
Our Juniors will participate in the Bonnefin Trophy next term
and are expected to give a good account of themselves in a com
petition that has gone twice to Kearsney in the last three years.
BRIAN DENNESS TROPHY MATCHES

vs. Michaelhouse
vs. Harvard High School
vs. Maritzburg College
vs. St. Charles College
vs. Alexandra High School

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

by 5 matches to i
by 6 matches to o
by 6 matches to o
by 6 matches to o
by 6 matches to o

APPLETISER BOWL MATCH (Under 15)
vs. Maritzburg College
Won by 3 matches to a
FRIENDLIES

4th May vs. Westville Boys' High Won by 9 matches to 7
13th June vs. St. Stithian's College Won by 11 matches to 2
17th June vs. Northlands Boys' High Lost by 3 matches to o with i drawn
2ND Team:

25th May
6th May
20th May
27th May

vs. Westville Boys' High
vs. Michaelhouse
vs. St. Charles
vs. Maritzburg College

Won by 7 matches to 2
Lost by i match to 4
Won by 5 matches to o
Won by 7 matches to 2

17th June vs. Northlands Boys'

High 3RD

Won by 2 matches to i with i drawn

During the second term, a team of 8 players travelled with a
rugby contingent to St. Stithian's College, Johannesburg, where
Kearsney broke new ground by playing its first tennis match away
against a school that has strong church ties with Kearsney. The
contest was thoroughly enjoyed by all the players.
M. Engelbrecht is to be congratulated on his selection as a
member of the Junior County District Side that took part in the
Inter-District Competition. He is further to be commended on his

selection by the Natal Lawn Tennis Association for special tuition
by their official coach.
Kearsney tennis is in a healthy state and the coming school tennis
championships will help to encourage interest and improve stan
dards.

R.J.C.
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SCtUASH

The standard of Squash at Kearsney, as reflected by the over
all results in matches, is gradually improving,.
Again this year, two ladders are opeating, one for senior boys

and one for the under 15 age group, each having 20 places on it.
Coaching sessions are held regularly every Tuesday for the boys on
the senior ladder and every Wednesday for those on the junior
ladder. In addition, some team practices have been run at other
times.

During the second term two matches were played against Hilton.
In the away fixture the Kearsney ist V was soundly beaten 5-0
while the junior team of three narrowly lost 1-2. In the return
matches at Kearsney the ist V put up a much better showing, even
if it was against a somewhat depleted Hilton team, to win 3-2.
The Under 15A side again lost narrowly, this time 2 - 3 in a most
exciting finish.

The senior side produced its best squash when the Old Boys
brought a team of six to the school on June 17th. Each team won
three matches but, in terms of games won, the school team just
made it 13 - 12. Bester, the No. i, did very well to take Laurence
Forsyth, an experienced Pietermaritzburg ist League player, to
five sets and Foster and Morgan played particularly well to win
their matches.

The seniors disappointed at Balgowan when the ist V (short of
Morgan) went down to a very depleted Michaelhouse team 2-3.
Bester again played well, Foster's opponent was very weak but the
losers. Wood, Kaplan and Hooper, played well below form even
allowing for the strange courts and different bounce of the ball.

The Under 15 beat their counterparts 3-2 in a very good match.
Wickins, Coll and Hobbs played well in their wins and Dyer,
though losing, did put in some very determined running.
The Natal Schools championships (quarter finals onwards) were
played on our courts on Friday, June 12th. Bester and Wood of

Kearsney automatically qualified for the quarter finals and Foster
came in for the D.H.S. boy who had qualified but withdrew through
illness. Showing very disappointing form, and not much determi
nation, all three went out in their first matches. The eventual winner,
R. Johnston of Hilton, returned the next day and showed the

qualities of a real champion in beating Bester without dropping a
point in the interschool match - a magnificent display of attacking
squash which our boys should try to emulate.
The courts were used for a match between the Natal Jesters and
the touring Canadian Jesters in May as well as for some Premier
League matches between the top teams from Durban and Pieter
maritzburg and seven of the ten individual matches in the annual
match between the two cities. I am very grateful to the Fleadmaster
for allowing the courts to be used for these matches as some of the
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school's players were able to watch some high standard squash
played in them - one of the best ways to learn how to play.
During the third term, the annual championships (senior and
junior) will be held and further matches against Hilton, Michaelhouse and the Old Boys are to be played. We are also due to play
a team from Pretoria Boys' High, the Natal Jesters and, possibly,
D.H.S.

Appointments:

Captain of Squash - M. V. B. Bester (P)
Vice-captain -J. D. Wood (F).
M.A.T.

CRICKET

The first quarter saw very few matches interfered with by rain and
an uninterrupted half-season produced some good cricket. In all,
according to my records, 56 matches were played, of which Kearsney
won 27, drew 16 and lost 13. Two centuries were scored during
the term, one by Gavin Pilkington for the Under 15A against
Hilton (113 not out), and the other by Andre Immelman for the
Under 14A against Alexandra (100 not out). However, apart from
these, 19 batsmen made scores of over 50 runs in an innings. Bowling
has also been up to standard with 40 players taking 4 or more
wickets in a single innings. Notable amongst these were Hawken's
8 for 5 (Under 14B) and Ryder's 6 for 5 (Under 15B), both against
Alexandra.

We are very sorry indeed to be losing the services of Mr. Paul
Gibb, who has been our cricket coach now for four years, and whose
influence has been felt in all departments of the game. His enthu
siasm and patience during the long days in the sun at the nets will

have been appreciated by the hundreds of cricketers who have
passed through his capable hands. His modest dedication to his
work and his wisdom in the game were a great encouragement to
both player and coach alike. Mr. Gibb will be returning home to
England, but on trips to this country again, we hope he will drop
in to visit the Kearsney cricketing fraternity where he will always
be welcome.
1ST XI

The First Team played ten matches during the quarter, four of
them against men's sides. We were pleased to have Mr. Wilfred
Isaacs' XI with us again, and to have the opportunity of playing
against so many ex-provincial and -international cricketers. We

are grateful to the club teams for the experience that they offer our
young players and for the advice that they so readily impart.
Ofthe school matches, we won three and three were drawn. Darryl
Foss has at last struck the form that has eluded him for so long, and
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in the school games had an average of 48 (total 288 runs). Foster
and Bester have been very unlucky but we hope they will come
right in the fourth term. Milstead, Wood and Immelman have put
up a good showing on occasions with aggressive batting perform
ances. Hester's off-spin was the most economical (average: 7.7)
and Immelman's durability (27 overs against St. Stithian's) realised
13 wickets at an average of 17 runs. Harrison's slow left arm stuff
proved dangerous sometimes, but lacked the consistency we knew
from him last year. Fielding has on the whole been very good, and

the captain, Foster, has taken some snappy wickets behind the
stumps.
RESULTS

Home - 4.2.70
£>j. Wilfred Isaac's XI
Lost by 80 runs
With the pitch damp, Foster won the toss and elected to field. McLean whacked
up 107 in 89 minutes (he almost traditionally scores a century on our wicket),
and the more cautious McGlew, Waite, and van der Merwe showed us how to bat
on a wet wicket. Declaration came at 166 for 5.
In an opening stand of47, Bester and Foss batted well, but then fell to McGlew's
googlies that nobody could read, and we were soon back in the pavilion for 86.
Isaacs' XI: 166 for 5 (McLean 107, van der Merwe 21, Waite 18, Immelman 3
for 68).
Kearsney; 86 (Bester 34, Foss 12, McGlew 5 for 33).

Home-7.2.70
w. D.H.S.
Rain stopped play
Kearsney won the toss and batted on a plumb pitch. Once again Bester and Foss
started well, but at 60 for 2 a collapse followed under the attack of Hearn and
Mellor. Perks and Milstead saw the score to loo for 7 and then Immelman and
Harrison put on 47 for the gth wicket. The Kearsney innings closed an hour after
lunch at 147.

D.H.S. started well and their openers were still together when rain stopped play
shortly after tea with the score at 35.
Kearsney: 147 (Foss 30, Immelman 27,* Harrison 24).
D.H.S.: 35 for o.
Home - 11.2.70
vs. D.H.S. Old Boys
Lost by 2 rvms
D.H.S.O.B. batted first and in about 100 minutes set us 76 to win with plenty
of time left for play. Once again, a middle order slump let us down. After being
31 for 2, we were 32 for 5 and had our backs to the wall. However, a short stand
by Milstead and Perks pushed the score along, before we were all out for 73.
D.H.S.O.B.: 75 for 6 (Harrison 2 for 12).
Kearsney: 73 (73 (Bester 16, Milstead 14, Fowlis 5 for 25).
Away - 14.2.70
vs. Maritzburg College
Match drawn
Foster lost the toss and we were put in to bat on an easy wicket. Foss and Foster,
in a partnership of 76, were still there at limch with the score at too for i. Foster
was out soon after the break and Milstead joined Foss. Both started pounding
the ball and we were able to declare at 164 for 3 at 3.00 p.m.
College went in, and the swung both ways with time being a very important
factor. At the close, College had scored 156 for 5, with Elliot on 68.
Kearsney: 164 for 3 decl. (Foss 76, Foster 40, Milstead 30*).
College: 156 for 5 (Immelman 3 for 75).

Away-21.2.70
tit. Alexandra
Won by 1 wicket
We again lost the toss and were put into the field on a very hot day. Soon Immel
man, Harrison, and Bester had dismissed the Alexandra batsmen before lunch for

loi, with the help ofsome good fielding. We had plenty of time to make the runs,
but soon after lunch had 5 wickets down for only 49 rims, and later were in real
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trouble at 94 for 9. However, Buys and Hall came to the rescue and together added
52 for the last wicket. Both displayed some aggressive and responsible batting to
carry the match off.

Alexandra: 101 (Harrison 4 for 38, Bcstcr 3 for 19, Immclman 3 for 36).
Kearsney: 102 for 9 (Hall 35*, Buys 23, Foss 21).
Home - 25.2.70
vs. Durban Collegians
Lost by 8 wickets
Foster lost the toss and batted on a sound wicket. Run-scoring was slow and
Kearsney declared at 82 for 6 with an hour left for play. Collegians achieved the
total without much difficulty with only 2 wickets down. Jock Lamb and Doug
Murdoch analysed the game afterwards and imparted some useful advice to our
players.

Kearsney: 82 for 6 decl. (Immclman 19*, Milstead 18).
Collegians: 86 for 2.

Home - 28.2.70
w. Westville
Won by 115 runs
Batting first, everything went our own way and after an opening partnership of
100 between Foss (92) and Bester (46), the next wicket fell at 179 with Foster in
the runs. Unfortunately, 3 further wickets fell with the addition of only 5 runs,
and we declared on 185 for 5.

Soon Westville were 24 for 3, and with some fine spin from Knight and Bester,
were all off the field for 70 runs.

Kearsney: 185 for 5 deck (Foss 92, Bester 46, Foster 36).
Westville: 70 (Bester 3 for 5, Knight 3 for 19).
Home - II.3.70
vs. Kearsney Old Boys
Won by 3 runs
Kearsney batted first on a dry track, and after a rather shaky start declared at
114 for 8, with a confident partnership for the eighth wicket of37 between Morgan
and Harrison. Old Boys had 90 minutes in which to tackle our total, and although
they started with gusto, had lost 5 wickets for 32 when the old partners, Doug
Morgan and Alistair Hipkin, arrived at the wicket and took the score to 89.
Thereafter the tail collapsed and they were out for 111 in an exciting finish.
Kearsney: i 14 for 8 decl. (Harrison 22, Foster 18, D. Morgan 3 for 37).
Old Boys; i i i (Hipkin 38, Morgan 26, Bester 3 for 17, Hall 3 for 23, Immelman
2 for 14, Knight 2 for 32).
Away - 14.3,70

w. Hilton

Match drawn

Batting first, our innings started disastrously when Bester was run out before
facing a ball. Hilton's Cox and Turner bowled consistently and ran through eight
of our batsmen,6 wickets falling for a mere 49 runs. However, responsible innings
by Immelman, Foster, and Perks (7th wicket partnership of 65 between Immel
man and Perks) saw us arrive at the total of 139. Hilton had a run per minute to
make to win, and started in confident form with Turner scoring an attacking 59.
However, time ran out on our opponents and they were still 25 behind with 5
wickets standing. Behind the stumps, Foster had taken three catches, two of them
standing up to Immelman.

Kearsney: 139 (Immelman 44, Foster 31, Perks 31).
Hilton: i 15 for 5 (Bester 2 for 25, Immelman 2 for 41).

Home - 21.3.70
vs. St. Stithian's
Won by 6 wickets
St. Stithian's batted first in perfect weather, and at 72 for 2 appeared to be having
no trouble. Then Schoeman started to punish the bowling and hammered 52
runs, but when he was out the rest of the side crumbled and was dismissed for

164. Foss and Bester started well, with Foss in top gear from the start. At 102 for 4,
Milstead and Wood came together and with some fiery batting saw Kearsney
home by 6 wickets.

St. Stithian's: 164 (Immelman 27/10/49/5, Harrison 3 for 30).
Kearsney: 184 for 4 (Foss 53, Milstead 51*, Wood 29,* Foster 21).
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and XI

This is a young and XI, which did fairly well during the ist term.
The most encouraging feature was the soundness of the batting.
If strokeplay was at times somewhat limited, the sound batting
technique of a number of the boys suggests that in the 4th term the
rate of run-scoring will increase.

The bowling was steady but lacked much penetration. Most
wickets were taken by temporary "visitors" from the ist XI.
Fielding was at times sloppy. Due to this a few games which might
have been clinched were allowed to slip away through the fingers
of the team.

M. Lurie performed very competently as team umpire, while
B. Hancock proved a keen and competent scorer.

J.L.H.
RESULTS

vs. D.H.S.: Match drawn

D.H.S.: 222 for 6 decl. (Kingston 3 for 55)
ICearsney: 89 for 4(Wood 31 n.o.).
vs. Maritzburg College: Match drawn.

Kearsney: 165 for 7 decl. (Slabbert 37 n.o., Russell 34, Wills 25).
College: 135 for 6.
vs. Alexandra: Won by 83 runs on the ist innings.

Alexandra: 58 all out (Knight 4 for 13) and 94 for 8 (Knight 4 for 31).
Kearsney: 135 for 7 decl. (Davies 33 n.o., Morgan 31).
vs. Westville: Match drawn.

Kearsney: 129 (Perks 23).
Westville: 53 for 9 (Perks 5 for 10).
vs. Hilton: Lost by 2 wickets.
Kearsney: 135 (Wood 32, Irvine 24, Mitchell 23).
Hilton: 136 for 8 (Pattinson 5 for 39).

3rd XI
vs. D.H.S.: Won by i wicket,
vs. College: Lost by 4 wickets,
vs. Alexandra: Won by 5 wickets,
vs. Westville: Drew,

vs. Hilton: Lost by 6 wickets,
vs. Thomas More: Drew.

COLTS 'A'

This is the weakest Colts side to have represented Kearsney for
several years. Regrettably, this weakness stems not so much from a
lack of innate ability but far more from a lack of appreciation of the
little "killer instinct". Added to this, it must, on average, be the
smallest Colts team in many seasons.
After rain had saved us from heavy defeat against D.H.S. the
team put up a good showing in the field against Maritzburg College,
especially before lunch, only to see the batsmen fritter the game
away in abject capitulation simply, it appeared, because the captain,
having earlier in the week played for the ist XI, was dismissed
without scoring at first wicket down.
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Hearteningly, however, there are signs that these deficiencies
are being steadily eliminated. After an abysmal performance in
the field at Hilton which enabled the opposition to declare at 205
for 3 and having lost Coll without a run on the board, Foxcroft
and Pilkington (after the latter had given a hard chance before
scoring) batted so well that at one stage a Kearsney victory by
9 wickets (!) seemed a distinct possibility. However, at 175, Fox

croft, who had batted chancelessly with exemplary concentration
and determination, was narrowly run out in trying to give his

captain, who was going great guns for victory, the strike. There
after, hopes of victory faded but we finished only 23 runs short with
but two wickets down.

The term did finish on a most encouraging note when, at home,
the team comfortably defeated the St. Stithian's Colts 'A', reputed
to be the strongest in the Transvaal having been undefeated up
there. This excellent win should enable the team to enter the 4th
term with more assurance and, we hope, determined to produce
better cricket.
RESULTS

vs. D.H.S. (home): Rain stopped play.
Kearsney: 123 (Eigenmann 35 n.o., Pilkington 28).
D.H.S.: 104 for 4.
vs. Maritzbdrg College (away): Lost by 81"runs.
College: 159 for 9 decl. (Davy 5 for 55).
Kearsney: 78 (Webster 21).
vs. Alexandra (away): Match drawn.
Alexandra: 138 (Davy 4 for 51).
Kearsney: i 16 for 8 (Foxcroft 25, Paul 22).
Westville (home): Won by 67 runs.
Kearsney: 150 (Pilkington 36, Ryder 35).
Westville: 83 (Pilkington 4 for 14 in 15 overs, Coll 3 for 14).
M. Hilton College (away): Match drawn.
Hilton: 205 for 3 decl.

Kearsney: 183 for 2 (Pilkington 113 n.o., Foxcroft 58).
vs. St. Stithian's (home): Won by 44 runs.
Kearsney: 208 (Coll 50, Pilkington 39, Foxcroft 34).
St. Stithian's: 164 (Davy 4 for 48).
M.A.T.

UNDER 14B
vs. Cordwalles: Match drawn.

Kearsney: 91 for 4 decl. (Midgely 56 n.o.).
Cordwalles: 57 for 5.
vs. Maritzbdrg College: Lost by an innings and 35 runs.
Kearsney: 51.
Maritzbdrg College: 152 for 4 (Hawken 3 for 36).
Kearsney: 66 (Blackbeard 18).
vs. Alexandra: Won by an innings and 47 runs.
Kearsney: i 16 for 4 decl. (Russell-Smith 40, Cox 29).
Alexandra: 19 (Hawken 8 for 5).

Alexandra: 50 (Mathew 4 for 11, Cox 2 for 4).
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vs. Westville: Won by 31 runs.
Kearsney: 67 (Havvken 22).
Westville: 36 (Mathew 4 for 10, Hawken 4 for 19).
vs. Highbury: Lost by 22 runs and 4 wickets.
Kearsney: 120 (Goble 32).
Highbury: 142 for 6 (Burton 2 for 26, Wareing 2 for 28).
vs. Hilton: Lost by 124 runs and five wickets.
Kearsney: 24 all out.
Hilton: 148 for 5 decl. (Burton 2 for 17).
vs. Thomas More: Won by 9 runs.

Kearsney: 162 (Blackboard 40, Goble 28 n.o.).
Thomas More: 153 (Tapping 4 for 16, Hawken 3 for 40).

E.R.J.
UNDER 13A
We all had a successful and enjoyable start to the season. At last
the lads have realised the importance ofkeeping their wickets intact.

The fielding was keen, the bowling generally steady and the
running between wickets and calling is improving.
Nathan is learning the art of captaining a side. He, and Smythe
have potential as batsmen. The bowling honours must go to Crossley, Du Toit, G. Williams and Nathan.
The regular players were:
Nathan, G. Williams, K. Williams, Forsythe, Du Toit, Crossley, Bates,
Corfe, Heidlinger, Smythe, Albens.
B.W.

SHOOTING

Along with all other sporting activities it was difficult to arrange
practice times for shooting members. We managed to send down
a Senior team to Natal Bisley on the 22nd and 23rd May. They
were R. C. V. Wood, M. van der Riet, J. H. van Sorgenfrei, D. C.
Hooper, C. D. Smith and M. F. Gillespie.
Out of the best 18 for Natal finals von Sorgenfrei took 7th
position and van der Riet 16th. Wood was unlucky and was placed
19th.
In the Tin Hat competition von Sorgenfrei shot a possible (100
out of 100).
The weather for the Bisley this year was excellent and not pouring
with rain as the previous year.
L.K.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
NOTICES

1. Change of Address: Please notify your change of address to:
K.C.O.B.C. (Addresses), Botha's Hill, Natal.
2. News for Chronicle: This should be sent to; K.C.O.B.C.

(News), Botha's Hill, Natal.

3. Club Colours: The following items are available from Adr. P. E.
Metcalf, Kearsney College, Botha's Hill:
Ties, single-crest and multi-crest (please specify which
type is required) at R2.D0 each.

Blazer Badges (on navy Venetian cloth pockets) at R5.00
each.

Cravats (made-up or self-tie) at R2.50 each.
Blazer buttons, crested, large and small, at 15c each.
Please send cash (in the form of cheques or postal orders made
payable to the Club) with your orders.
4. Founders Day: This will be celebrated on Saturday, 5th Sep

tember, 1970. A Special General Meeting (to consider the revised
Constitution of the Club) will be held at 10.30 a.m. in the Hen
derson Memorial Hall at the College, and will be followed by the
Annual General Meeting of the Club. After the Founder's Day
Luncheon (to which Old Boys and their Families are invited)
there will be three rugby matches between Old Boys and Present
Boys.

5. Athletic Sports: Saturday, 26th September, 1970.
6. K.C.O.B.C, Education Fund: The Club has a special Fund
which is designed to assist Old Boys to send their sons to Kears
ney. It provides one-third of the annual fees; of this amount,
half is regarded as a loan (to be repaid on very easy terms) and
the balance is considered to be an outright grant which may be
repaid if circumstances permit. Applications for assistance from
this Fund should be addressed to the Headmaster and will be
dealt with in strict confidence.

7. Old Boys in the Salisbury Area: Please contact Owen Clarkson (Address; 19 Tay Road, Vainona, P.O. Borrowdale; Tele

phone 882387 (home) or 28561 at work) with a view to forming
a Branch of the Club in your area.
DEATHS

We ARE sad to record the deaths of G.N.(GeolF) Hulett (21-25),
L. C.(Lawrence) Hoo-Foster (50-51), J. D.(John) Martindale
(62-66) and A. L. (Arthur) Mundell (43-48) and extend our
sympathy to their families.
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Arthur Mundell

Arthur ('Ginger') Mundell was a great asset to Kearsney.
He matriculated well, played first-team rugby and cricket and was
a fine athlete. His conduct as a school prefect was exemplary.
It was my privilege to live with Arthur and his family at Durban
North for a considerable time. Arthur lost his father soon after he

arrived at Kearsney and yet, as a young man, cared for his mother
and three sisters, taking over the role of head of the house. His
clear thinking and sober habits were an indication of depth of
character not normally found in one of such young age.
Arthur married Norma McArthur and took over the family
business in Mount Frere. Their home was always open to their
many friends. The dramatic society in the district was virtually
started by Arthur and Norma; it became a focal point in district
entertainment. The members of the local golf club lost many a
Dunlop 65 to Arthur; his drive was prodigous. Arthur, I am sure,
realised that his time was running out. He took his civil pilot's
licence and and fitted as much time as possible into his business
interests. Illness eventually stopped his activities. Throughout his
illness, Arthur retained his sense of humour and his deep love of
his religion. He was not afraid. I saw a brave friend and courageous
gentleman go to rest.
Neville McLuckie

OLD BOYS' CLUB

After a silence of nearly thirty years, news has come to hand ofone of the College's
leading scientists, Dr. Gordon Abraham (36-37), whose home is in California,
U.S.A. After graduating at the California Institute of Technology in 1941, he
went to work as an electronics engineer at the Sperry Gyroscope Company in
New York. During the war, he was in the navy, doing electronics development

work; thereafter, he took a Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering at Stanford
University. Since 1949, he has worked for Varian Associates, a firm which specia
lises in the electronic field. Gordon, whose father was an American Missionary at
Groutville, near the old school, is intending to revisit his old haunts together with
his wife and four children. He has asked for the addresses of many of his old
friends and, by the time these Notes are read, may well have made contact with
them.

Denis Barker (40-46) is a well-settled family man with a son at the College.
He farms in the Dumisa district, but recently left farming for a while to take a
B.Comm. degree at the University of Natal. Although twenty years "rusty", he
completed the course in half the normal time!
From a copy of "NUX" (student newspaper of the University of Natal in
Pietermaritzhurg) we learn that Gareth Batchelor (60-65) holds the University
record for the biggest fish - a 60 lb. tunny - which he shot off the South Coast
during the sardine run last year.

Ed Bath (55-59) is married and has a family. He lives in Johannesburg and
works for Marshall Hind, selling Dupont products.
Living at Fish Hoek in the Cape is Commander C. H. Bennett (50-53).
He is Executive Officer of S.A.S. Simonsberg, the main training establishment for
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seamen in the South African Navy. He is married and has two sons.
Gavin Bester (62-67) worked for a bank before and immediately after his
period of military service. He has now joined Holiday Inns of South Africa and
is carrying out sales promotion work. He is obviously very enthusiastic about his
new appointment which involves a fair amount of travelling (recently, in Maseru,
he met one of the Tedder brothers who is breeding carp in Lesotho). Before joining

Holiday Inns,Gavin had a three and a halfweek overseas trip,visiting England,Swit
zerland and Italy. In London he met John Woodhouse (60-66); in Rome he
had "the rather expensive experience of having to pay R45 for three beers and a
plate of spaghetti." Apart from serving on the committee of the Transvaal Branch

ofthe Old Boys' Club, Gavin plays rugby for Old Jeds and hasjoined the Johannes
burg Chapter of Junior Chamber International.

Our congratulations to John Bester (59-63) on his engagement to Amanda
Waring whom he is due to marry in January 1971. John is in his final year of
accountancy.

We hear that Walter Brass (45-48) lives in East London where he does quite
a lot of hockey umpiring.
Peter Burstein (63-66) works for the Coronation Brick and Tile Company
in Durban, as also does Howard Fitzwilliam (63-67). Peter is taking a B.Econ.
degree at the University of Natal.
Charles Carr (64-67) is back in Bloemfontein at his old job as assistant air
traffic controller at the airport. He spent a short while as a candidate officer in
the Air Force earlier this year; unfortunately, knee trouble prevented his con
tinuing with this course. He says that his father, E.C.Carr (25-27), is still enjoying
his retirement and plans to go overseas for four months in 1971.
Morris Christie (29-35) I"*''' P^ft last year in the London to Brighton road
race and covered the distance in qualifying time. He has also run in the Com
rades' Marathon race several times. Morris is a stalwart of the Methodist Church

in Manzini, Swaziland. His son, Colin (57-60) is happily installed at Plumtree,
Rhodesia, where he is now a Section Officer in the B.S.A. Police.

Ivan Clarence (64-69) has completed his basic military training at Pretoria
and is now stationed at Natal Command. With him are three other members

of the 1969 sixth form: Peter Goldman,Greg Larson and Mark van Niekerk.
A keen yachtsman is Terry Clarence (61-66) who spends some of his nonsailing time studying for a B.Sc. degree at the University of Natal in Pietermaritzburg.
Writing from East London,John Clarkson (40-43) says that he has now been

elected to the General Committee of the S.A. Teachers' Association. He enjoyed
watching the Kearsney ist XV in action against Selborne College during the
Easter holidays, and was pleased to see Newton Walker (38-45) there. Newton,
whose elder son is a member of the Kearsney team (a chip off the old block?),
has taken the lead in forming a Muscular Dystrophy Association in the Transvaal.
This Association is offering Christmas cards for sale at 70 cents a dozen, and they
can be obtained from P.O. Box 555, Potchefstroom.
Owen Clarkson (44-47) has worked for many years in the Standard Bank at
Salisbury; he is now in the Inspection Department at the Administrative office.

Owen and his wife have two children. He plays cricket for the bank, is a keen bee
keeper and is a member of the Leaders' Meeting of the Trinity Methodist Church.
When the Club President, Harold Groom (44-47), was in Rhodesia recently,
he and Owen discussed plans to form a branch of the Old Boys' Club in Salisbury see the special notice about this.
The Coleman Brothers, Peter (53-58), Rick (56-61) and Bruce (62-66)
share a common interest: cross-country running. Bruce is in his final year of a
B.Sc. course at the University in Pietermaritzburg; he is majoring in botany. Rick
has represented Natal in marathon and cross-country events. Peter works at
Tongaat for David Whitehead & Co. in the production planning department.
M. L. (Bunny) Coppin (44-47) has recently been appointed Chief Land
Surveyor of the Durban City Engineers Department. He is still very much in

volved in organisation and administration of motor sport in Natal and, with his
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partner Ron Cooke, has won the first two events counting towards the Natal Rally
Championship, as well as several Club events.

Humphrey Corbishley (36-41) farms at Boston. He grows potatoes (for a
Johannesburg chip factory) and farms Angus beef cattle. He and his wife, Sybil,
who is a sister of Doug. Crankshaw (43), have three sons. Humphrey is a
steward of the local Presbyterian Church. He writes of several other Old Boys in
the district: A. P. Lowe (33-38) - owns the local butchery and is an e.xtension
officer; Lionel, Norman and Owen Pottow - farmers; Ken Shimwell(43-47)
owns and runs the Boston Cash Store.

We hear that Bill Currer (60-63), who is a hotelier at Machadodorp, hopes
to go overseas for further training.
Anthony Daniel (63-66) writes to say that he has returned to Durban after a

year overseas. He is now working for Maxv/ell Campbell, and is studying for a
diploma in motor management. During his overseas trip, which took him to
Germany, Belgium, the United Kingdom and the U.S.A., Anthony spent some
time with his brother Pliillip (51-54) in Norwich, England, where Phillip is a

computer systems analyst. He also visited his other brother, John (58-61), who
has just obtained his M.A. from Western Michigan University and is due to start
Ph.D. studies at the State University of New York in August. John's 6rst son was
born in June of this year.
In a most interesting letter from Jerusalem, Israel, Peter Davidson (65-68)
tells ofsome of his experiences and impressions during the four months that he has
been there on a leadership course. He is studying a variety of subjects, including

psychology and philosopiiy, and finds the standard high and the work difficult.
Peter has found the people very friendly, if somewhat casual -"the Government
Ministers go to Parliament in open-necked shirts." Apparently all motor cars,
trucks and buses have radios on which the hourly news broadcasts can be heard;
"If you happen to be on a bus at this time, it is quite an experience - everyone

is silent - they don't utter a word until the end of the news." In April, Peter
spent several days on one of the biggest kibbutzim in Israel, close to the Jordanian
border and within earshot of the nightly fighting between Jordanians and Israelis.
Two days after he left the kibbutz, it was bombarded and several people were
killed. Incidentally, Peter's letter contained a most unusual gift: a small bag of
earth "gatheredfrom the vicinity of the Most Holy Places at Jerusalem and packed

by the Orphan Girls and witnessed by the Catholic Citizen N. J. Habeeb of
Nazareth."

Neville de Jongh (53-57) writes, proudly, to announce the birth of a son in

lebruary of this year. He and his wife also have a daughter who will turn three
in August. Neville recently spent three weeks overseas, mainly in the United
Kingdom; he hopes to go again soon, this time with his wife.
After two motor accidents (in which his family was fortunate to escape without
serious injury), Tony Doidge (50-53) has become convinced that flying is safer
than car travel and has bought himself an old Cessna aircraft which is hangered
on his farm near Ladysmith. Tony has a great deal of travelling to do in connec
tion with the various agricultural committees on which he serves — he has recently

been appointed to the Soil Protection Advisory Board. A few weeks ago, when 'flu
had attacked the Methodist Minister, Tony conducted both the morning and

evening services at the Ladysmith church; he records his gratitude for the help
which his Kearsney training gave him on these occasions. At the recent Natal

District Synod of the Methodist Church, Tony was impressed by the number of
Kearsney folk - Old Boys and Staff- who were present.
Anthony (53-57) and Jeremy (53-58) Dowdlc are both living in Benoni.
A recent visitor to the College was Spencer Dawdle (57-59). He has a partner

ship in a Johannesburg mechanical engineering company, is an active squash
player and has recently become interested in Toastmasters International.
Colin Downie (53-57), who works for Motor Assemblies (third largest pro
ducer of motor vehicles in the Republic), was sent to Japan and to Europe on
business earlier this year. He managed to have a few days holiday in Hong Kong
which he foimd most interesting.
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Mike Eastwood (46-49) is due to be transferred soon to the Hendrik Verwoerd
Dam, though in what capacity is not clear.
Best wishes to Rodney Evans (62-66) and his bride, Valerie Petersen of Potchef-

stroom, who are due to be married in September. They plan to settle in
Durban. Rodney sells patent medicines for Whitehall Products.
Having completed a hotel management course at the Royal Hotel, Durban,

John Field (60-65) has joined a Johannesburg firm of hotel consultants and
suppliers. In March,John announced his engagement to Wendy-Ann Portsmouth;
congratulations!
A faithful correspondent is L/Cpl. Ian Fogel (65-69), stationed at Tek in the
Transvaal. He appears to be finding his work at 81 Technical Stores Depot fairly
interesting. Earlier this year, Ian and 24 other members of his unit had an unusual
break from their military service: they were detailed to take part in the PACT
Opera season! Ian had parts as a priest and as a soldier -"we had nice costumes
to wear and also wore wigs as our hair was too short for the time at which they
play took place." At the end of this operatic experience, which lasted two months
with rehearsals and performances, Ian received R40 and ten days leave!
Geoff (58-64) and Edward (61-66) Frank have bought a beef farm in the
Giant's Castle area and are thoroughly enjoying that type of farming. Geoff's
wife, Liz, presented him with a son in April.
Lindsay Fry (64-67) has been working for WISPECO for the past eighteen
months. He is a trainee accountant, and hopes to take a private flying licence as

soon as his financial position improves. He mentions that Bernard Xheunissen
(37-42) and Graham Goodwin (45-50) also work for WISPECO, holding
responsible positions in the Crittall-Hope side of the Group.
Richard Gale (64-69) has started a course in medicine at the University of
Cape Town.

Eric Gieseler (54-59) lives in Pretoria and is sales manager for United Car and
Diesel. Eric and his wife (who, according to Spencer Dowdle, have "a cute little
daughter") spend much of their spare time decorating and renovating a house
which they have recently bought.
Our condolences to Don Giliiat (31-35) who, at the beginning of this year, lost

both his father and his mother within seven weeks; they had been married for
58 years. Don is the Senior Vice-President of the Durban Branch of the S.A.

Typographical Union and an alternate delegate to the S.A.T.U. Governing
Body in Pretoria.

Mike Gillies (54-58), who married recently and lives in Singapore, is manager
of a shipping company. Eastern Sea Services.

Paul Gladman (65-69), now in the South African Air Force, has been selected
to play hockey for the Defence Force team that is due to tour Rhodesia in
September.

Still teaching Physical Science at the Alexandra High School in Pietermaritzburg is Clive ('Aris') Gray (55-58).
Mervyn Griffiths (56-63) is now in the sixth year of his medical course at
U.C.T.; he plans to enter the Methodist Missionary Field. His elder brother,
Owen (57-61), has returned to the Republic after several years in London and

has settled in Johannesburg with his wife.
John Groom (62-67) is auditing in Durban and, according to one of his con
temporaries, is "race horse mad and has done quite well for himself."
We understand that Ralph Heming (60-64), ^ sales representative in Durban,
has recently become engaged.
Ron Hemphill (63-67) works for his father in Johannesburg and is taking a
B.Comm. degree part-time at Wits.
Now living in Pretoria, Rev. Eric Hermanson (53-57) is Superintendent of
the Northern Transvaal Field of the S.A. Baptist Missionary Society. His work,
which involves travelling about 3 000 miles each month and takes him all over the
Northern Transvaal and into Botswana, includes running refresher courses for
ministers and lay preachers, building churches and manses, acting as a liaison
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officer between the Bantu churches and the Government as well as conducting
regular Sunday services.

Nev. Hermer (61-64) is taking a B.Comm. degree at Wits.; he also plays
rugby for the University ist XV.
Having completed his course at Cedara, Ian Hesketh (60-66) has become a
stock auctioneer and lives at Estcourt. He hopes to further his studies soon.

After two years at WISPECO, Dave Howells (63-65) went sugar farming in
Zululand and appears to be doing well there. He drives a fast and powerful motor
car, and is a keen pilot.

We hear that, after working for the Shell Company for many years, Dong Hud
son (36-3B) has moved from La Lucia to Port Shepstone where he is managing
the Bedford Inn.

Snippets of news about the three Hugo Brothers: F.D. (60-61) is married
and lives in England; H.C.(63-66) is at Rhodes University, training to become a

journalist; P.G.M.(64-66) is working on computer programming in Cape Town.
John Ireland (46-51) is managing director of Scottford Mills, a Johannesburg
concern which produces knitted garments.

Ian Ives (40-44) and his family, on holiday from Cape Town, recently paid a
visit to the College.

Chris Jewitt (53-58) lives in Johannesburg, is married and has two sons.
He works for Burroughs and is frequently sent overseas to Canada, France,
Austria, etc. to attend conferences.

Congratulations to R. A. (Johnny) Johnston (54-58) who was married in
April. He is chief chemist at a plastics factory in Pinetown, and plays league
badminton to keep fit.

Rob Kamstra (57-60) has returned from his overseas travels and has joined
the Systems Division of O.K. Bazaars. He is concerned, mainly, with staffeducation. Our best wishes to Rob and his wife who were married in April this
year.

We learn that Theo Knottenbelt (29-33)

working at the Customs Office

in Durban.

Derek Kotze (57-59) was last heard of from Luton, England, where he was
studying industrial relations and doing community work. He was hoping to
proceed to America to study along the same lines before returning to the Republic
at the end of 1970. Derek gained his C.A.(S.A.) in 1968.

John Lacey (55-60) has been transferred to Johannesburg as the Transvaal
Regional Manager of Food Corporation.
After teaching at Bishops for several years. Rev.Philip Le Feuvre (Staff 59-61)
has moved to St. Marks, Mbabane, Swaziland, where he is the senior History
master. He finds the educational situation in Swaziland "incredibly stimulating

and thoroughly worthwhile." During the weekends, Philip looks after the Anglican
congregations at Siteki and Big Bend; his holidays are spent at Beaufort West on
the sheep farm which he now owns. Old Boys passing through Mbabane are
welcome to visit him; he has a spare room in his cottage.

Congratulations to Graeme Leitch (57-58) and his wife. Gill, on the birth of
their daughter in June. Graeme is farming at Melmoth and has expanded the
poultry plant to 39 000 layers and the pigs to a loo-sow unit. He is also going in
for intensive beef production. Graeme is an active member of the Melmoth
Round Table; he also captains the local Golf Club.
Due to return to the Republic soon is Robbie Lloyd (63-68) who has been an
American Field Service scholar at Turnbull in Connecticut. In a letter written

earlier this year, Robbie says of Turnbull High School, an integrated co-educa
tional school of about 1,600 students: "There is a liberal dress code, with no

restrictions on haircuts; it is surprising how few long-haired boys there are. School

discipline is more relaxed than at Kearsney. Juniors have no respect for seniors
and very little for staff. In this respect. South African schools are far superior."
From a huge choice ofsubjects, Robbie included Problems ofAmerican Democracy,

Journalism, Gym and Personal Typing in his curriculum. The driving age in
Connecticut is 16; "consequently, most high school students have their own cars 696
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some of them Mustangs. Kids here generally have more than kids at home, but
most of them have part-time jobs which school work at home does not allow."
He has found that most American people are very ignorant about South Africa,
knowing only of apartheid, Chris Barnard and Gary Player.
Our best wishes to Trevor Long (Staff: 59-61) who has been appointed Vice-

Principal of Pearson High School in Port Elizabeth. Pearson is the second largest
school in the city and is both dual-medium and co-educational. Trevor is due to
manage the Eastern Province Nuffield Cricket Team at the end of the year for
the third successive time. His science department at Union High School, Graff-

Reinett, is to be taken over by Dave Hicks who taught at Kearsney and then
moved to St. Stithian's.

Dr. Ian MacGregor (47-53) holds the Chair of Geology at Davis University
in California. He was one of the three scientists selected originally by the United
States Government to work on rock samples collected on the Moon. Ian is married
and has four children, two boys and two girls.

Lome Maclaine (58-63) has just moved to England where he is due to spend
the next two years learning about marketing methods at J. & J. Coleman Limited,
Norwich. He hopes that any Old Boys in that area will contact him, particularly
if they play golf. Lome writes: "After spending 2^ years as an industrious costing
scribe in Durban, I acquired an enviable position in the marketing division of a
Stellenbosch liquor firm. Stellenbosch agreed most favourably with my consti
tution - fine wine, good rugby and, after two years, a very delightful wife, Sandra.
The wedding was very much a Kearsney affair, with Roy Bickerton and Stan
Gibson as best man and groomsman respectively; bagpipes, kilts and whisky
abounded." After a further year at Stellenbosch, I.orne moved to Cape Town
to become a marketing manager with Reckitt & Coleman; he also gave up active

participation in rugby in favour of "the more placid but frustrating game called
golf." He goes on to give news of Roy Bickerton (60-64) who was married in
May to Patricia Dunlop and now lives in Pretoria where he works for African
Oxygen - our best wishes to Roy and his bride, and our thanks to Roy for all the
work he did for the Club while living in Durban.

Owen McLaverty (42-45) has been resident in Eshowe for the past 11 years
and is proprietor of the "Zululand Times". Two of his sons are presently at
Kearsney, and a third is due to join the College soon. Owen is a keen golfer,
playing to a handicap of 4.

Terry Martin (63-68) was graded third in the S.A. Universities Table Tennis
Tournament and was selected to play for the S.A. Universities team. He also

plays tennis for the University of Natal.
We are sorry to hear that Tony Martin (66-67) had a serious accident while
working for ESCOM and lost part of a hand.
The Mason brothers, Tony (64-66) and Paul (64-68) are both at Pretoria
University; Tony is studying architecture while Paul is receiving training in
building management.

After being "lost" for many years, we now hear that Claude Meinzer (44-48)
is living in East London.

According to Lindsay Fry, Dean Milbank (64-67; laboratory technician at
Huletts) and Alan Dryburgh (63-67; furniture salesman, taking C.I.S.) have
teamed up and are sharing a flat in Durban. "They quite often create quite a
big scene at the Cuban Flat as they roar in with their cars. Alan drives a 'hot'
Fiat 600 with surf racks acting as aerofoils, and Dean a Mini i 000 with a fan
tastic performance in reverse."

Ne'i^le Monks (60-65) studying at Rhodes; apparently he helps to finance
his education by running a dance band. Also at Rhodes are^'Bart' Best (63-68),
who is in the second year of a classics course, and Tim Neill-Dore (61-64) who
is taking a B.Comm. degree course.

A. M. I. ('Mort) Morton (58-61) has been transferred to the head office in
Johannesburg of an international company dealing in agricultural equipment
which he previously represented in Natal. He recently married Sue Lockwood,
and our best wishes go to both of them. We were sorry to hear that, during October
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of last year, he lost both his parents within a few weeks; his father, Dr. Richard
Morton, was the school doctor from about 1956 to 1962 and will be remembered
by many Old Boys.

Jimmy Nasmith (39-42) is managing director of Silkscreen Suppliers (Pty.)
Ltd. in Johannesburg. His main leisure activities are golf and yachting.
Ted Needham (46-51) runs Tune-up-Centre in Johannesburg, a firm which
specialises in getting the best performance possible out of motor cars. Ted plays
golf and tennis, and is one of the active members of the Transvaal Branch of
the Club.

Best wishes to Les Nutting (60-63)

to be married during July at

Matatiele. Les runs a trading store in Lesotho.

As these notes go to the press, we await news of the arrival in Durban of our

old friends Mr. and Mrs. Max Oram. After nearly aj years spent in Italy,
England and Switzerland, they have decided to return to the Republic and will
be staying at the Milner Gardens Hotel, Marriott Road, Durban, while looking
for a flat that will suit their needs. Their many friends in this part of the world
are delighted to have them back again.

^mish Ovenstone (52-55) has a trading store in Zululand, a wife and two
children, many dogs and a tame goat!

Congratulations to John Perkins (61-64) who has announced his engagement
to Lindy, sister of Pete Cunnington (58-64).
Congratulations, also, to Ronald Perks (66-68) on being awarded a coniiiiission

in the Navy and on winning the Hofmeyr Trophy for Seamanship at the recent
Passing Out Parade at the South African Naval College.
Don Perry (53-55) has moved from the North Coast to Escombe where he

runs Don's Foodliner. He says, modestly: "I don't find time for as much sport as

I used to, but play the odd game of hockey in the winter." Modestly, as Don is
vice-captain of the Natal men's team! Another Old Boy in tiie same team is
Jonathan Lowe (54-57).

Mike Perry (37-42) and his wife have four daughters and now live at Kearsney,
a few miles from the old school. In June last year, he attended the service during
which the chapel at the old Kearsney was re-opened after many years of disuse.
Mike is managing director of Donnellan & Perry Ltd., Stanger, and has served
on the Stanger Town Council for five years.
John Pettit (51-55) lives at Gillitts and represents the Manufacturers Life
Insurance Association in Durban.

We were pleased to hear that Tony Pheip (64-68) has been awarded a Railways
Scholarship worth R750 p.a. to help him study for a degree in civil engineering.
George Polly (62-66) owns a Durban night club,'The Tiles', and is engaged
to be married soon to his disc jockey, Val Butler. Regular clients at the clirb are
Tim Ellis and 'Push' Ponting, the latter being employed by the 'Natal Mer
cury'. George has recently opened his own printing company.
Mike Poole (41-46) has moved to Johannesburg. He was very sorry to leave
Botha's Hill where he and his family spent two happy years living in the house
which used to belong to Mr. Matterson.

Frank Porrill (50-53) is working for a finance company with offices in Pinetown. His firm sells finance and seems to average about a million rand a month.
He has made an interesting suggestion about ways in which Old Boys could help
raise money for the College and/or the Club, and his idea will be examined by
the Executive Committee of the Club.

From Owen Putterill (45-46) comes the following note: "I am currently in
volved in the Bulawayo Theatre Club's production of "H.M.S. Pinafore", taking
the part of the Bo'sun. Any Old Boys in or visiting Bulawayo are cordially invited
to drop in at my office (Philips Rhodesia) for a cup of tea and a chat."
Gareth Reeves (63-67) has completed his military training with the S.A.A.F.
Congratulations to Gavin Rice (61-65) whose engagement was announced
recently in the local press.
Cliff Rindel (48-52) has his own real estate and insurance business in Durban,

specialising in the area north of the Umgeni. He plays squash and cricket, and
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keeps fit by road running (Comrades Marathon,etc.). He has met several Old Boys
while running, notably Dave Rich (46-50) and Bob Hastic (47-48).
^
Bruce Robertson (64-66) was married last year to Wendy Emery and is now
the proud lather of a baby boy; best wishes to all three!

Old Boys will be interested to hear that Ray Rutherford-Smith (Staff 50-59)
has obtained a year's leave from the department of psychology at the University
of Natal and, by the time these notes appear, should be working at London
University. He is thrilled at the prospect of making contact with some of the
leading workers in his field. Ray and his wife now have two daughters,Jane and
Catherine. Old Boys in London who remember Ray can contact him by writing
to Barclays Bank D.C.O., t Cockspur Street, London S.W.i.
Ken Shea (50-52) has joined the Castrol Oil Company as an engineering repre
sentative. He is still a keen fisherman.

Dr. Martin Shelton (46-49), who practises as a specialist obstetrician and

gynaecologist in Cape Town, has met a number of Rearsney Old Boys during
the course of lectures which he gives at the U.C.T. medical school.

Just returned from a protracted working holiday in the U.K. and Europe is
Dr.'Kop'Shires (59-62) who has Joined forces with his elder brother. Dr. Mike
Shires (46-50), whtim he will help with his busy veterinarian practice in the
Kloof area.

. . ,

Roger Simpson (53-58) will be leaving the staff of St. Stithian s at the end of

1970 after what he describes as eight happy and eventful years. Roger is to take
up a post as lecturer to staff at I.C.L. in Cookham, Berkshire, England, and hopes
to maintain contact with Old Boys living in or visiting the U.K.

David Smart (55-60) writes to tell of the birth of his first child, Michael, m
December of 1969. David sees a fair amount of Eldred Young-Thompson

(58-62) who now lives in Port Elizabeth and who became the father of a daughter,
Janet, in January of this year.

MUie Smith (58-61) now lives in Welkom where he is a mine overseer working
on Western Holdings. He is engaged to Carolyn Allen of Johannesburg, and is
a keen golfer.

Anthony Somers Vine (58-63) is in his final B.A. year at the University in
Pietermarit/.burg. His brother, John (56-59), is married and works for Stewart
and Lloyds in Pretoria.

Dave Sparks (23-24) has retired from farming in the Free State and is now
living at Kloof.

We are pleased that Joe Stamp (63-68) has recovered from his motor-cycle
accident. He has abandoned his engineering course at Wits, and is now studying

law. He says that there are many Old Boys at the University, some of whom are
Alan Grant, Roy Kirkpatricli, Renton Tindall, John Barrow and Darryl
Bowden.

,. ,

u

c

Allan Steveni (64-66) is at present on Marion Island and is due to be there
until June of 1971.

We are pleased to hear that Albert Storm (64-69) has recovered from a serious

accident during which he injured his arm early in his period of military training.
He is an instructor at the School of Artillery at Potchefstroom and now wears
two stripes on his sleeve.

Robin Tapper (62-64) has obtained his B.Com. degree from the University
of Natal and has now set sail for the United Kingdom where, after a period of

extensive travelling, he hopes "to continue my education to even greater heights
than those already attained."

Les Taylor (42-43) is army chaplain at Tempe, near Bloemfontein. He has
recently been appointed to the Board of Governors of the Eunice High & Piimary
Schools.

.

We hear that Winston Travis (56-60) was due to give up his job m Toronto

in April and start an extensive tour of Canada, the U.S.A. and Australia before
returning to the Republic in November.

Best wishes to Glen van Rooyen (56-59) who was married during June to

Lynda Chrystal at the Musgrave Road Methodist Church in Durban.
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Brian 'Susie' von Sorgenfrei (48-53) still plays league tennis in the weekends.

He writes to say that the investment business continues apace, though most people
appear to be disenchanted with the stock market at present.
Dave Walker (60-64)
entrusted with the opening of the new branch of
the family business, McCullagh & Bothwell, at the Hyde Park Shopping Centre
last October. He has been studying for a B.Com. degree at Wits. University and
hoped to graduate in March of this year.

Barrie Walsh (62-66), who works for the Mobil Oil Company, has been trans
ferred from Durban to Empangeni.

Hat ing completed his military training in the S.A.A.F., Mike Weingartz
(64-67) has recently written his exams for a private pilot's licence.
Ian Woodhead (43-46) is a director of the Premier Metal Company and lives
in Johannesburg. He has been married for fifteen years and has four children.
In May of this year, Ian was due to leave on a two-month round-the-world trip
(Australia, Japan, U.S.A., U.K. and Europe) in connection with a business

involvement with Clark Fork Lifts and Michigan Earthmoving Equipment.
Miles Young (53-59) left Browns Hotel in London on 15th May and has
returned to South Africa to take up an appointment at the Grand Hotel in Cape
Town. He looks forward to making contact with Cape Old Boys. Miles says that
he learnt a great deal about the hotel business overseas, and would be willing
to advise other Old Boys who may consider going into catering as a career.
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EDITORIAL

A HUNDRED years ago the English public schools had established
a pattern for education with which we are all familiar. A hundred
years ago, too, Britain was entering a new age of imperialism. Year
after year, boys from the public schools went to the colonies to take
up the white man's burden.
No matter where they went, however, their new world was,
in a way, merely an extension of the one they had left. The school
badge was replaced by regimental colours or by the Union Jack,
masters and prefects by superior officers, house-matches by frontier
skirmishes, but the basic concepts learned at school carried them
through.

The authority they had learned to wield as monitors and pre
fects, they exercised as subalterns and commissioners from Afghani
stan to Zanzibar, under the flag on which the sun never set. If
Waterloo was won on the playing-fields of Eton, the Empire was
run from its studies and its common-rooms.

But the sun did set on the Union Jack and on the flags of the
other imperial powers. Colonial officials found that their traditional
policies were modified by higher authority. Men who had been
accustomed to take the law into their own hands found those

hands tied. Local administrators complained that they were ham
pered by the politicians at home.
The spirit of the new century was opposed to imperialism.
Troops had always been used to control unruly natives but the
commanding officer at Amritsar in 1919 lost his commission by
ordering his men to fire. The age of the common man had begun.
The twentieth century questioned the values of the nineteenth.
By the sixties, a Commonwealth Secretary would admit "We have
lost the will to rule." And with that decade colonialism ended.

Britain, indeed, tried to adapt to the new ideas. She attempted,
early in the century, to modify her colonial system. But in the very
documents which gave a legal basis to the Commonwealth lay
the seeds of disintegration, as Ireland and then South Africa demon
strated. The powers who would not adapt, however, were caught
the sooner by the rising tide of nationalism. They had their posses
sions swept away or voluntarily abandoned them.
The public schools, microcosms of Empire, were not unaffected
by winds of change. At the least, there were fewer and fewer colonies
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left to govern. We in South Africa, whose systems are largely pat
terned on theirs, have been affected too. Authority is not so readily
enforced by physical violence. Mass canings have, for the most

part, gone out with gunboat diplomacy. Corporal punishment,
long the crutch of prefects and masters alike, is generally now the
prerogative of headmasters alone. Many of the problems faced by
colonial administrators yesterday are similar to the problems of
schoolmasters today. It may be that the student power movement
will prove as disastrous for institutions of the public school type as
nationalism was for the empires.
These institutions can expect, in months and years to come, that
their traditional bases will be assailed even more vigorously than
before. Whether or not they survive will depend on the extent to
which they can adapt to change without compromising their
integrity. Change is essential but it can be destructive. It must be
introduced, not haphazardly as an expedient, but with wisdom and
with foresight. It must be entered upon not for its own sake but
for improvement; as a matter of conscious policy with an eye to
the end result and not in a spirit of appeasement.
Change there will be. We would be foolish to think otherwise.
But where there is no vision the people perish. The best guidance
comes from the Apostle Paul: "Prove all things; hold fast that
which is good."
SCHOOL NOTES

When one comes to compile notes of this nature, one realises just
how many and how varied are the activities of the Kearsney com
munity. A wise editor would apologise in advance for the omissions
he is bound to make.

It is always sad to record farewells. Mr. H. Sparks left during
the year; Mr. and Mrs. R. Best, Mr. E. Jenkins and Mr. D. Bovey
of the teaching staff, and Mr. Montague from the Maintenance

Department, left at the year-end. With them they take our good
wishes.

There have also been a number of arrivals. Mr. R. Irons joined

the teaching staff at half-year. Mr. and Mrs. J. de Beer had a son,

Jean Marc; Mr. and Mrs. C. Diedericks a son, Stefan; Mr. and
Mrs. C-E. Jeannot a daughter, Andree. Mr. L. Kassier returned
with his bride in December. We welcome these new members of

our community.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Oram returned to Natal from Italy during

the year. It is good to have them back.
There are numerous congratulations to be offered:

Mr. H. J. L. Brown, a member of the Kearsney College Execu
tive, was awarded an Honorary Fellowship in the Department of
Accountancy of the University of Natal. The Headmaster and Mrs.

Hopkins celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary in December,
Mr. M. Mossom and Mr. R. Whiteford, having won first and
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Second places respectively in the Natal Private Pilots Champion

ship in August, went on to take 2nd and 4th places in the S.A.
Championships in September.

C. R. Foster, Dux of the School, was the only Natal finalist m
the Mathematics Olympiad. B. Leitch passed the Taalbond Twee-

taligheidseksamen. E. Jansen van Vuuren and J. D. Rider won
Speech and Drama Association bursaries.

M. Jollands was selected for the Natal U/19 Water Polo Teain,
with M. F. Watt as reserve goalkeeper. Jollands, M. Paterson and

R. Frostick won places in the Natal Schools Water Polo side, with
Watt once again as reserve goalkeeper.

D. L. Hopkins and M. F. Watt played Natal Schools Rugby for
the second year. C. R. Foster was again selected for the Natal
Schools Cricket side, with B. C. Smith as an umpire. R- Jones

won the Spiderweight division in the Natal Junior Boxing Cham
pionships and participated in the S.A. Junior Championships in
Kimberley. The Tennis team brought the Denness trophy to
Kearsney for the first time in eighteen years.

^

Mr. K. G. Fish organised a Spring Walk for the Parents Com
mittee and with the blistered co-operation of boys and staff raised

over Ri,ooo. Mr. and Mrs. P. Tennant established some sort of
record by making three or four house moves and visiting Europe
before they had celebrated their first wedding anniversary.
An unidentified (?) Old Boy had the happy thought of marking

the end of Matric by 'buzzing' the school in a UFO as the candi
dates came out of their last exam.

All in all, it was a busy half. Next year Kearsney will celebrate
its Golden Jubilee. The indications are that 1971 will be even more
hectic.

GOLDEN JUBILEE 1971

We plan to have a commemorative issue of the Chronicle.
Numerous events will be held to mark the anniversary.

They include a special Jubilee Service, an Open Day, two

stage productions, an orchestral concert and an Old Boys'
Reunion weekend. Details of the Jubilee programme will
be released early in 1971.
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SPEECH DAY

2nd OCTOBER, 1970

{Items already reported in the Chronicle are omitted)
HEADMASTER'S REPORT
PART I

Mr. Chairman,

We were very sad to hear of the recent passing of Miss Susie Kachelhoffcr,
former Headmistress of Epworth. We join with Epworth in our sorrow at the loss
ofsuch a dedicated and much loved former Principal. Our schools, and education
as a whole in South Africa, are much the poorer as a result of her death.
NUMBERS

opened the year with a full complement of 430 boarders and 52 day-boys.
This total of 482 is the highest enrolment we have had at Kearsney.
STAFF

Mr. G. E. Burger left the Staff in December to take up a lectureship at the Edgewood Training College and we welcome in his place Mr.J,J. Faber, who comes
to usfrom St. Mark's School, Mbabane.

Mr. Fish was away on long leave during the first quarter, during which he
took his family overseas.

We extend a warm welcome to Mr. and Mrs. Storm who returned from long
Mr. de Beer also took long leave this year and during his absence his teaching
commitments were taken over by a Student Teacher from the University of Natal.
We extend to Mr, and Mrs. Ian Gibson and their family a very sincere wel

leave at the beginning of this term.

come back to Kearsney after their spell of two years study leave at Cornell Uni
versity, U.S.A. We congratulate Mr. Gibson most heartily on gaining his M.A,
degree.

We congratulate Mr. Charles Jeannot, Mr. Peter Tennant and Mr. Robin
Lamplough on theh marriages during the year and also Mr. Lothar Kassicr who

has announced his engagement and will be married at the end of the year.

We congratulate Mr. C.-E. Jeannot on being awarded an American Leader
ship Exchange Fellowship and welcome him back from what we feel sure was an
enjoyable and worthwhile experience.

We welcome Mrs. Y. Dibb as a temporary member of the Biology Depart-

foi" accepting further responsibilities in the teaching
of Mathematics for the second half of the year.

I regret to report that, as the result of ill-health, Mr. Sparks is no longer able
to continue in his profession as a teacher and is at present on sick leave. I am very

sorry to lose the services of Mr. Sparks who is a most earnest and conscientious

man and a personal friend of many years standing. We shall miss him at Kearsney

and extend to him and his family our very best wishes for the future.

As the result of Mr. Sparks' illness and the departure of Mr. Byleveld in the
Second Quarter, the Mathematics Department has been under considerable
pressure. I am grateful, however, for the manner in which members of Staff have

accepted the additional responsibility.

I have appointed two fully qualified mathematicians as from the ist January,
1971, and for the first time in many years it will be possible to staff the Mathema
tics Department completely with specialists in their subject.
It will be with considerable regret that we shall bid farewell to Mr. and Mrs.

Best at the end of the year. Having been associated with Kearsney for more than
twenty years, they will be greatly missed by staff, boys, parents and Old Boys.
Over the years Mr. Best rendered sterling service as a former Housemaster of
Jimior House and in the sphere ofsport, particularly cricket. We extend to Mr.and
Mrs. Best our sincere good wishes for the future. Fuller tribute to them will be
paid on a suitable occasion later in the year.
Mr. Boyey will also be leaving to take up an appointment as a Lecturer at

the University of South Africa. We thank him for his services to Kearsney in
many fields and wish him well for the future.
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RESPONSIBILITY POSTS

I am pleased to report favourable reaction to the recognition of Heads of Depart
ments as paid responsibility posts. I am convinced that the policy of creating such
posts at Kearsney is having and will continue to have a stabilising effect on the

Staff, and at the same time help maintain high academic standards.
EXAMINATION RESULTS

Despite the fact that the overall failure rate for the Province was higher in the
1969 examinations, our Natal Senior Certificate results were again very satisfactory.
On the Advanced Level 21 boys gained Merit passes, two with 'A' and six

with 'B' aggregates. There were 24 subject distinctions of which 2i were in Science
and Mathematics. In addition 41 candidates achieved 'B' symbols of over 70%
There were two failures.

The summary of the results is as follows:
SM
(merit) . . . 2^^
Matric Exemption

S
CO

15 passed without Matric Exemption
4 passed at Ordinary level

X

2 failed
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SPEECH FESTIVAL I970

Over 200 items were presented by 90 boys.
Symbols obtained:
A-t-

A

B+

B

25

75

72

27

Fifty per cent of all entries gained first class passes.

Tessel was outstanding among many good performances, gaining A, A-(-,
A-1-, A-|- -|- in four items.

Six boys have been recommended for Bursaries. Winners will be announced
later.

Congratulations to all concerned.
DOMESTIC STAFF

At the end ofJune I appointed Mr. and Mrs.John Chappell as Kitchen Super
visor and Assistant, to assume duty on the 15th July. I am very sorry to record

that on their way up from Port Elizabeth to Botha's Hill Mrs. Chappell passed
away very suddenly at Butterworth. Notwithstanding his tragic loss, Mr. Chappell
has taken on the duties of Kitchen Supervisor on his own and so far has shown a
willingness and co-operation which are most encouraging. We extend to Mr.
Chappell and his small son our sincere sympathy.

Mrs.Jeffreys suffered a severe attack of pneumonia towards the end ofJune,
which prevented her return at the beginning of this term. Now that she is back
we hope that she will enjoy better health.

Unfortunately Sister Beaton has had to undergo medical treatment this term.
We do hope that she too will soon be quite better.
PREFECTS

At the usual impressive Ceremony in the Chapel on Friday, 30th February, the
following Prefects were inducted;

C.R.Foster (Head Boy), L. F. Buys (Deputy), B. G. E. Leitch, P.J. Pipkin,
P. Chaplin, D. M. Donaldson, M. P. Paterson, M. F. Watt, D. M. Levy,
M. L. Bank, M. V. B. Bester, A. D. Trytsman, R.J. Fraser, H. A. Holding,
B.J. S. Robinson, D. W. M. Crook, B. M.Stafford, J. Zingel.
STAFF HOUSING

The two flats at Gillingham and Finninglcy to house the Assistants to the House
masters in those two houses are now complete. Work on the cubicle block and
the Staff accommodation at Pembroke is well in hand and should be complete
before the end of the year.
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TENNIS COURTS

I am pleased to report that the first playing surface on the four courts was c#mfletcd this Quarter, the final slurry seal being due in about six months* time.
Kearsney team competing in the Appeltizer Bowl competition celebrated
the reopening of the courts by defeating Glenwood 5 matches to love. This team
has now won its way through to the Finals to be played at Stellenbosch in midDecember.
CLOSURE OF SPORTS AVENUE

Final authority for the closure ofSports Avenue has been obtained from Provincial

Executive and the black topping of Chapel Road has been completed. The formahties necessary for the transfer of the land to the College will still take some
time to complete.
READING LABORATORY

^ has been the case for several years now, the three Form II groups were put
mrough the fifteen week course on the S.R.A. Reading Laboratory during the
first quarter of the year.

During the course of the year special remedial classes in English have been
conducted for selected boys in Forms III, IV and V.
I am most grateful to the two members of Staff who have devoted their

energies and spare time quite voluntarily in this extremely valuable field of
remedial work,
GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS

In 1971 the College celebrates the 50th anniversary of its foundation. The Bpard
will be considering suitable ways ofrecognising the occasion.
NEW ACCESS ROAD

Thanks to the generosity of the Old Boy?, who met the entire cost, eighty Liquid
Amber trees were planted pn either side of the new road at a simple ceremony

on Saturday, 6th December. We greatly appreciate this further generous gesture
on the part of the Old Boys.
CREDIT

Congratulations to A. R. Phelp on being awarded an S.A.R. Scholarship of R750
per annum to study for a Batchelor of Science (Civil Engineering) degree, on
the results of his Matric Examination; to T. J. Mathews on being awarded the
University of Cape Town Entrance Scholarship to study Medicine, and to N. H.
Smallwood who has been awarded a Grinaker bursary of R700 per annum in
order to assist him to attend University in 197^ after the completion of his Army
training.

Charles Foster has won through to the second round of the Mathematics
Olympiad. We wish him every success with the next hurdle.

The Kearsney swimming team won every Inter-school Gala in which they
competed this year.

Charles Foster was selected for the Natal Schools cricket team last December.

M. Watt and D. L. Hopkins were selected for the second year in succession
to represent Natal Schools in the Graven Week held on this occasion in Salisbury.
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

On Sunday 6th September a special Service for the dedication of the Silver

Communion Trays presented to the College by the Old Boys' Club in affectionate

'memory of Philip Hind and Lawrence PoJkinghorne was conducted in the College
Chapel by the Reverend Dr. 0. E. Wilkinson, a contemporary of theirs at school.
Om Cadet Band was invited to take part in the Gunners' Memorial Service

at the Old fort on Sunday, 32nd August. This was the second year in which we
have been honoured in this way.

Founder^s Day was observed on Saturday, 5th September, when a plaque
commemorating Mr. C. O. Medworth's association with Kearsney sport was
unveiled at the Grand stand by Mrs. D. Medworth.

On Saturday, 1st August, we were pleased to act as hosts to a party of Ep-

worth girls for a Sixth Form social which seems to have proved a most popular
function.

On Saturday, 8th August a most enjoyable "Superhraai" was arranged by
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members of the Fete Committee in the beautiful grounds of Mr. and Mrs. Kim
Dymond on Assagay Road. It was gratifying to see so many parents, friends ajid
Old Boys obviously enjoying this function, organised to raise funds for the balance
outstanding on the Grandstand. We are most grateful to all concerned for the
hard work that went into the planning of the function.
We congratulate two members of our Staff, namely Messrs. M. Mossom and
R. Whiteford, on being placed ist and and respectively in the Natal Private Pilots'
Championships. They both now qualify to represent Natal in the South African
Championships.

We are most grateful to Mr. D. Barker and Mr. Railton Foss, both Old Boys,
for the new Picket-fence round the Oval, which should be ready for the new
season.

We extend to Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Oram a very warm welcome on their
return to South Africa after living in Europe for the last two years. We are pleased
to see that Mrs. Oram is recovering steadily from the serious fall she sustained at
Strcsa in Italy.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Looking back over the last five years it is interesting to assess the development that
has taken place during this period:
Of the projects envisaged at that time the following have been achieved:
I. Four Staff houses.

8. Three flats to accommodate married Assistants to the Housemasters of Finningley, Gillingham and Pembroke.
3. A Sixth Form cubicle block at Pembroke House.
4. A Dining and Recreation Hall for African Employees.
5. Two squash courts.
6. Resurfacing of four tennis courts.

7. The Founder's Entrance and new approach road.
8. Two new junior sports fields.
9. The rugby grandstand.
While this may appear an impressive list there are still a number of priorities
for future development, such as:
I. A Career's Block,

a. A new Music block and Art Block.

3. A Hobbies Centre.
4. Extensions to the Swimming Bath.

5. A Sixth Form House (without an increase in our present numbers).
I look forward to these projects becoming realities in due course.
CAREERS

I am pleased to report progress in this department during the last twelve months.
With the return of Mr. Gibson from the United States, Kearsney has now

two fully qualified teacher psychologists on the Staff— a distinction that is shared
by few, if any, other schools of comparative numerical strength either in this
country or in the United Kingdom.
It is a matter of considerable gratification to me to acknowledge that my

Board is wholeheartedly in support of a Careers Department at Kearsney and
has authorised me to continue with the blue-print for such a project. I am hope
ful that some of the funds necessary to finance such an undertaking will come from
sources outside the College.

I cannot stress too strongly the importance of this aspect of education in
which our country has lagged so lamentably in the past. It is encouraging that
the Cape and now the Natal Departments of Education are taking positive steps
in this direction.

It is inevitable that our boys will have to compete to an ever increasing degree
with the Non-European in the field of employment. Our national industrial and

economic growth rate is lagging behind the national population expansion of all
races. The obvious result is that more and more fields of occupation will have to

be opened to the Non-European during the next decade, and no longer will the
accident of one's birth be the deciding factor in gaining secure employment. Oin:
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young people will be called upon to an ever increasing extent to stand on their
own feet and justify whatever responsibility may be placed upon them.
In order to meet ever changing conditions and increasing demands, it is my
sincere aim that every Kearsney boy will have the opportunity of being equipped
academically, spiritually and occupationally to take his place in the world outside.
The danger is that time is by no means on oim side and I only hope that, given the
means, we shall be able to provide our boys with the foundation for a sound future
in which the dignity of honest labour and the qualities of Justice and service to
one's fellow man have their true and rightful place.
APPRECIATION

I wish to take this opportimity of expressing to all members of my Staff, academic,
administrative, domestic and maintenance, my sincere appreciation of their whole
hearted support during the year.
PART II

My final point relates to the difficulties that arise at a school such as ours in

implementing the present examination system and to the hardship and inequity
that result from differentiation under existing regulations. I make no excuse for
referring once again to the main theme of my annual report of 1965. Unfortunately
mere postponement of decisions by the controlling bodies provides no answer to a
situation which is deteriorating to a point where it is having serious repercussions
on education at high school level.
It is heartening to note that at its annual conference in July this year, the
Natal Teachers' Society discussed these questions at length and adopted resolu
tions outlining positive recommendations for consideration by the Natal Education
Department.
Another encouraging development is the current visit to the United Kingdom
and Europe of the Director of Education for Natal and his Chief Education Plan
ner, Dr. Hosking. Such a tour of educational institutions overseas and a study of
common problems and how they may be faced, can only have beneficial results,
provided of course that the necessary authority and freedom to experiment are
forthcoming.

Our present system offers little to excite a child's interests to the point where
he himself becomes a willing partner in the pursuit of knowledge. Too much
information has to be spoon-fed in the time-honoured, traditional manner and too
little opportunity is offered for individual research and study. These limitations,
of course, are more serious for the "upper crust" of high I.Q,. scholars than for
the lower ability groups whose interests usually follow a more practical bent.
Restlessness among senior scholars may well stem to some extent from an un

imaginative education system, which contains the seeds of disillusionment and
frustration so common among teenagers today. The fact that we in South Africa
persist in using a single examination both for University entrance and as a school-

leaving certificate, has tremendous disadvantages for both groups of candidates.
A more realistically orientated University Entrance examination should greatly
reduce the first year failure rate at the imiversities. On the other hand a more
imaginative and practical curriculum for those not destined to go to University
would provide them with a surer and more suitable foimdation for other fields
of employment. My disciplinary problems in running this school do not stem nor
mally from the boys who enjoy reasonable success in the classroom but from those
who are inadequately challenged by a curriculum which makes no allowance for
their special needs Not only are scholars beginning to lose hope, but teachers too
are becoming more and more disillusioned. I wonder whether such disillusion

ment may not be a contributing factor to our present teacher shortage?
It is a well known fact that ability varies considerably in each individual.
Our system of differentiation, while recognising this important truth, does not go
far enough in meeting the problem. A boy in the Ordinary Level need not neces
sarily be on this level in all subjects, but under present conditions unless a boy
fulfils certain basic standards on a general assessment he is relegated arbitrarily
to the lower grade.
The practical implications of this system will be borne out by two recent cases.
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Th« •ne is that of »n Advanced Level candidate who, at the end of Standard Nine
last year failed his two languages but fulfilled the 'A' level requirements in all
other respects. The problem was whether to advise him to continue on the Ad
vanced Level and court almost certain failure in Standard Ten, or to continue
on the Ordinary grade to safeguard a pass, albeit at a lower level.
The second case is that of an 'C level candidate in the 1969 Natal Senior
Certificate examinations who gained 'A' and 'B' symbols respectively in two
subjects, but having fared badly in two others, failed the examination outright,
thus leaving school after 12 years with absolutely nothing to show for his efforts.
It may be argued that these are two extreme cases, but regrettably their incidence
is all too frequent.
The following clause from the National Education Act of 1968 makes specific
reference to curricula and the types of courses to be followed: "Education shall
be provided in accordance with the ability and aptitude of, and interest shown
by the pupil, and the needs of the country, and that appropriate guidance shall,
with due regard thereto, be furnished to pupils."
Few of these requirements are met by present regulations!
The whole question of differentiation and the possible modifications of our
examination system has recently been studied by an inter-Departmental Com
mittee appointed specifically for this purpose. I understand that their report has

been presented to the Hon.Minister of National Education who, no doubt appreci
ating the urgency of the situation, will be making a statement of policy in the near
future.

However, if one can draw any conclusion from a brief preliminary report
appearing in the press last Sunday, announcing certain concessions relating to
University Entrance for 'B' Stream candidates, I have grave doubts as to whether
we are yet attacking our problems from the correct angle or whether we are not
still compromising on the all-important issue of differentiation, whose aim is in
the first instance to provide courses more closely related to a child's special needs,
at the same time making allowance for variations in intellectual ability.
In the meantime I sincerely hope that the powers-that-be will treat this whole
question as a matter of extreme urgency. Untold harm is being done to our young
people who educatiolnaly are at a distinct disadvantage in comparison with their
counterparts overseas who have the opportunity of studying under a more flexible
system. We cannot afford to delay any longer in a matter so vital to their future.
There is at the present time a wonderful opportunity for a bold and imaginative
policy, unfettered by the bonds of unrelenting conservatism which for years has
been stifling initiative and enterprise.
We wait in a spirit of hopeful anticipation, trusting that our optimism may be
realised in what will prove to be a refreshing new approach to high school
education.

GUEST SPEAKER

The headmaster then presented Mr. William R. Duggan, the
American Consul-General in Durban. Mr. Duggan spoke on "The
Friendship of Books".

He urged the School to read v/idely, because "books will pro
vide not only an improvement to your education but an extension
to your territory." Pointing out that Chamberlain had not read

'Mein Kampf, he suggested that the course of history might have
been altered if the right people had read the right books at the
right time.
Mr. Duggan concluded by commending to his audience books
on Africa. "You," he said, "are the future leaders of South Africa
and of the continent as a whole."

The Head Boy, C. R. Foster, made a brief speech of thanks to
Mr. Duggan.
" a
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ACADEMIC AWARDS

(•indicates re-award)
Honours

Colours

Form VI

C. R. Foster, J. Wallace.

Form V

A. D. Smith

Form VI

H. Garter, A. Dickens, G. Meth,

Form V

D. Phelp, B. J. S. Robinson.*
M. Blumbcrg, G. Cliff, L. Coleman,
J. de la Rey Nel, B. C. S. Robinson,
D. Tessel.

(Recipients of Honours are automatically awarded Colours)
CULTURAL AWARDS

(•indicates re-award)
Honours

A. J. Rycroft, M. C. M. Shum.

Colours

H. Carter.*

(Recipients of Honours are automatically awarded Colours)
RECOGNITION OF SERVICE
E. E. Kahn
SPORTS AWARDS

(•indicates re-award)
Athletics

Honours
Colours

D. Pilkington.

Honours
Colours

C. R. Foster*

G. Bowden,J. Catto, R. Frostick,
H. Grey, M. Halliday, D. Hopkins
A. Malosso, P. Stockil, M. Watt.

Cricket

M. Bester, D. Foss, J. Immelman,
B. C. Smith.

Hockey
Life Saving
Rugby

Colours
Colours
Honours
Colours

Shooting
Squash

Colours
Colours

Swimming

Colours
Colours

Tennis

Water Polo

Honours
Colours

N. Bartlett, G. Calverley, P. Liebetrau.
G. Weddell.

L. Buys, D. Hopkins*, M. Watt.*
D. Donaldson, M. Hall, M. Halliday,
D. Pilkington, L. Slabbert,
A. Trytsan, D. Walker
M. van der Riet, J. von Sorgenfrei.
M. Bester, C. Foster, P. Morgan,
J. Wood
R.Jennings.
E. Coll, D. Foss, C. Foster,*
M. Engelbrecht.*
R. Frostick, M.Jollands, M, Paterson.
M. Watt.

(Recipients of Honours are automatically awarded Colours)
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SIXTH FORM PRIZES

and OCTOBER 1970

WUliam and Susan Jones Prizefor English
Bm Milner Prizefor Biology

J. Wallace
J- Wallace

Latin

J. Wallace

History

. . .

J. Wallace

Patrick Moore Memorial Shield and Prizefor Physical Science . . . . C. R. Foster
Mathematics

C. R. Foster

Hindson Memorial Prizefor English Literature
Special Prizefor Diligence and Progress in Afrikaans
Special Prizefor Attainment in Afrikaans - Ordinary Grade
Special Prizefor Progress in Mathematics
Prizefor Perseverance and Progress - Ordinary Grade
S. B. Theunissen Memorial Prizefor Perseverance
Headmaster's Prizefor Special Service

A. G. Dickens
B. G. E. Leitch
F. M.Nel
R. M. Solomon
G. C. Smith
D. T. Phclp
C. R. Foster

Other Prizes

Third on Tear
Second on Tear

B.J. S. Robinson
J. Wallace

First on Tear: Dux ofthe School

C. R. Foster

Honour Awards

For Academic Achievement

C. R. Foster
J. Wallace
M.C. M.Shum
A.J. Rycroft

For Cultural Activities

For Rugby
(Re-aieard)
{Re-award)
For Athletics {Re-award)

L. F. Buys
D- L. Hopkins
M. F. Watt
D. T. Pilkington
FINAL PRIZEGIVING

3rd DECEMBER, 1970
ENGLISH PRIZES

"As We Like it" (Best Natal Schools' Writing of the Year):
P. L.Jackson
P. A. Hotz
R. D.Irons

W. O. Blankley
MUSIC CERTIFICATES

Trinity College of Music: Grade II with Merit: G. R. Stroebel
Grade III with Honours: G. V. Wells

SPEECH AND DRAMA FESTIVAL - 1970
First Class Merit Certificates.'36
SENIOR EXAMINATION IN BILINGUALISM
Grade III:

B. G. E. Leitch

I. Under 14:
a. Under 15:

A. W. Reid
S. R. Malhews

SPRING WALK

3. Under 16:
G. T. Harrison
4. Most valuable walk: S. A. McMillan
I. Senior Inter-house:

CROSS-COUNTRY
Pembroke

a. Junior Inter-house:

Finningley

3. Junior Individual:

M. Irwin

1. Inter-house:

Derek Robbins Trophy: Finningley

SHOOTING

a. Senior Championship:

3. Ivan Bjorkman Cup:

Ken Trotter Shield: J. H. von Sorgenfrei

(highest average during the year): J. H. von Sorgenfrei
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SQUASH

1. Carrington Trophy (for most improved player of the year): P. D. Morgan
2.' Junior Championship: D. G. Dyer
3. Senior Championship: Old Boys'Trophy: J. D. Wood
4. Rodda Trophy (for annual matches played between the School and the Old Boys):
Kearsney
TENNIS

1. Junior Doubles Champions: B. J. Lovell-Shippey and P. R. Adams
2. Junior Singles Champion: George Hulett Cup: P. H. Engelbrecht
3. Senior Doubles Champions: Coll Salver: M, Engelbrecht and E. Coll
4. Senior Singles Champion: Polkinghorne Cup: M. P. Engelbrecht

5. Denness Trophy (for Maritzburg Inter-schools Trophy): C. R. Foster
CRICKET

1. Foss Bat (for most improved and promising cricketer): J. F. Immelman
2. King's Cup (for best all-rounder): C. R. Foster

3. Jack Hulett Salver (to house witb greatest number of boys in cricket teams):
Finningley
SPORTSMAN OF THE YEAR TROPHY
C. R. Foster and M. F. Watt

RECOGNITION OF SERVICE TO THE SCHOOL
E. E. Kahn

ACADEMIC COLOURS

Form V;

M. I. Blumberg
G. Cliff
L. Coleman

J. de la Rey Nel
B. C. S. Robinson
A. D. Smith

D.J. Tessel
MUSIC

Progress: E.Jansen van Vuurcn
Junior: G. V. Wells
Senior: R.Jennings
FORM AND SUBJECT PRIZES
Form I:

First on Year: G. V. Wells

English: G. V. Wells
2nd on Year: M. A. Belfort
Afrikaans: H. C. Salveson

Progress: K. G. Williams
Industry: A. R. Irons

Form II:

ist on Year: C. F. Smyth
English: C. F. Smyth
2nd on Year: H. R. Green

3rd on Year: A. T. Croft
Afrikaans: A. C. Webster
Progress: D. B. Bates
Industry: B. A. McLuckie
H. W. Gamble

Form III:

ist on Year: E. de la Rey Nel
2nd on Year: R. G. Whittaker

English: R. G. Whittaker
3rd on Year: I. C. McClurc
Afrikaans: B.J. du Preez
Progress: R. 1. Groom
Industry: J. D. McD. Rider
F. P. Bax
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Form IV

ist on Year: C. T. Scorgie
Afrikaans: C. T, Scorgie
and on Year: S. J. Beningfield

History Project: S. J. Beningfield
3rd on Year: R. P. Kraus
English: W. M. van der Mcrwc
Progress: D. P. Sutcliffe
Industry: B. I. Badenhorst
B. R. Davy

Biology Project: S. R. Mathews
Form V:

ist on Year: A. D. Smith

and on Year: J. de la Rey Nel
Afrikaans: J. de la Rey Nel
3rd on Year: M. I. Blumberg
English: B. H. Prosser
Industry: D.J. Tessel
N. P. Yoimg
G. T. Harrison

Geography Project: D. C. Hooper
Form VI:

Mathematics Olympiad
Book Prize: C. R. Foster

ACADEMIC HONOURS
A. D. Smith

Sutler Gore Trophy (for the best Parliamentary speaker of the year): H. Carter
Margarette and Richard Best Cupfor Music; A. Lloyd (for choir work)
Hanle Trophy (for Contribution to Cultural Activities): A.J. Rycroft

Edwin Henwood Trophy (for Leadership, Character and Devotion to Duty): C. R.
Foster

Parkes' Inter-house Scholastic Trophy: Gillingham House
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RICHARD CLINTON BEST

\Vhat can one say in a few words, of a
man who has served Kearsney for 22 years;
as Teacher, Housemaster, Cricket coach,
Sports Fund secretary, choir member,
Exam and Timetable wallali, ex-Artillery
man, confidant and friend?

Dick said a few days ago, when I sug
gested that we would miss him just a little,
"Don't worry, you'll soon find another
stooge- no-one's indispensable." True. We

will find another body to put in front of
the class or turn the handle of the Roneo

machine, or to hand out the cricket balls,
but we won't have another "Dick".

His chair, far corner left, back to the sports pavilion, will be
dented by another (not perhaps quite so deeply) but who will fumi

gate the place quite so'aromatically asJDick, whose laugh will boom
out so clearly, whose opinion will now be sought on half a dozen
points, whose stories will be listened to as eagerly and whose mild
blasphemies will cut across the conversation as easily?

Perhaps Dick's greatest contribution to the College has come
through his cricketing enthusiasm. In his time he was coach ofthe ist

XI, organizer'of cricket tours to East Griqualand, manager of the
Nuffield Cricket XI, match secretary for all Kearsney's games, and,
last but not least, the^inaugurator of those delightful games between

the Staff XI and the masters of Maritzburg College, Hilton College,
Alexandra High and the Parents XI. No mean left arm scamer
himself, he could impart his skill, enthusiasm and know-how with

a flair to scholars. He was meticulous in his arrangements. One
never had a double booking, or a team go astray, or even a team
with a field not having an opponent to play against. If there was a
chance of a game, Dick would "lay it on". The face of the score

board is another example of his energies as he was responsible for
Duggie Murdoch's having it made. He pressed for a long time to
have a professional cricket coach and the appointment of Mr. Paul
Gibb was the culmination of his efforts.

Under Mr. S. G. Osier, Dick was head ofthe Bookkeeping classes.

He later moved into History, Maths and Arithmetic when bookkeep
ing fell away as a school subject. Whatever the subject, Dick gave
of his best (excuse me!), but to hear tell, many lessons ended up
with a tale or two of"how we won the b

war." I would love

to have heard Dick teaching history - seeing that he was one of
those who wrote the modern saga himself. That is the worst of
being a colleague, we just hear the noise from outside.

As Junior Housemaster for 12 years, Dick and Margarette his

wife, eased many a scholar into the hurly burly of boarding school
7'4

life. How many;boys will remember Dick as the one who gave them
confidence when all the world seemed against them? Dick was
champion to every Junior and woe betide you if you were caught
maltreating, physically and mentally, one of his little ones I How
many boys found in the Housemaster's home a haven where tears

were dried and homesick hearts were eased? Junior House prefects,
I hear tell, had two homes and it is hard to discover which one

they enjoyed most. When one joins in a conversation with Dick

and old boys, one feels the affection between them. And he says
we won't miss him!

Now Dick moves off to Grahamstown and earns a delightful
title, R. C. Best, A.D.S.(Assistant to the Dean of Students). Whereas
we lose the doyen of the stafT-room, Rhodes University gains a man,

rich in experience of students and their ways, wise in the handling
of young men and their problems, sympathetic and willing to listen
as long as his pipe takes to draw, and quite prepared to tell you
where you get off if he feels the occasion warrants it. I cannot think

of a man more able and capable of handling young people than
R.C.B.

To Margarette, who has woven herself into the life and fabric

of Kearsney; to Bart, himself an Old Boy and dux of the college;
and to Dick, our grateful thanks for years of friendship. We know
they will enjoy Grahamstown; it's that kind of place, and as an
old-Rhodian, Dick will fit into place easily. Our only regret is
that they will leave us just a little bereft of ones we have loved to
call friends.
K.G.F.

ELWYN JENKINS

The end of 1970 saw the departure from Kearsney of Mr. Elwyn
Jenkins. During his stay Mr. Jenkins devoted himself unsparingly
to the service of the school and the boys. His influence and enthu
siasm will be greatly missed in the religious, cultural and sporting
life of the school.

Mr. Jenkins came to Kearsney in 1961 and during his nine

years here took leave to complete his B.A.(Hons.) at the Univer
sity of Natal and a D.G.S. at Leeds. He has been responsible for

teaching English and Latin. For some years he was in charge of
the Junior Debating Society and he has acted as Speaker in the
Kearsney Parliament. He has been closely associated with the
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Exploration Society, doing numerous trips to remote parts of the
country. Latterly he has been guiding the fortunes of the Photo
graphic Society as well. As a member of the Dramatic Society he
has taken part in school productions and he has also been a staunch
member of the choir.

All these activities have been squeezed into a full schedule of
teaching, tutoring and sport coaching, as well the editing of the
Chronicle, where he did a thorough job in attempting to meet the
needs of all readers. Somehow, too, he made time to be very active
in the affairs of the Natal Teachers' Society and the Natal Associa

tion for the Teaching of English. For several years he has headed
the editorial committee of the N.T.S. publication "Mentor".

For the past two years Mr. Jenkins has been taking Chapel
services and they are remembered for their relevance, originality
and conviction. It may truly be said that Mr. Jenkins has made a
most significant contribution to the school in many diverse spheres
and his willing assistance will be missed. We wish him Godspeed
and everv success in the future.
D.B.

DENIS BOVEY

"His bark is worse than his bite," is how I have had to comfort

many a junior after his encounter with Mr. Bovey in the classroom,"
"he will not really knock you down and kick your teeth in." But
when the junior became a member of the Kearsney Family, he
realised that Mr. Bovey, although a strict "old school type discipli
narian", was also the most helpful and kind person that a school
boy, even one in trouble, could wish to have as his tutor.
Denis Bovey came to us from Glenwood six years ago. From the
first day here he tackled his job in the classroom, on the hockey
field and in the swimming bath with so much energy that many a
much younger man could not keep up with him. He worked ex
tremely hard and so did his pupils. And when he was on duty in
the House, you knew that he was there carrying out his duties in
a most meticulous way.

In 1967 Denis took 12 months leave to work on his Honours
degree. He is now finishing off his M.A. thesis and he is leaving
Kearsney to go to Natal University in Maritzburg to take up a post
as junior lecturer and to start on his B.Ed, degree. We wish him
luck and we know that he will be successful because a man who

puts so much into his work must be rewarded.
Good luck Denis. Remember you have many friends at
Kearsney.

J.W.S.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH R.C.B.

John Morison interviewed Mr. Best before his departure and
presents this transcription as a tribute from the boys.
J.M.

Mr. Best, what do you consider were the important developments over
the years while you have been at Kearsney ?
R.C.B. Perhaps the most important of these was the Old Boys' Pavilion which
replaced what is today the music block. It was built from Old Boy funds
in memory of dead comrades. Then there was the Chapel - known as
"Osier's Cathedral" when it was built as it was so big - and look at it
now, it's too small if anything. Of course there have been many other
developments. There was the Oval which was a funny cricket groimd
at one time, sloping down hill. That was built by the boys of course ^
even the Head getting down at times. Actually it was quite a perilous
job at times as he got hit on the behind by a large clod once! The Hen
derson Hall is a fairly new development built by old Henderson as a
tribute to his wife - he walked into Mr. Osier's office one day — "It's
time the school had a new hall, isn't it," and he presented the Head with
a cheque, I think for about R20,ooo! Then Bertie Smith gave the school
a new cricket pitch. He was a funny chap - sent a bag of half crowns
over once, said the boys didn't get enough pocket money!
J.M.
Considering the comparatively short life of the school, do you feel that
development has been fairly rapid ?
R.C.B. Oh yes, when I first came here (that was in 1946/47) there were only
150 boys in the school. There was only the stone block at Junior House,
Gillingham, Finningley, the Pembroke Dining Hall with a big stage
where the serving hatches are now and a little kitchen behind, and a
single storey classroom block - and that was Kearsney.
J.M.
What do you foresee as developments at Kearsney in the future?
R.C.B. I don't think very much in the building line. I do feel however that a
music block is an essential — there is the talent available but the facilities

to encourage boys are lacking - music and cultural activities are as
important, or almost as important, as your final exam results. Many
may be cross with me for saying this but too much emphasis is given to
the final exam result and not so much the education that is given the
young man.

Then we must have a hobbies block — there are many boys in the
school who academically struggle yet could possibly turn their hand to
mechanical pastimes.
'
Well, that's for the "wit mense", now for the domestic staff: we
could do with a whole new complex - away from the boys over the other

side nearer the kitchens and where they could get more sun and keep
things cleaner.
That's the future development of Kearsney, as I sec it; it's all a
question of money, however.
J.M.
Do you feel that private schools such as Kearsney have an important
part to play in our coimtry's educational system?
R.C.B. Yes - private schools have a tremendous part to play. That's why the
government doesn't close us down — it could, you know. There's so
much that could be done but it all depends on the characters in the

J.M.

school - we are the school, not the buildings, and if the attitude of the
staff, juniors and seniors is correct then there is nothing that can stop
a private school from going anywhere. We can go beyond school sylla
buses and do so many other useful things providing the attitude of
the boys is right. Now, as I see it, a lot of boys here have an unhealthy
attitude towards their work. You've got to drive them.
Do you feel that this attitude has developed as a result of the fact that
so many boys come from wealthy homes, so that it isn't so important
whether they fail?
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R.C.B. Yes, very definitely -if you come to a private school today you must be
from a wealthy home unless you are clever enough to win a scholarship.
The fellow who comes here and gives it a go, whether he gets his matric
or not, is going to make a success of his life - a bloke who has guts, to
put it plainly, to get on with the job on hand and do it to the best of
his ability.

Vou blokes who have had the tremendous privilege of going to a
private school, you get influenced in so many ways- this sounds a little
bit like a sermon and it's not meant to be - I've lived nearly all my life
in private schools - and wherever you go and whatever you do you are
going to find that Kearsney is going to influence your decisions for the
rest of your life. If these boys could only appreciate this now and take
what Kearsney has to offer them, then the private school has nothing
to worry about from the State.

J.M.

Would you like to express any views on discipline both in regard to

schoolboys and the students with whom you will be working?
R,C.B. I would not like to call myself a stern disciplinarian - because I like to
believe it's not really necessary. Yes I mean that. If every boy would
just realise his responsibility and position, a lot of the petty rules would
probably not be needed - but just because a thing isn't written down
many boys feel that they can do what they want, even if they themselves
do feel it isn't quite right.
There's another fallacy too: seniors can do what they like. That's
completely wrong. It's the junior who we can excuse for doing something
stupid - he hasn't really had the experience and even those couple of
years between first and sixth form make a difference — you're young men
then and it's you who must take the lead. There is far less excuse for a

senior to make a mistake than the junior. It's wrong to think that the
junior must be punished for making a mistake so that he'll learn to
behave when he's in the senior forms - because as the restraining influ
ence is taken off he has freedom and he'll do just what you did.
It's just another case of responsibility and knowing it and behaving
sensibly. The privileges the sixth form call for are not just to be given privileges are earned and depending upon just how much they're pre
pared to pull their own weight and accept this responsibility they can't
expect any more privileges or a relaxation of discipline. I'd like to stress
again that there is no room for excuse for the sixth former who goes for
a quiet smoke, because he is shirking his responsibility to his fellows and
to the school - it's not just the prefects who must take the lead but the
whole sixth form.

J.M.

Moral standards are changing all over the world today and there has
been a so-called youth rebellion. Do you feel that this trend has affected
Kearsney?
R.C.B. Of course it has, it's only natural and it's not all this generation to blame
either - the parents, my generation, are a lot to blame. Never before
has any other generation been faced with such blatant advertising of

cigarettes and drink, revealing pictures and the like. It's only natural
you'll be influenced - that's the whole aim of the advertisers and it's

little wonder that smoking and drinking among teenagers is on the
increase. You're being influenced before you've really had time to set
your code of behaviour. Clothes have also changed. They're more re
vealing, brighter. I don't say this is in itself wrong but the temptation's
greater on all sides - you're more attractive to each other and you're
wearing less. Oh, my generation's not really to blame for that but you're
being exploited, there's no doubt about that - you've more money to
spend and you want to be seen.

But what worries me is the way you all reject so much of the older
generation. Take music, for example. These chaps are losing out here,

they won't believe me. They'd rather have a discotheque and they'll
thoroughly enjoy it- good, but it's a pity they cannot appreciate what my
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age group calls good music,
J.M.
Do you feel that music has an important part to play in our lives?
R.C.B. Yes, very much sol So few boys at Kearsney are masically inclined - so

many of the average characters today look on music as being soft. I'm
not at all musical myself. I was pushed into the choir - I didn't contribute
a jolly thing but I enjoyed it and I feel that if only chaps took more
interest in things cultural, not only musical - perhaps I'm philosophising
now - they would find tremendous development in character and per
sonality and get a lot offun. Too many of the Kearsney chaps participate

far too seldom in this sort of thing. I'm prepared to give them ten years

J.M.

and they'll be very sorry that they didn't pursue it more - I'd like to go
on record there, as I'm jolly sure if these characters remember these
remarks in ten years they are going to agree with me. I won't be able
to persuade them now.
Sir, on the question of school colours, some people feel that they are

being handed out too liberally. Could you comment?
R.C.B. Whether the standard's too low or not I really have no idea -1 don't
think it is. My own feeling is to give a few too many of the colours and
too few of the honours awards. It acts as a tremendous incentive which

of course is so important. Possibly the academic standard is too high actual awar s for cultural and academic achievement are inadequate.
It's a pity both can't wear the same tie but sport has first claim there.
J.M.
In the last five years you have been associated with school dramatic
productions. What do you feel about a dramatic society in a school?
Have you any views on the role of such societies?
R.C.B. Well any cultural society has a great part to play in the school lifethe emphasis tends always to be on sport but this is of course a national
failing. But what I can gather from friends in other' schools is that
Kearsney doesn't spend as much time on sport as half the others do. A
society such as this is an outlet and a means of expression, something
you chaps are always complaining about, but it's good fun helping with
props, etc. Definitely this is one of the societies you blokes must help
keep going-it's tremendous to see what you can do, look at Hamlet-

that was really good. You worked hard -no doubt about it-but it paid
off, and that's the main thing in life.
But chaps I ask you to give it a go, make the best of Kearsney while
you're here - for it will always be Kearsney that influences your deci
sions. Be prepared to take the lead and be proud you are privileged to
attend Kearsney.
(This article was commissioned by the last Editor. One of hisfinal acts at Kearsney was to
take on the task ofpreparing itfor the printers. Many thanks E.R.J.—Ed.)
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CHAPEL NOTES

Apart from our regular Sunday morning and evening services
we'have had a number of special services in the 3rd and 4th Quar
ters of this year. After months of preparation a large number of
boys were confirmed or received into full Church membership.
The Rev. Dr. Victor Bredenkamp conducted the Methodist service
On the 20th of September and on Wednesday the 21st of October

the Anglican boys were confirmed by Bishop Hallowes, the Suffragen
Bishop of Natal. Both services were dignified and moving and at
tended by large congregations of boys and visitors. For many it is
a cause of sorrow that at this present stage in Church history our
boys are still being confirmed on different occasions at different
services. It is the earnest hope of these that this denial of Christian

unity will soon give way to a united effort and a co-operative spirit
and we look forward to the time when the boys will be confirmed
together with their school friends at one service.

The following were received into full membership or confirmed:
Methodist

Basil Badenhorst, Keith Barrow, Alan Bissett, Coral Chappie, Geremy Cliff,
Darryl Cheek,Paul Currie, Andre de Wet, Marc du Preez, Marjorie Fish, Michael
Foxcroft, Michael Carton, Cedric Hagemann, Bruce Irving, Graham Knell,
Geoffrey Lagerwall, Andrew Mason, Donald McGibbon, David Mutch, Andre
Ncl, Glynn Russell, David Scheepers, Michael Schiller, Garry Sparks, Trevor
Sparks, Patricia Sparks, Trevor Staples, Christopher Strawson, Timothy Stroebel,
Graham Stonell, Billy van Zyl, Petrus von Malritz,James von Sorgenfrei, Anthony
Webber Michael White, David Wills, Neville Young.
Anglican

Anthony Gerig, Lindsay Goble, Timothy Kilpin,Paul Stafford, Peter Rimington, Ian Brook, Peter Harvey, Cedric Hood, Gregory Wittaker, Martin Steer,
Gerald Paxman, Glen Barker Stuart Mathews, Peter Norman, Bruce Sinclair,
Richard Wills, Michael Irwin, Richard Paul,Basil Hancock John Wilkes, Graham
Alcock, Michael Chambers, Clive Curry, Malcolm van der Riet, Jeremy Catto,
Gregory Houghton.

We were pleased to have the Rev. Dr. C. Edgar Wilkinson with
us on the 6th of September to dedicate two very beautiful silver

communion trays given to the school by the Old Boys in memory of
Philip Hind and Laurence Polkinghorne. In a simple manner the
trays were dedicated in the presence of the Hind and Polkinghorne
families and Dr. Wilkinson spoke on the theme, "The Direction
which Determines Destiny".
An unusual service was conducted by members of the 6th Form
at the end of the third term. Projecting slides of the well known
cartoon character "Peanuts" they pointed to the aimlessness and
confusion of modern people and proclaimed their belief that in

following Jesus Christ man had the assurance of a reliable guide
and an exciting journey.
The annual Remembrance Day service and Parade was well
attended by Parents, Old Boys and Friends of those in whose
honour the occasion is kept. Fortunately the weather held and

helped to make the day a memorable one for many. We are happy
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to have Mr. and Mrs, Oram back in South Africa and thought it

most fitting that Mr. Oram should read the Roll of Honour at the
service.

The Chapel Year was brought to a very fine conclusion witq
two impressive Carol Services. Mr. Harper and the choir are to
be congratulated on excellent performances; the fruit of many
hours of patient and hard work. The order of service was as folllws:
Organ Music:

Three preludes on i6th century French carols. A. P-F. Bolcy,
A Christmas Pastoral. B. Luard-Selby.

Noel:"Or dites-vous Marie." Pierre Dandrieu.
Noel Lorrain. Guillauine Lasceux.

Processional Hymn:
Opening Prayers

Once in Royal David's City.

Carol:

"Of the Father's love begotten." (Piae cantiones).

First Lesson:

Hymn:

Genesis 3, v. 8-15.(Man's fall). Reader: A junior chorister.
O come, O come Emmanuel.

.. .

Second Lesson:

Genesis 22, v. 15-18.(God's promise). Reader: Ajumor boy.

Carol:

"The holly and the ivy." (Trad. English).

Third Lesson:

Isaiah g, v. 2, 6, 7. (Christ's birth foretold). Reader: A semor

Hymn:

Come Thou long expected Jesus.

chorister.

■

.. .. ,

Fourth Lesson:

St. Luke I, v. 26-35, 38.(The Angel Gabriel visits the Virgin

Carol:

"Gabriel's message does away." (Piae cantiones 1582).

Mary). Reader: A senior boy.
Hymn:

O little town of Bethlehem.

,, ,

,

r

Fifth Lesson:

Micah 5, v. 2-4. (The prophet Micah foretells the glory ot

Carol:
Sixth Lesson:

"Ding dong merrily on high." (16th century French).
St. Matthew i, v. 18-25. (The birth of Jesus). Reader: A

Hymn:

Love came down at Christmas.

Carol:
Seventh Lesson:

"Susanni." (German).

Bethlehem). Reader: A prefect.
member of staff.

St. Luke 2, V. 15-20. (The shepherds go to the manger).
Reader: The Organist.

Carol:

Hymn:

Eighth Lesson:

"\Vho were the shepherds?" (Basque carol).
Angels from the realms of glory.
St. Matthew 2, v. 1-12 (The wise men are led to Jesus).
Reader: The Headmaster.

Hymn:
Carol:

As with gladness, men of old.
"There came three Kings at break of day.

Ffinth Lesson:

St. John I, v. 1-14 (The mystery of the incarnation).

Carol:

"Fantasia; Christmas Day." Gustav Hoist.

Hymn:
Concluding Prayers
Organ Music:

Reader: The Chaplain.
O come all ye faithful.

Chorale prelude on the hymn tune "Dix. Dr. Arthur
Pritchard.

We are grateful to those visiting preachers and to our Local
Preachers who assist us with services from time to time. This arra^ement works well and enables the School to hear a number of differ

ent men who always bring us a refreshing message from beyond our
horizon.
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HOUSE NOTES
FINNINGLEY

Finningley continues to produce some of the most prominent
leaders in the school, but the spectacular inter-house competitions
still elude us. In spite of having people like Martin Jollands and
"Gertie" Frostick who played Natal Schools Water Polo, we still
cannot win the swimming gala. However, we comfort ourselves

that we have a proud record in winning yet again the Jack Hulctt
Cricket Salver for the greatest participation in cricket. (A certain
cricket coach had 8 Finningley boys in his Under 14B team - a
notable house effort on his part!). And we did win the Intcr-house

Shooting, which has always been one of our strong points.
Notable individual achievements include Deryck Pilkington's
Natal Schools Colours for athletics, and Jimmy Wood's success in
the senior squash championship. The Engelbrecht brothers are
making a name for themselves for their prowess at tennis. Ted Kahn

had the distinction of being the first recipient of a new Kearsney
award for notable Service to the School. Our outstanding allrounder was Charles Foster, Head Boy and Dux of the school,
who shared the award of Sportsman of the Year, captained the
First XI and played Natal Schools Cricket for two years, and cap
tained the tennis team who won the Denness Trophy for the first
time in eighteen years for Kearsney. He also won the Henwood
Trophy and was a finalist in the South African Mathematics

Olympiad. He led the house quietly, sympathetically and yet
firmly, assisted by fellow prefects Paul Pipkin, Peter Chaplin and
Barry Leitch.

.

Halfway through the year the flat at the end of the Sixth Form

wing was converted into a flat for a married couple, which Mr. and
^1*5. Tennant moved into for the rest of the year. This innovation
was welconied by the boys for adding an extra feminine touch to
house functions... The change also meant that Mr. Kassier had

to leave Finningley, and we were sorry to see him go. We all take
a special pride in the aeronautic feats of Mr. Mossom, who came
second in the S.A. Private Pilots' championship, and who has at

last, with the aid of Timoth Ellis-Cole and Paul Ashcrson (plus
Grant of Pembroke), got the old M.G. going again, looking and
sounding as good as new. We congratulate also J. Immelman on

being awarded the Foss bat as the most improved and promising

cricketer, an award which he richly deserves, and A. Rycroft on
winning the Hanle Trophy for his contribution to cultural activities.
We bid farewell to Mr. E. Jenkins, who leaves after an associa
tion dating back to 1962, during which time he served under three

Houseniasters and gave freely and willingly of his time to the

House, in the classroom, on the sports fields and in many different
cultural activities. At all times, contact with and service to, the
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boys, was his main consideration. To him, and to all leavers, we
express our thanks for their contribution to the life of the House,
and we wish them happiness and success.
E.R.J. and R.D.B.

GILLINGHAM

At the beginning of this year Mr. D. Lewis-Williams was ap

pointed housemaster of Gillingham. We wish him a happy and
successful term of office.

The congratulations of the House go to G. D. Meth, B. J. S.
Robinson, M. Blumberg, L. Coleman, and B. C. S. Robinson on
the award of their Academic colours. For the first time in living

memory we won the Parkes Inter-house Scholastic trophy.
Gillingham was well represented in most school teams. L. Buys
and M. Watt led the First XV, with J. Gatto, D. Donaldson,
D. Gluckman, M. Paterson, L. Slabbert and D. Walker as regular
team members and M. Louw as scribe. In the First XI we had

J. Gatto, G. Harrison, J. Knight and D. McGibbon. N. Bartlett
and F. Nel (hockey), C. Kaplan and D. McGibbon (squash))

C. Smith and D. Hooper (shooting) all represented the school iii
their respective first sides. R.Jennings, I. McClure and G. Weddell
distinguished themselves in swimming, as reported in the last
Chronicle; P. Stafford, A. Tucker and M, Watt in athletics, as
reported elsewhere in this issue.

Our congratulations to the following who were awarded sporting
colours: J. Catto (athletics); N. Bartlett (hockey); M. Watt
(athletics, rugby, water polo); G. Weddell (life saving); R.Jennings
(swimming); D. Donaldson, L. Slabbert, D. Walker (rugby).
Honours awards went to L. Buys and M. Watt (rugby) and M.

Paterson (water polo). Particular congratulations to M. Paterson,
who was selected for the Natal Schools Water Polo team and to

M. Watt, who won his Natal Schools Rugby blazer for the second

year, was reserve goalkeeper for both Natal Schools and Natal
U/19 Water Polo teams and who was joint winner of the Kearsney
Sportsman of the Year award.

Flalfway through the year the unmarried assistant became a
married assistant. Once the building operations were over he moved
into the flat at the end of the sixth form wing. The sixth form spent
the rest of the year wondering just how much could be heard
through the wall.
At the annual Founder's Dinner we weire pleased to welcoifie
Mr. and Mrs. Gram back to Natal. Mr. Gram, Gillingham's first
housemaster, entertained us with some light-hearted reminiscences
of early days in the house.

We are pleased to report that Mrs. Jeffreys, who was troubled
by ill-health in the first part of the year, is fit and Well once more.
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Our thanks to her and also to Mr. Hall, Mr. Harper and Mr.
Thiselton, who assisted with duties during the year.

L. Buys, who was head of the house and deputy headboy of the
school, and his assistants D. Donaldson, M. Paterson and M. Watt
discharged their prefectorial duties efficiently and with little fuss.
To them and to the others who leave the House we say farewell
and good fortune.
R.L.

PEMBROKE

IT IS the individual achievements of the boys that must be consi

dered when estimating the contribution of a House to school life
in general. Pembroke has shown a worthy house spirit which has
been derived from the high standard of achievements by many of
its boys as well as from the sensible attitude of those responsible
for house discipline.
Success has been enjoyed in the academic, sporting and cultural
fields. Although the House was narrowly beaten by Gillingham in
the competition for the Parkes Academic Trophy, an uneven pro
portion of academic awards went to Pembroke boys. In the field
of sport, Liege Hopkins played for the Natal Schools rugby team
at Craven week; Shaun Roe represented Natal in swimming;
Mike Hester was Kearsney's second squash captain; Barry Smith
was selected to umpire for Natal Schools cricket;Jimmy von Sorgenfrei and Mike Irwin distinguished themselves in shooting and cross
country running respectively; these are but a few of the individual
achievements of Pembroke boys. The involvement of all the boys
of the House resulted in Pembroke winning both the athletic
sports and the swimming gala again; it also led to strong Pembroke
representation in most of the school's sporting teams.
Then there are the cultural activities. Probably the most out

standing of these was Mathew Shum's contribution in the school
play in which he acted the part of Hamlet. Howard Carter, John
Morison, Barry Smith and Michael Davies also played major parts
in this production. Members of the House have been active in the
affairs of most of the societies and clubs of the school. Besides all

these, there are achievements which are not officially recognised
by the school but which certainly are by the boys ofthe House. They
are particularly proud to be associated with Peter Harvey, who
was a member of the Natal junior polo team, and with Mark Ross
who far from disgraced himself among more experienced competi
tors at the recent Southern Natal Cymkhana.
All these and other distinctions of so many of its boys lead to a
considerable amount of pride in being part of the house that is
Pembroke. This pride, in turn, has led to an enviable house spirit.
A.D.S.
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To the above Notes, written by a member of the fifth form, I
should like to add the following record of appreciation to those who
have served the House during the past year:
Mrs. MacDonald, who relinquished her post of matron after
nearly eight years, has earned the gratitude of several generations
of Pembroke boys for the efficient and pleasant manner in which
she attended to their varied needs. She has accepted a similar

appointment at the University in Pietermaritzburg where she will
be near her family. We all wish her health and happiness in the
years ahead, and thank her for what she has meant to Pembroke.
During the last three months of the school year, matron's duties
were undertaken by Mrs. Maree, Mrs. Metcalf and, for the last
two weeks of the fourth term, by our old friend Sister Anderson;
to all these ladies, pur thanks are due.

The arrival of Mr. Faber at the beginning of the year brought
a welcome addition to the staff of the House. At Easter, Mr.Tennant

left us to be married; we look forward to his return next year when
he and Mrs. Tennant will move into the delightful flat which has
been created in the old Sick Bay/Sixth Form dormitory area of the
House. To make this conversion possible, a fine new Sixth Form

Wing with fourteen cubicles has been built across the central quad
rangle; at last our sixth formers will have accommodation similar
to that enjoyed by those in the other senior houses.
We have been pleased to have Mr. Kassicr as a temporary master
in Pembroke for the past three terms. He leaves us now to be mar
ried, and takes with him our best wishes for his future happiness.
Violet, after more than fifteen faithful years of service as a house
maid, has retired on account of poor health. The part which she
and our other loyal domestic servants have played in the smooth
operation of the House should not be underestimated.
My final words of appreciation must go to the prefects and other
members of the sixth form; their leadership and co-operation have

been responsible to a large extent for the happy house spirit which
has characterised Pembroke during 1970.
P.E.M.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

JULY 1970 ISSUE
Sir,

On seeing a section headed 'Letters to the Editor' in the Chronicle
of Jiily 1970, I was irmnediately impelled to take pen in hand to

comment upon the tempora and mores reflected in this publication.
May I suggest that it would be more suitable to the nature of such
shameful losses to these mores (remembering especially that tradi
tions must be preserved, for neque amissos colores tana refert medicata

fucd) if w,c were to ask: "damnosa quid non imminuit dies?" - in the
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true early-rising, cold-baths Horatian spirit, of course. Cicero, for
some strange reason, really meant it.
But if I may be intelligible for a brief moment, I do congratulate
the Editor of the Chronicle on an excellent editorial - quite the best
I have read in a Chronicle.

I also congratulate the contributors of the articles 'How Kearsney boys spend their time' and 'The State of Kearsney' who showed
an admirable spirit of open-minded enquiry and thought.
Yours faithfully,
H. C. Best.

(Rhodes University, Grahamstown)

(This letter has been shortened - Ed.)
"STATE OF KEARSNEY"

Sir,

In an article (July, 1970) entitled "The State of Kearsney" a
Sixth Former refers to the complaints -"the food, no smoking, no
freedom, haircuts, compulsory chapel and general pettiness". He
goes on to say "It seems likely that even in 1939 the boys of Kearsney
complained about these things."
I can assure the writer that, if there were complaints - and there
weren't many - the boys certainly never complained of "pettiness".
We were much too busy for that sort of thing. Settling in to a new
school, under crude and harsh conditions, meant all hands to the
pump, from the Headmaster to the youngest boy. There was a
splendid esprit de corps and sense offellowship. The move coincided
with the outbreak of War, with all its problems. Food was short,

petrol was rationed, there was no freedom of movement, we lived
in the black-out, sixth form boys knew that they would soon be
joining the armed forces and might forfeit their lives (as proved
to be only too true), masters taught by day and did military service
at night, often all night. Everybody w£is busy. The School and
Houses were run on a minimum of rules, and Common Sense did
the rest.

Tribulation brings out the best in a society. Perhaps life is too
easy today. Co-operation in 1939 led to a very happy school, as

Old Boys of that era will testify. It seems that the easier the life,
the greater the dissatisfaction. This is a sad thought. There is never
any room for "pettiness".
Yours sincerely,
J. F, Reece.
(Staff 1927-67)
ANTI-POLLUTION SOCIETY

Sir,

During the last decade the problem of pollution has become an
increasing one. Are we, the youth of today, expected to sit back
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and watch our surroundings become more and more vile; are we to

accept the poisoning of our atmosphere; must we watch our rivers
and seas become saturated with thousands oftons of waste products;
must we, in short, watch the slow death of our natural environ

ment? I say NO! I say that we should voice our feelings instead
of sitting back and saying, "Let the government deal with it, it's
their problem, not ours." It is our problem because our lives and
the lives of our children will be affected most.

This is why we hope to form a new society here at Kearsney in
1971. It will be called the Kearsney Anti-Pollution Society and its
main aim will be to gather and spread information about pollution.
We hope, in time, to produce our own newsletter which will con
tain information concerning pollution in the world and, more
specifically, in South Africa; it will also describe what steps are
being taken, and what could be done, about beating the menace
to our future.

There is quite a lot of enthusiasm for this project already and
so the future looks promising for this new society. I hope, Mr.
Editor, the readers of the Chronicle will signify their interest in the
formation of this society by flooding your letter box with letters.
Yours faithfully,
L.J.L. (sA).
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CLUBS, SOCIETIES AND
OTHER ACTIVITIES

Guild

Dramatic Society

Library

Photographic Society

Art

Archaeological Society

Speech Festival

Exploration Society

Maths Olympiad

Adventure Club

Music

Kloof Camps

Parliament

History Excursion

Junior Debating

Cadet Tour

Afrikaanse Vereniging

Motor Club
Yacht Club

GUILD

With great enthusiasm and a large membership, the Guild has
continued with its meetings, optional chapel on weekday evenings,
and special youth services. At the meetings Mr. J. F. Reece spoke
on the links and contrasts between Wesley's "Kingswood" at Bath
and present day Kearsney. Mr. Ian Gibson showed greatly appreci
ated slides of his recent stay in America, and Mr. Jenkins gave a
very interesting and informative talk on Resettlement Schemes in
South Africa.

Sixth Form guilders presented a Chapel service taking "Dark
ness" as their theme and using slides of the cartoon character
"Peanuts". The service appears to have been enioyed by all.
A. J. Rycroft
LIBRARY

Although our facilities are no more than adequate, the library
does undoubtedly play an important part in the school educational

system as a whole. It must be stressed that the library is not just a
collection of books merely for recreational purposes. It is in the
library that boys expect to find answers to the problems that are
worrying them, and books to aid them in their work.
However, I fear that the best use is not made of the available

facilities due mainly to a lack of knowledge oflibrary procedure and
the workings of the Dewey Decimal System.
To be able to enter a library and to find books or relevant infor
mation while not being dependent on the usually harassed librarian
is probably one of the most valuable forms of knowledge one can

have. It is our sincere hope that the Library Committee in conjunc
tion with the English Department will draw up some form of
guidance in this field. If this instruction is carried out in the correct

manner and spirit, it will surely prove invaluable to boys who in
tend furthering their education at university level, where extra
mural reading is essential.

There are, no doubt, many of you reading this report who would
like this knowledge yourselves and if anyone has any knowledge or
suggestions in this field, I am sure the Committee would be only too
pleased to heed your advice.
The library has continued to function in a very normal fashion
since last we reported, with a marked decrease in the number of
borrowed books during the last quarter when examinations drove
the boys to the classrooms. With the completion of the internal
exams, however, a near record number of i66 books was taken out

in an afternoon and the brief period after supper; this well justifies
the decision to leave the library open until the end of term.
We acquired several new books last term, mainly in the Fiction
Section but a couple of deep, ihought-provoking books also made
their appearance.
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There is an air of uncertainty as to how long the library will
benefit from the services of the Provincial Library, whose officers

maintain that as a private school we do not strictly qualify to
benefit under their scheme. However, everyone was truly proud,
and justly so, when at the last Provincial check, it was found that
Kearsney was one of the few schools with a very limited number of
books missing. This fact must surely seem to indicate not only a fair
amount of efficiency in the running of the library but even more so,
a fair sense of honesty among the 480 odd boys of the College, and
indeed if nothing else, must favour the continued patronage of the
Provincial Library.

With the continued support of everyone and a steady increase
in the number of books, we will be able to build the library into an
institution worthy of pride.
J. D. Morison
Assisted by: J. Lind Holmes
G. D. Knell

Library Monitors
ART

The Art Studio, that 'rustic' house at the bottom of the garden,

is bursting at the seams, figuratively as well as literally, with exciting
work. Some of this was seen at the exhibition in the hall foyer from
6th - 8th November.

This showed the visitors, parents and the rest of the school that
Forms I and H have endeavoured not only to learn the technique

or language of Art, but the excitement ofcreation. How to communi
cate ideas and feelings in ways other than writing or speaking. How
to use their eyes to be visually aware of what is around them and
how to become selective.

Senior pupils have been helping in the firing of pottery and in
the process have learnt a great deal which many of them have al
ready put to use in setting up their own pottery studios at home.
We hope to start a school collection of South African Art which
will help the Kearsney community to appreciate and be aware of
their rich pictorial heritage.

JPSPEECH FESTIVAL, 1970

This year's festival drew over two hundred separate entries from
boys of the school. The standard was exceptionally high, and the
adjudicators congratulated the entrants on their range of outstand

ing presentations. Thirty-six First Class Merit Certificates and
two bursaries were awarded to our competitors - an achievement
to be proud of!
V.
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THE MATHEMATICS OLYMPIAD

The Mathematics Olympiad is a national competition modelled
upon similar events which are well established in the United States
and Europe. It is open to all boys and girls and a high standard is
reached. It consists of two examinations; those who pass the first one
sit for the second one and this selects the top ten entrants. Of these,
the best receives a gold medal and the remaining nine receive silver
medals.

This year Kearsney entered seven boys for the first round. The
paper was fairly difficult and only C. R. Foster passed. He repeated

his success in the second round and so qualified for a silver medal.
He was the only Natal entrant to achieve this distinction and he is
the first Kearsney boy to have earned an Olympiad medal. Our
most sincere congratulations go to him.
D.C.A.
MUSIC
CHOIRS

Both Chapel and Staff Choirs have been exceptionally busy

during 1970 and with the School's Anniversary being celebrated
next year will be even busier in 1971.
The Chapel Choir has been rather smaller than usual, but better
i n quality and enthusiasm, with a correspondingly higher standard
of performance all round. Their activities have not been confined
to Chapel work only, but they enjoyed a break from church music
while practising for the Concert in August, when they had the
unusual opportunity of singing with an orchestra.
Since September they have been working hard at music for
the Carol Service, and once again a high standard of performance
is expected.

The Staff Choir has given invaluable help with all the choral
music this year in both secular and sacred music, and with the
plans for next year would seem to have a full time ahead.

Musical plans are being finalised for our Anniversary year, and
these include an Operetta - probably a Gilbert and Sullivan, special

Recitals, Talks, an Orchestral Concert, and a great deal of special
Chapel music, including that for a Broadcast Service. DetaiE will
be made known in due course.
ORGAN RECITALS

The usual organ recitals have been given in the School Chapel
played by John Harper. The programmes are shown below.
Snnday September 36th
Fanfare. Tony Hewitt-Jones.
Suite: Music for the Royal Fireworks. G. F. Handel.
The Cuckoo. C. Daquin.
Fantasia and Fugue in G minor.J. S. Bach.
Miniature. Padre Michaelangelo-Rossi.
Nuptial Postludc. A. Guilmant.
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Salut d'amour. Edward Elgar.
Wedding March for Mr. Purccll. J. Cooke.
Toccata (from Symphony No. 5). Widor.
Sunday November ist
Fanfare. Guy Eldridge.
Toccata and Fugue in D minor. J. S. Bach.
March in D (Richard I).
Minuet in B minor (Arminius). G. F. Handel.
Gavotte in B flat. (Rodrigo).
Adagio and allegro in G minor. Geminiani.
Chanson de nuit. Edward Elgar.
Claire de lunc. Siegfried Karg-Elert.
Chorale No. 3 in A minor. Cesar Franck
Adagio for strings. Samuel Barber.
Tu es petra. Henri Mulet.
RECITALS

A number of Recitals have been presented during this second
half of the year, and we are grateful to the many artists who have
willingly given of their time and talents to come here and perform
to large audiences.
Details of these Recitals are shown below.
Sunday September 6th
Music for two pianos, played by Pam Scott and John Harper.
Progkamme

Suite No. a for two pianos, op. 17. S. Rachmaninov.
Concerto No. i in C minor. J. S. Bach.
Suite: Scaramouche. Darius Milhaud.

Variations on the St. Anthony Chorale. Johannes Brahms.
Sunday October 25th
Programme

Slavonic Dances for piano duet. Played by Evelyn Whiteford and John
Harper.
Song:"The shepherd on the rock." Franz Schubert. Irene Harper - soprano,
Jolm Harper - clarinet, Pan Scott - piano.

Trio No. 4 in B flat. op. 11. L. van Beethoven. Natalie Fish - piano, Nigel
Fish -'cello, John Harper - clarinet.
Guitar solos, played by Peter Tennant.
Two minuets. Fernando Sor.
Valse Criollo. Lauro.

Two songs by Louis Spohr. Irene Harper, Pam Scott and John Harper.
Music for two pianos, played by Pam Scott and John Harper.
Overture: Acis and Galatea. G. F. Handel.

Sheep may safely graze. J. S. Bach.
Popular Song. (Facade) William Walton.

A Ghoral-Orcestral Concert was presented in the School Hall

on August 28th. The theme of the music was 'the Sea' and the
music was performed by the combined Staff and Chapel Choirs,
with soloists Irene Harper and Clive Talbot, and the augmented
Pietermaritzburg Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by John
Knuyt.

The programme is shown below.
Overture: Plymouth Hoe.John Ansell.
Song: Sea Fever. John Ireland. (Baritone soloist: Clive Talbot).
Water Music Suite. G. F. Handel.

Choir: "Barcarolle".(From The Tales of HoflFman). Offenbach.
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March on Sea songs. R. Vaughan Williams.

The Song of the Smuggler's Lass. Montague Phillips. (Soprano soloist: Irene
Harper).
Sailors' Dance (from the Red Poppy). Gliere.
Interval.

Overture: The Hebrides. F. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy.
Sea Sheen. Eric Fogg.

Song: Trade Winds. Frederick Keel. (Soprano soloist: Irene Harper).
The Man from the Sea. Eric Coates.

Songs of the Sea. Charles Villiers Stanford. For Baritone, Chorus and Orches
tra. (Baritone soloist: Clive Talbot).
Drake's Drum.

Outward Bound.

Devon, O Devon, in wind and rain.
Homeward Bound.

The Old Superb.
TALKS

A talk on music has been given each term by John Harper.
These have been quite well attended by both visitors and boys it seems still to be not known by people outside the School that
attendance is open to all, whether connected with the School or not.
The talks given are as shown below.
Sunday August and

A talk, discussion and recorded performance of "Belshazzar's Feast" by
William Walton.

Sunday October iSth

A talk, piano music and records illustrating "The Life and Music of Ludwig
van Beethoven."

These talks will be continued in 1971 and it is emphasised
that they are open to all who wish to attend.
J.M.H.
PARLIAMENT

The Kearsney Parliament this year fluctuated at times between
success and failure. Some meetings were very successful while
others did not get off the ground. Otherwise, 1970 saw some very
fine speeches and lively debates; it was a reasonably successful year.
For the first time, we had a strong Government and a slightly
less forceful Opposition. Despite this, the Government lost nearly
every motion. This was not a result of the speeches made but rather
a reflection on the preconceived ideas of the cross benchers who
decided the outcome of the motions.
Howard Carter

The Sutler-Gore Trophy for the best speaker of the year was
awarded to Howard Carter who was Prime Minister.
D.L-W.

JUNIOR DEBATING SOCIETY
Attendance at meetings has been good, and the boys have shown

keenness to participate in debates. The standard of debate for the
most part has been good, but there has been the usual tendency to
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split hairs and to argue violently about trivial points. The enthu
siasm (albeit misdirected at times) of both the speakers and the
floor is nevertheless gratifying. It is hoped to institute an interhouse competition in order to stimulate further interest.
P.T.

AFRIKAANSE VERENIGING

Vanjaar is die Afrikaanse Vereniging weer deur mnr. Faber in
die lewe geroep, en dit was tot dusver nog 'n baie groot sukses.
Die stigtings vergadering, waarna net vorm 4, 5 en 6 uitgenooi
was, is deur ongeveer 'n honderd seuns bygewoon. 'n Komitee is
saamgestel wat bestaan het uit:

A. Trytsman as Sekretaris, met L. Buys en C. Foster as addisionele
lede.

Altesaam nege vergaderings is vanjaar gehou wat oor die algemeen baie goed deur die lede asook nie-lede bygewoon is. Die Ver

eniging se hoofdoel is om die seuns te help om meer vei troud te
raak met Afrikaans asook om die Kultuur van die Afrikaner by

hulle tuis te bring. Om hierdie doel te bereik het die Komitee
gepoog om 'n groot verskeidenheid van programme te reel wat
onder andere Kultuur aande, samesang-aande en verskeidenheidskonserte ingesluit het.

Die jaar se werksaamhede is met 'n groot braaivleis afgesluit,

wat deur almal baie geniet is. Ons wil graag vir mnr. Faber hartlik
bedank vir alles wat by vanjaar vir die Vereniging gedoen het, en
wil hom en die nuwe Komitee vir 1971, wat bestaan uit P. Stockil
as Sekretaris, J. Morison, M. Ross, G. Alcock and G. Weddell as
addisionele lede baie geluk en sterkte toewens. Ons hoop en vertrou

dat die Vereniging van krag tot krag sal gaan in diejare wat sal kom.
Graag wil ek met hierdie woorde van ons geliefde digter afsluit:
„Komaan"- Daar's 'n stryd te stry - daar's werk.
„Komaan".
A. Trytsman

DRAMATIC SOCIETY

The main undertaking of the Society during 1970 was the presen

tation of Shakespeare's "Hamlet" towards the end of May. This

production, which was reviewed in the last issue of the Chronicle,
must surely rank as one of the best to have been staged at Kearsney.
Although a great deal of the credit must go to the members of the
cast, and particularly to Mathew Shum who played the part of
Hamlet, the success of the production was basically due to the

painstaking care and bold imagination of the producer, Mr. David
Lewis-Williams. His decision to use an arena-type stage, built out
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into the auditorium from the existing proscenium, created interes
ting problems of construction and lighting for those involved in the
technical aspects of stage work.
The traditional production of plays by boys at the end of the
third term did not materialise this year. Perhaps those who might
have undertaken such presentations felt dramatically exhausted
after their efforts during the first half of the year.
Only one 'live' show visited Kearsney during 1970. This was the
NAPAC production of Shaw's "The Devil's Disciple" which was
staged before a large and appreciative audience in the Henderson
Hall on 6th June.

Work has already begun on our 1971 major production,
"Othello", which is due to be presented in May as part of the Jubilee
celebrations. The Society will also be called upon to help with the
staging of an operetta which is being planned for the third term.
The thanks of the Society are due to those who, year after year,
undertake the numerous tasks associated with dramatic presen
tations: make-up, costuming, booking arrangements, lighting,
catering, parking, set construction, etc. Not least among these faith
ful and willing workers has been Mr. Best; for a number of years,
we have depended upon him to create (often with considerable
ingenuity) the props which are required for our productions; he
has also stage-managed a number of our shows. We shall miss
him greatly.
P.E.M.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

The Society has had quite a good year under the competent guid
ance of Mr. Jenkins and Bruce Glemence. Unfortunately, both
leave Kearsney at the end of the year. Mr. Kassier will take over

from Mr. Jenkins and we wish him every success with the society
in the future.

An exhibition of prints of a very high standard was displayed on
speech day. A weak effort was made in the entering of prints in both
the Kloof Show and the National Youth Salon.

We congratulate Mr. Jenkins on his excellent slide which was

selected for showing after being placed in the first 600 out of 8,000
in the Argus Group's national competition.
Meetings were well attended throughout the year.
Many members seem to have been discouraged by the inade
quate water, blackout and shelving facilities in the darkroom. This

probably accounts for its poor use during the year. We hope either
to renovate the old quarters, or obtain new, larger ones in 1971.
The new committee is D. Hooper (Chairman), J. Lind Holmes
(Secretary), J. Wilkes and S. Sack.

A large competition is to be held in the Jubilee Year and we
trust that it will be well supported.
D. Hooper
J. Lind Holmes
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

The past six months have seen great progress in the activities of
the Archaeological Society. Apart from our usual meetings and

expeditions, we have developed our system of research in the

Bushman art of the Drakensberg by designing a new recording card.
This has led to a new enthusiasm for expeditions to put this system
to work in the field.

During the third and fourth quarters, the society has continued
to meet regularly. The highlights have been a most interesting
talk on Stonehenge and its origins by Mr. J. F. Reece and two
addresses by Mr. Lewis-Williams which proved to be most compre
hensive and valuable accounts of the European and the South Afri
can rock art.

At the AGM held in the fourth quarter, the outgoing commit

tee, which consisted of H. Holding, A. Rycroft,J. Wallace,J. Wills,
A. Dickens, J. Catto and J. Smith, handed over to the new com

mittee for 1971 .J. Wills (Chairman), J. Lind Holmes (Secretary),

S. Mathews, T. Burt, G. Knell and J. Midgley.

In conclusion, the society would like to thank Mr. Metcall

and Mr.Jeannot for the use of the Lecture Theatres and the room
that houses our museum. We are also grateful to Mr. Jenkins for
his continued interest and participation in our activities throughout
his years at Kearsney.

. „
A. J. Rycroft

EXPLORATION SOCIETY

A LEISURELY trip seemed called for in the Michaelmas holidays,
especially as the party was headed for the Injasuti valley, and memories of the jeep track from Giant's to the valley were still unple^

santly fresh after our last hike. Mr. Goble came to the rescue with
the loan of a truck which took us all - Mr.Jenkins, Hugh and Lind
say Goble, Richard Wills, Leonard Whiteley and "Toddy
Edwards - all the way to "Solitude", a farrn very near the valley.
After that a pleasant time was had, sampling the different pools
within reach of the Lower Injasuti Cave, where we camped.
In December a party of eight undertook a far more energetic

trip to the Ndedema Gorge as a farewell hike with Mr. Jenkins.
In addition, it is pleasing to report that the activities of the Society
over the last few years have encouraged boys to plan their own

Berg hikes. Two groups went off on their own in December to
explore the Giant's area. We shall feel well rewarded if our mem
bers join South Africa's Mountain Clubs when they leave
school.
E.R.J.
So many reports of the Society's activities have appeared over
the initials E.R.J., that it is a sad moment when we have to say

Farewell. For years now Elwyn has taken parties to Lesotho and the
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Berg and during the past 3 years, for one reason and another, hi',
have been the only activities recorded.
I recall with nostalgia that "Dr. Livingstone, I presume" meet
ing we had in the hills above Nohana, when Elwyn's party, coming
from Sekakes met mine from Ongeluks Nek. Miles from any white
settlement 18 of us shook hands, swapped donkeys and completed
our journey in Matatiele some days later. We shall be sorry to say

goodbye, but we wish him every success wherever he may hike to,
and who knows where we will meet him again?
Hamba gable.
K.G.F.

[Thefarewell hike in December was E.R.J.'s 13th with the Society.-Ed.)
ADVENTURE CLUB

A SCHOOL 'Adventure Club' is nothing new. Many schools have
similar institutions and Kearsney has now joined their ranks. The
first and only meeting so far was held in the Third term when G.

Weddell was elected Chairman, J. Morison Secretary; Graves,
Lagerwall, von Glehn and Halliday Committee members.
Somewhat stumped by the exams, we were unable to do much
during the fourth term, and the committee has been forced to look

ahead into 1971. A programme has been drawn up for part of the
year at least. It is hoped that on certain week-ends boys will be
able to get away from the school grounds and enjoy themselves
elsewhere.

The highlight of the Club's activities so far has been a trip to
Lourenco Marques and Swaziland, which took place during the
Michaelmas holidays.
LOURENCO MARQUES - SWAZILAND
Michaelmas 1970
Campledfrom notes written by G. Weddell

Others on tour: Mr. Faber, Lagerwall, Chambers, Halliday,
Spencer, Graves, Meikle, von Glehn and Walker.

Mr. Lagerwall very kindly lent his Landrover to the society
for this particular venture, and it proved most adequate for trans
porting the boys and their luggage.

We had an excellent excuse for arising early (4.45 a.m.) on
the final day of the term, for we had to pack the Landrover before

breakfast. As soon as the Speech Day activities were completed we
changed hurriedly, and after we had made a few last minute

adjustments, we were ready to leave. We made good time and
reached the S.A.-Swaziland border by 8.00 p.m. Customs formalities
were soon completed and we made our way to the Gollel Hotel,

where we spent our first night. While the majority of us indulged
in a game of snooker. Chambers chased frogs in the swimming pool
outside! While we slept under the stars that night, Mr. Faber slept
in a rondavel!
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We were up with the crows and by 5.30 a.m. we were ready to
journey on to Lourenco Marques. That afternoon we reached
Lourenco Marques and made good use of the rest of the day - We
met Malosso who encouraged us to accompany him to a party.

The following day we journeyed to the Tivoli Hotel from where
we were to make the crossing to Inhaca. It was impossible to do so

that Sunday, and arrangements were made for the following Tues
day. We were treated to a decent meal at the Tivoli so we weren't so
disappointed. The rest of the day was spent in yachting with some
friendly Portuguese, and swimming. Mr. Faber was introduced to
the intricacies of body surfing, but when nearly swamped by a 4-foot
wave, he decided to retire with the remark,"Die dekselse ding breek
my nek!"

Monday morning was a Public holiday in Mocambique, and
most of us decided to provide our own entertainment; such places
as the market were visited and in the evening, while sampling the

night life, we met three homesick S.A. policemen with whom we
shared our experiences.

The crossing to Inhaca lasted some two hours, and those with
weak constitutions had a hard time of it. The others took the oppor

tunity to catch up on some sleep in the bows where they got tho
roughly drenched.

On arrival at Inhaca, most of us swam ashore while a couple
remained to supervise the unloading of baggage. The tents were

pitched on the beach and we were ready to explore the coastline.
As the island is sparsely populated some took the opportunity to
do a little nudist sunbathing.

The coral reef that we searched for the following day somehow

managed to elude us despite the fact that a couple of us swam a
long way out to find it.

On the Thursday evening it began to rain and we decided that
we had better find some shelter. The only place available was the
Hotel toilets.

The following day it continued to rain, but it was time to return
to the mainland. The crossing was bad but the dinner that Mr.
Cardiga had arranged for the party in Lourenco Marques was

ample compensation. Afterwards Mr. Cardiga directed us to his
farm some miles inland, where we spent the night. Here we enjoyed
the comfort of a warm bed for the first time.

The next morning the party had its first real wash in days.
After a hearty farm breakfast we left and made tracks for Mbabane
(Swaziland). However, as it was still raining, we decided to push
on until we reached Newcastle at 11.00 p.m. where we settled
down for the night.

On Sunday the 11 th we arrived back at school where we un
loaded the Landrover before departing to our various homes for
what remained of the holiday.

J. D. Morison
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KLOOF CAMPS

For the past few years Mr. Recce has been taking groups of boys
on weekend camping trips to the Emolweni Gorge. The most obvious
reason for camping is naturally to enjoy oneself and to get away
from the monotonous life at school. However this is not the only
reason. Through these camping trips we hope to acquire a closer
contact with nature and to learn to appreciate it more fully. Most
of the time is spent walking through the bush, listening to nature
and discussing aspects of it.
The camp site is situated on top of a cliff overlooking the part
of the Emolweni Gorge above the Kloof Falls. This part of the
gorge is about 300 feet deep. About 40 horizontal acre of the
gorge is owned by Mr. D. D. Grice and the camp-site is part of
his property. The tap water and fireplace make camping much
easier. The Umdoni trees, the bamboo clump and the wild banana
trees create a tremendous atmosphere at night in the half-light of
the fire.

Apart from the camping routine, a lot of our time is spent walk

ing through the gorge and discussing aspects of the pattern of the
vegetation. The most popular hike is to walk down the Emolweni
Gorge to the Kloof Falls where we meet Mr. Reece. Rapid progress
is hindered by the encroaching Lantana, Eupitorium, and bracken
fern. After the hike through this gorge we usually also climb down
into either the very deep Nkutu or the main Kloof Gorge. Just
before our final cup of coffee we always go and lie on a cliff ledge
and listen to the sounds coming up from the valley.
We are in the process of carrying out an ecological study in
order to provide information for future visitors to Mr. Grice's
estate. The idea was to draw a map and describe the most important
ecological aspects of this property, and the area provided many
interesting points regarding plant growth and distribution.
The dominant tree in the sheltered and moist south-facing slope
is the Swamp Poplar which grows to an enormous height in some
places. These trees have a high leaf base and support a mesosere with
lush soft plants. The vegetation is very dense and the trees have to
compete for light and water. They have developed extremely large
leaves lower down in order to produce as much food as possible
from the little light they receive.
The north-facing slope, because of more intense heat, less water,
and exposure to winds, has a more xerophytic vegetation than the
south-facing slope. The Flat-crown and the various types of wild
fig trees tend to dominate this area. The trees are more sparsely
distributed and there is less undergrowth and more grass than on
the south-facing slope. The Emolweni River is the rough borderline
between these two types of vegetation. This river supports a small
amount of animal life, and bush-pigs also inhabit the area.
The south-facing slope has two spurs about 300 yards apart.
Both spurs have few trees and consist mainly of grassland until
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encroached by bracken fern. In turn trees have begun to take over
the area, and thus the bracken fern, which is a menace to grasslands
in Natal, is apparently slowly being replaced by woody vegetation.
Wattle trees have made their appearance in the estate, but they
are being ring-barked as they are not indigenous.
On the south-facing slope is a cliff-face which supports a plant

life of many species of fern and cycads, dating back to the Carboni
ferous period about 60 million years ago. Very prominent all over
the estate are the Red and Cape Beeches, Wild Promegranate, and
Umdoni trees. There is a great assortment of creepers, but the most
widely distributed are the Lantana and Eupitorium.
By going to Kloof and camping certain things are achieved:
apart from broadening our biological knowledge generally, we are
also learning to appreciate nature to the fullest. Another important

point is that we get to know one another under conditions different
from those back at school.

Colin Scorgie
Rodion Kraus 4A
HISTORY EXCURSION

PiNETOWN did not, on the face of it, appear a very fruitful goal

for a history excursion, but the group of sixth-formers who were
taken there one Sunday were surprised at what there was to see.

First, right in the centre of town, was the site of Fort Funk,
built in 1850 for fear of a native rising. Then came the Gardens
of Remembrance with memorials to soldiers who had died in the

military hospital. We found graves from the Zulu War and from
the two Boer Wars. There was, in addition, the grave of Captain
Malone V.C., a survivor of the charge of the Light Brigade at
Balaclava, who died in the Officers' Mess (the Rugby Hotel) in
1883.
We visited Baden-Powell House, where B-P had lived as a

subaltern in the i88o's, only to find that it had been demolished
two days before! After that came the medieval atmosphere of
Mariannhill, where there were more Boer War and Zulu War
graves. Who would have thought there was so much so close at
hand ?
M. Louw

SCHOOL CADET GROUP TOUR

(In the first half of July, 1970, J. D. Morison went on tour of mili
tary installations in the Republic. Extracts from his report
appear hereunder.-£(f.)
Kearsney was selected as one of the first schools to represent
Natal in this nation-wide venture, which was sponsored by the

Defence Force at a cost of some R48 000. The object of the tour
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was to enlighten candidates on many facets of the operation and
equipment of the S.A. Defence Force. This end was certainly
achieved.
•

«

*

On our arrival we were briefed by the Officer Commanding

the Air Force Gym and introduced to the various personnel who
would be concerned with our welfare. Prime among these was a

cheerful and comic little Sergeant who told us "Moenie begin eet
voordat die dominee ,A-a-a-amen' ges6 het niel"
*

•

•

The food, always a controversial point in the army, was ex

tremely good and there was plenty of it. It is not often one sits
down to a three-course meal twice a day without paying for it!
«

«

*

At 'half voor sewe' we were ready for our first day. We visited
the Medical Corps Training Centre, where we were introduced to
modern surgical procedure in the field - an inflatable transparent

plastic bag is now used in place of splints and bandages. It is just
as rigid and allows X-ray and examination without the painful
removal of dressings.
•

*

*

From here we moved on to the Training Centre of the Technical

Services Corps, who repair all types of vehicle and keep the forces
moving. Recovery equipment costs nearly as much as the equip
ment to be recovered.
•

•

•

Next on our itinerary was the No. i Signal Regiment, the nervecentre of the modern army, and very interesting it was.
Next came the Services School. Most memorable about this
♦

«

«

place was the list of food consumed at the camp during the 1969
financial year: 6^ tons of rice; 43 tons of potatoes; 72 tons of vege

tables; 98 tons of meat; 26,422 gallons of milk and 74,321 tons of
bread!
*

#

•

The following day was devoted mainly to visiting places relating
to the Air Force. We saw the Mirage jet and were able to clamber

all over it, peering into the cockpit and at the huge jet engines.
*

«

«

Saturday was a change from the normal and we were taken to
see the Voortrekker Monument and the S.A.D.F. Monument. The

afternoon was given over to recreation. The Gymnasium has fine
facilities for sport of all kinds.
*

•

•

On Monday we flew down to Cape Town, seated as para
troopers are when on a mission.
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We proceeded to West Lake Camp — the name sounds romantic
but reality is harsh. The camp is a new but unused Coloured school.
Beds were to be found in the classrooms and in the main hall.
♦

•

»

That afternoon, with sirens wailing, we made our way to the

Castle, where the movie models interested us more than the fact
that the fortifications were the oldest in the country.
•

*

•

We visited the Simonstown installations. Most memorable was

the display by the anti-aircraft guns on the coast. Not soon forfotten either are the graceful lines of the President Kruger.
•

•

•

The next day we were ready to return to Pretoria. We landed
at Bloemfontein en route for a parachute display.
•

♦

•

What made the greatest impression on me was the radar instal
lation at Devon in the Northern Transvaal. You have probably seen

the revolving screens but how many of you know that there is a
two storey building a hundred feet below the ground? It houses
some of the world's latest radar equipment. Every approach from
the north is scanned and no plane goes unobserved.
•

•

»

I wondered just how much there could be all over the country,

hidden away from our eyes. Let us hope that they will never have
to be used in earnest.

J. D. Morison
MOTOR CLUB

The past half-year has witnessed some satisfying progress in work
shop activities. G. V. Grant, ably assisted by several others, has
been responsible for the complete mechanical restoration of the
1948 Wolselely. It has been pleasing to note the care with which the
work has proceeded and the people concerned are able to look with

pride and a sense of achievement on a difficult and educative task
well done.

Work on the rebuilding of the MG nears its last and interesting
stage and it is hoped to have the car running shortly.
Other Club activities have included an outing to the Roy

Hesketh Circuit in Pietermaritzburg to watch an interesting day's
Motor Racing.

With the current alarmingly high accident rate on South African

roads it is hoped that Club members, when they eventually leave
Kearsney, will, at all times, strive to make an effective contri
bution to the improvement of Road Safety in this country.
R.W.
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YACHT CLUB

During the second half of 1970, four outings were organised to
take place between the advent of warmer weather and the restric

tive time of end-of-year examinations. On one of these occasions,
the annual triangular contest with Hilton and Michaelhouse was

held; our two teams fared reasonably well, and several of our skip
pers showed promising skill.

The Club has now been granted affiliate membership of the
Henley-Midmar Yacht Club and we are thus able to leave boats

and other equipment at the H.M.Y.C. premises. This new arrange
ment will, we hope, result in more sailing for more of our boys as
one of our main difficulties has been the problem of transporting
boys and boats between Botha's Hill and Midmar. Another difficulty
has been the high cost of maintaining the rather cumbersome dabchicks owned by the Club in a condition even approximately satis
factory for competitive sailing. While we shall continue to use these
boats for training and cruising, we do hope that, as is the case with
most other school yacht clubs, more privately owned dabchicks
will be made available for use on Club outings and in competitions
with other schools, particularly now that it will be possible for
parents to leave such boats safely at Midmar during school terms.
We record, again, our gratitude to Mr. and Mrs. Kode, as well

as to other parents, for their invaluable interest and support. We
also express our appreciation to Graham Grant for the yeoman ser
vice he has rendered to sailing at Kearsney during his years at the
College.
P.E.M.

74+

SPORT

Athletics
Cricket

Hockey
Rugby

Shooting
Squash
Tennis

Water Polo
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ATHLETICS

Mr. C. E. Jeannot, being away on a summer course in the
U.S.A., cast the mantle of athletics onto my shoulders during the
third term. I must however, pay credit to the tidiness of his past

records and files as these were of immeasurable help to me in plan
ning the Standards and Inter-School events.
Rugby against the Old Boys was played on the 7th September
and the Trials events for the Durban and District Athletics began
on the 12th. This shows how little time there was for real training.
How disappointed we were to see two eligible D. and D. athletes
out of the Trials through injury. All the more credit to those boys
who somehow fitted in their athletics with the rigorous schedule
of rugby practices.
Captain of Athletics this year was D. T. Pilkington, ably sup

ported by the House captains, N. Watt(G) and D. L. Hopkins (P).
That all events ran off successfully on time lies to their credit, and
to the credit of the House committees which carried on in the back

ground.
Standards started in the middle of August and the weather was

very co-operative - not a day was lost because of rain. Pembroke,
with a very strong Under 16 group, soon established a lead which

they were to hold to the end. It soon became apparent that Gillingham would provide a strong challenge, especially among the
juniors. As predicted, Pembroke easily won the Polkinghorne
Trophy, with Gillingham and Finningley a fair distance behind.
Durban and District

43 boys attended the first day's Trials at Port Natal for the

D. and D. team. 20 won through to the semis and finals on the
19th and 5 were invited to the Inter-district meet in Ladysmith,
where 3 firsts and 2 records were recorded.
D. T. Pilkington equalled the 100 m record of 10.8 sees, in
Durban on the 12th September.

M. Halliday won the 100 m and 200 m - equalling the record
for the latter event - and then went on to break this in Ladysmith.
A. V. Malosso came 2nd in the Durban trials but only managed
a fourth in Ladysmith.
B. McLuckie came 2nd in Durban in the Under 14 high jump,
but won the event in Ladysmith when he equalled the record of
5 ft. 2i ins.
B. Bates was chosen for the 800 m Under 14, running fourth in
Ladysmith.
Port Natal are to be congratulated on their most convincing wins
in both the boys and girls events on the 19th September. Kearsney
came fifth out of 22 teams competing in Durban - a very fine per
formance under the circumstances.

Triangular
The Triangular Athletic Meeting was held at Hilton College

this year, when a team of 54 boys travelled up to Hilton. We more
than held our own in the sprint events, winning all the 100 m and
200 m events. Our middle distance runners were however com

pletely outclassed in all events over 800 m. The relays were most
exciting, especially when Michaelhouse just pipped us in the Open
event, after we had taken all the others.

G. Bowden won the Under 16 High Jump, M. Halliday broke
the 100 m record which Paul Nash once held, and both the Under 15
and Under 16 relay records fell to our teams.
Sports Day

September 26th dawned bright and sunny for the Annual
Athletic meeting at Botha's Hill, but we finished the day in blankets
and jerseys. At least there was no mist or rain. Four records had
been broken prior to Sports Day, one of which had stood since 1932.
Michael Hall, in the Open Division, threw the Cricket Ball
102.94m (337 ft. 8 ins.) which bettered the record ofJ. Barrett in
1932, which stood at 335 ft.

A. V. Malosso jumped 12.178 m (39 ft. 112 ins.) in the Open
Triple Jump event.

M.Halliday jumped 12.904 m,however, in breaking the Under
16 Triple Jump record.

A. P. Tucker vaulted 2.972 m (9 ft. 9 ins.) in the Open Pole
Vault event.

On the day itself six more records went down as:

G. Pilkington took 1.6 sees, off Tom Groom's record for the
800 m under 15 run.

M. Halliday won the 200 m Under 16, in 23.4 sees.

P. Stafford took .5 sees, of Halliday's Under 14 80 m hurdles.
M. Halliday, took the Under 16 100 m in record time of 11.4.
B. Bates slashed 5.5 sees, off the Under 13 800 m run.
Pembroke Under 16 relay team took i. i sees, off the old record

and the day ended with an exciting relay between the record
breaking Natal Under 16 team of G. Pilkington, Carton, Bowden
and Halliday, and the Kearsney Open team of Watt, Hopkins,
Malosso and D. Pilkington. The seniors won by a narrow margin.
Quite the most exciting race however was run prior to Sports

Day when the Finningley team won the 300 m from Pembroke and
Gillingham by i point. After a very slow first lap when nobody
wanted to get out front and set the pace, the final lap was fantastic.
H. Grey had led all the way, opening up something of a lead in the
penultimate lap. M. Patterson gradually inched his way up on Grey
and in the final 50 m there was nothing in Grey's lead. He just
held off the challenge to take the event in the closest finish in years.
The Trophies won were:
Best Individual Effort

Grot^
Under 13
Under 14
Under 15

Trophy
Hopkins
Pennefather
Grant Weston

Winner
D. B. Bates
P. A. Stafford
G. E. Pilkington
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Event
800 m
80 m hurdles
800 m

Under i6

Under 15
Under 15 200 m

Rolland
T. W. Beckett
Trewhclla

Field Event

JoIIiffe

M. R. Halliday
M. J. Hall
M. R. Halliday
G. E. Pilkington
R. W. Hopkins
D. T. Pilkington

Hurdles

Haley

M. F. Watt

100 m Open
High Jump
High Jump

Open
Under i6

Les France
Hulett

Best Runner-up

200 m

Cricket Bat
100 m

800 m
Flat Race
Shot Putt

Under 13
Under 14
Under 15

Winder

A. K. Smith

Centenary
Craven

B. A. McLuckie
R. W. Hopkins

Under 16

More

G. A. Russell

1500 m

Open

Sulin

D. T. Pilkington

SCO m

too m

The Inter-house Relay was won by Pembroke.
The Polkinghorne Standards Trophy was won by Pembroke.
The Inter-house Trophy was won by Pembroke.

Professor J. D. Scott of the Natal University, for many years
President of the A.U., was our guest of honour, presenting the
trophies to the winners. D. Pilkington, on behalf of the school
made a presentation and expressed our thanks.
K.G.F.
CRICKET

This has been another good term for the teams, and few matches
were spoilt by rain. Of the games recorded 25 were won, 25 drawn,

and 25 lost. This does not represent the same success as in the first
term, but many of the won matches were very convincingly decided
with good individual performances.
The highest score from a Kearsney team this quarter was the
Colts A's 261 for 7 against Glenwood. From the other teams were

234 for 5 (Under 13A) and 230 for 3 (ist XI), both against Camp
bell. The only century this term was Darryl Foss's 100 not out for
the First XI, but other scorers worthy of mention are Nathan

(U13A,85 and 71*), Eigenmann (Colts A,83), Smythe(U13A,83),
Wheeler (4th XI,83*), and Immelman (ist XI, 73*). Best bowling
analyses came from van Zyl (8/12 and 6/12), Richardson (8/34),
Fargher (7/22 and 5/25), King (7/39), and Webber (7/57). There
are many cricketers among the younger teams who will respond to

careful coaching. Those to watch, perhaps, over the next few years
will be Smythe, Nathan, Forsyth, Crossley and du Toit in the
Under 13; Immelman, Ellis-Cole, McLuckie, and Lovell-Shippey

in the Under 14; Pilkington, Foxcroft, McLaverty, Eigenmann,and
Gibb in the Under 15.
The picket fence around the Oval is now complete, and again
we offer our grateful thanks to Old Boys Denis Barker and Railton

Foss for their provision of the timber, and to Trev Polkinghorne for
paying for most of the paint. Mr. L. A. Beckerling of Kloof was
responsible for the construction and painting of the pickets, and we
are very thankful to him for his time-consuming efforts out in the
hot sun.
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Work is to start very shortly on the development of a grass
wicket on the Matterson Field. We thank Dr. Graham Shuker (also

an Old Boy) for procuring enough bully soil to make three or four
tracks. Two wickets will be laid now and two more at the end of

1971. This is a very desirable addition to the cricket facilities. It is
important that Under 15 sides should play on turf, as is done at
almost every other Natal high school.

This year saw 14 boys attending the Winter Umpiring School
run by the Durban and District Umpires' Association, and 6 passed
the examination. We believe it to be right that competent schoolboys

should umpire schools matches, and their training is almost as

important as the training of the cricketers themselves. We have
some very good umpires in B. C. Smith, M. Lurie, and J. Exter.

Congratulations to Barry Smith on his selection as the Natal Schools'
umpire to stand in the match against a Natal Country Districts XI
in December. He has given valuable assistance to the aspiring um

pires in the school during the year, and he was awarded a special
Colours tie for his conscientious efforts and his excellence in the
field.

Congratulations also to Charles Foster on his selection, for the
second year, in the Natal Schools XI as a wicketkeeper-batsman.
We are proud of his success.

By the time this Chronicle is in the press, the shadow First XI
for 1971 will have returned from its tour of East Criqualand. In
order to blood the new team we shall be playing five matches against
men's sides down there, and we thank the East Criqualand Cricket

Association for the organisation of the tour. We owe thanks also
to Mr. D. Stroebel of Durban for providing two station-wagons to
make the team transportation possible.
The staff cricket team has been active again (although very stiff

afterwards) and two most enjoyable matches have been played this
year against the parents' XI. We are sure, however, that there are
many fiithers who would like a game but who have not been invited.
Please invite yourselves and contact either Jack Ward or myself.
There will be another game in the first term, 1971.
The Jack Hulett Salver, presented to the House with the greatest

cricket participation, was won again this year by Finningley (68).
Cillingham had 52 participants and Pembroke 39.
On a note of real regret we now have to say farewell to Dick
Best who has been "Mr. Cricket" at Kearsney since 1949. His has

been a really outstanding contribution to the sport, not only at
Kearsney but also to the Natal schools cricketing fraternity. His
inexhaustible fund of anecdotes and his hearty laugh have created

an atmosphere around the Oval, and many an ingoing batsman has
been reassured by his presence. His comments from the boundary
"Get on with it!" or "Make a yard!" have always eased tense
moments in matches and will be remembered by all those who have
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passed through his guiding hands. Cricket for him was a game to
be enjoyed, and winning or losing was of little importance. And
to Margarette Best and her mother, Mrs. Halsted, cricketers owe

a special thank-you, for almost every ist XI cap in 20 years has

had the band and badge sewn on by them. For their willing and
untiring contribution we are all exceedingly grateful.
We know that Dick and Margarette will not forget Kearsney's

cricketers, but their going will leave a vacuum that will be really
difficult to fill.

PJ.R.
FIRST XI

This has been a satisfactory season and of the 19 matches played,
6 have been won, 9 drawn, and 4 lost. The lost games were against
men's club sides apart from that against the Potchefstroom Hoer
Volkskool who gave us a sound tnrashing. The team, very ably
led by Foster, has been a happy g roup, stable in composition, but
with a rather unpredictable performance. With a few notable

exceptions, the higher order batting has let us down but the middle
has come to light. Bowling has been of a high standard and only

once (vs. Hilton) has an opponent's score topped 200. We dismissed
Northalnds for 49. Fielding has been of a high standard throughout
the year and a welcome fighting spirit has prevailed. Next year
we will have to replace most of our batsmen, but the bowling attack
returns virtually unaltered.
The King's Cup for the best all-rounder was awarded this year
to Charles Foster (captaincy, wicket-keeping and batting) and the
Foss Bat lor the most improved and promising cricketer to Justin
Immelman.

CRITIQUE OF FIRST XI

Charles Foster (Captain, Colours Cap, Natal Schools XI 1969,
1970, Cricket Honours, King's Cup Award 1970). A shrewd
captain, and accomplished and correct batsman, and an excel
lent wicket-keeper, he works very conscientiously at his cricket
and shows great promise for the future. This year he has had
rather a run of bad luck, always going out to his first mistake.
Michael Bester (Vice-captain, Colours Cap). An attacking
opening bat with a strong drive, he has shown himself capable

of holding up an end when the side is in trouble. A very good
cover fielder and a fair off-spinner who lacked much .;.Liccess
towards the end of the season.

Darryl Foss (Colours Cap). A very stylish opener, strong on the
drive and cut but often out to the rising ball on the off side. He
has had a run of poor luck this half-season, but when he has
got going has produced exciting innings. A good dose fielder.
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Justin Immelman (Colours Cap, Foss Bat Award 1970). A greatly
improved all-round cricketer this year, his strength has been in
his accurate, economical, and intelligent medium-pace bowling.
His stamina allows him to continue for long unbroken spells,

and he has batted aggressively on occasions. A good fielder
with a powerful throw.
Trevor Milstead (Team Cap). A somewhat unorthodox middleorder bat who, with strong driving, likes to attack the ball. He
has been a consistent and rapid scorer and good fielder with
some great catches in the records.

Jimmy Wood (Team Cap). A good number 5 bat who, when play
ing confidently, rattles the scoreboard along. Fie has been a
very consistent scorer this season and has been a partner in some
high tallies. A good outfielder with an accurate throw.
Graham Harrison (Team Cap). As a left arm spinner he has not

had very much match practice this season, but he has plenty of
ability. With the bat he has given life, albeit temporary, to the
scoring rate on many occasions. A fairly good slip fielder.
Donald MgGibbon (Team Cap). A batsman who has been dis

appointing this year after a promising Under 15 career, but is
showing an improvement in some of his weaker strokes. Things
things should come right next year, and he will be a valuable
replacement for Foster as wicket-keeper.
Johnny Knight (Team Cap). An accurate and penetrating legspinner who turns the ball sharply. With a good wicket-keeper
he is very dangerous and has some fine analyses in the book. A
fair fielder.

Michael Hall (Team Cap). A fiery opening bowler with pace
oflf the wicket but does not do much with the ball in the air.

What he lacks in accuracy on occasions, he makes up for in
determination and he is a fine team member. As a lower order

bat, he has a good eye and usually keeps his wicket intact. A

good outfielder with a very powerful throw.
Jeremy Catto (Team Cap). An attractive middle order left
hander with all the strokes and particularly strong on the leg.
With a little more experience he will play good cricket. A very
good short-leg fielder.
Peter Morgan (Team Cap). Has not really fulfilled the promise
he showed but is a safe batsman, if slow, with good leg-side

timing. Rather weak on the off. A good fielder and enthusiastic
team member.
FIRST XI STATISTICS

Highest

Batting

Innings

Mot Out

Foss
Bester

20

I

20

0

Wood

3

Milstead

15
«9

Immelman
Foster

«7

3

>9

0

3
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Score
100*
86

51*
51*
73*
50

Total

Average

530

27-9

422

21.1

251
325

20.9

275
294

19.6

20.3

>5-5

Highest
Batting
Catto
Hall
Harrison

Not Out

Score

Total

7

2

as*
35*

61

12.2

72

12.0

11

13
8

Morgan
McGibbon

Knight

Average

Innings

5
4
1

a4

81

90

21

60

8.6
6.8
4.0

15

3

i8»

81

7

4

5*

12

"Not Out

Bowling

Overs

Bester

Maidens

53

Wickets

Average

142

13

28

10.9
13.a

40

16.8

Runs

Knight

121

18

370

Immelman
Harrison

236
98

67

671

'7

Hall

'59

3'

18.7
24.2
436
Catches: Foster 17, Milstead 11, Bester 8,Hall 7, Harrison, Foss 4, Immelman 4.
Foster made 15 stnmpings.
3'7

'7
18

RESULTS

24th September

vs. Potchefstroom Hoer Volkskool
Lost by 9 wickets

Home

Foster won the toss and decided to bat on a hard wicket. Foss and Bester started

well and looked set for many runs. With the bowling very tight, however, the

scoring rate was slow and our batsmen were feeling the lack of practice. When
Foss (44) was dismissed with the total at 93 for 4 came a middle-order collapse,
only Wood (28) showing any staying power. The Middleton brothers took our
remaining 6 wickets for a mere 24 runs, and the players left the field at 3 o'clock
with 137 on the board.
The Volkies' batting was sound, to say the least, and it became apparent

that we would have difficulty dismissing them. Van Wyk and Jacobs proceeded
to manhandle our bowlers in a hard-hitting display of batting and, despite some
very good fielding from Kearsney, passed our score five minutes before time with
9 wickets still to fall. The Volkies team, although a young side, played with the
determination to win, and their enthusiasm in the field would have been a credit
to any cricket side.

Kearsney:
Volkskool:
5th October

137 (Foss 44, Wood 28, Bester 22, C. Middleton 4/23,J. Middleton 3/53)
'39/' (van Wyk 63*,Jacobs 60*)
vs. G1.ENWOOD
Match drawn

The Track, P.M.Burg

In this first match of Offord Week, Glenwood batted first on a wicket that showed

some life for the first hour of play and we claimed an early wicket. Then a long
period in the hot sun saw little excitement until Knight and Immelman started to
bowl with some penetration. While Roberts held the middle order together at
one end, wickets were falling at the other, and the score moved from 67 for 3 to
99 for 7. Knight bowling and Foster behind the stumps is a dangerous combination
and Glenwood were out for 168 after a tail-end stand. Immelman bowled im-

changed through the innings: 28 overs for only 38 runs, a particularly fine display.
Kearsney's start was shaky and 3 wickets were down for 31, when Milstead
and Wood came to the rescue in a partnership of 56 runs. As the afternoon wore

on the light became bad, scoring slowed, and wiiiets fell. We managed to hold
out until 6 o'clock with 2 wickets still in band.
Glenwood:
168 (Knight 6 for 62, Immelman 4 for 38)

Kearsney:

'
24 for 8 (Milstead 37, Wood 32, Foss 22)
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6th October

vs. DtmsAN Inland Schools

College

Match dravm

Kearsney batted first and did not fare well at the start - 3 wickets were down for
only 22, before Bester and Wood came together and put on a further 63 runs.
The bowling attack, mainly seam, was not penetrating, and Hester batted con
scientiously for his 86 runs. With Immelman caught behind for 23, we declared
on 175 for 7 at 3.00 p.m.
The combined side batted slowly and hesitatingly (the 50 came in too minutes
with 6 wickets down) and Immelman's bowling, consistently on the spot, claimed
6 wickets. When our opposition was 9 wickets down for 92 with half an hour to go,
and the light very poor indeed, it seemed that the match was clinched. But some
very determined batting from Bird and van Schalkwyk saw them through to
stumps without further loss, with Knight and Bester making little impression.
Kearsney:
175 for 7 decl. (Bester 86, Wood 32, Immelman 23)
Durban Inland: 124 for 9(Immelman 6 for 57)

7th October

vs. Westville

The Oval, Pmb.

Match drawn

With threatening rainclouds building up, Kearsney batted first and never really
mastered the pace of Rogers who took 6 wickets very economically. The only
batsmen to hold out were Wood and Morgan but it took them a long time to
make their runs. From 3: for 2, a string of LEW decisions took us to 55 for 6 and
into real trouble. The innings closed at 105.
After lunch, Kearsney took to the field but rain stopped play after one over.
Kearsney:
105 (Wood 28, Morgan 21, Rogers 6 for 39)
17th October

rs. Campbell
Won by 168 runs

Home

Batting first, Kearsney had no difficulty with the attack, and an opening partner
ship of 106 in 78 minutes between Foss and Bester sent us off to a good start.
With Bester out, Foster and Milstead fell early, and Wood carried on with Foss
to see through the lattcr's very stylish century, an innings smattered with per
fectly timed drives and cuts that rattled the pickets. Declaration came soon after
lunch at 230 for 3.
Campbell fell to the attack of Immelman and Knight and the match was over
in 30 overs.
Kearsney:
230 for 3 decl. (Foss too,* Bester 55, Wood 51*)
Campbell:
62 (Immelman 5 for 24, Knight 4 for 14)

24th October

vs. Northlands

Away

Won by 54 runs
Batting on a lively grassy wicket, Kearsney certainly did not have things their
own way, and at 16 for 3, looked in difficulty. However, the middle order came
to light, as so often happened, and conscientiously avoided lifting the ball to close
fielders. As it was, 7 of om wickets fell to catches, and our dismissal came with the
score at 103.

Studiously avoiding giving away runs, the Kearsney fielding was very tight
and Milstead carried off three really brilliant close catches. Hall, bowling on a
jumpy wicket, proved dangerous and he succeeded in penetrating Northlands'
defence with 6 wickets to his credit. The last 5 wickets fell for only 6 runs, and
Northlands were off the field for 49.
Kearsney:
103 (Immelman 30, Milstead 21)
Northlands:
49 (Hall 6 for 23, Knight 3 for 10)
31st October

vs. Hilton

Home

Match drawn

Hilton put us in the field on a very hot day, and after the first Hilton wicket had
fallen at 42, Drummond and Turner treated spectators to a flawless display of
attractive and aggressive batting that ruined our bowling averages. By the time
Drummond's wicket fell after lunch with the total at 177, the fielders must have
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felt despondent, and yet showed no falling spirits. When Hilton declared at 205
for 3 (210 minutes), we had only 135 minutes to make the runs.
After we had lost two quick wickets, the chances ofwinning seemed very remote,

batsmen put their minds to the task and scored freely, if a little wildly at times, and
the scoring rate soon far exceeded the minutes. A very attacking and competent
innings of 73 not out (78 minutes) by Immelman put us back in the game, and
we were 40 runs behind Hilton's total at stumps. This was a most entertaining
match and provided interest for spectators throughout the day.
Hilton:
205 for 3(Drummond 89, Turner 71)
Kearsney:
166 for 8 (Immelman 73,* Foster 28, Sherrard 6 for 53)
7th November

vs. Michaelhouse

Away

Match drawn

Again, Foster lost the toss and we had to field first. An aggressive innings by

Fotheringham found the total passing too with only 2 wickets down. Then, with
Fotheringham out and Knight bowling well, the Michaelhouse batsmen fell
fairly cheaply to accumulate a total of 186.
With only 145 minutes to achieve this total, we had to hurry and the 50 came
in 40 minutes. Then a partnership of 75 between Foster and Milstead in good time
saw us well ahead of the clock. But when this partnership broke and with new
batsmen in, the pace slowed and Kearsney was 26 runs short with 3 wickets in
hand when play closed.
Michaelhouse:
186 (Knight 4 for 54, Immelman 3 for 54, Fotheringham 66)
Kearsney:
160 for 7 (Foster 50, Milstead 43)
14th November

vs. D.H.S.

Away

Match drawn

This was undoubtedly a game that we were lucky to draw. Foss was bowled by
a fine ball from Hearn and Foster fell to the same bowler's tactical wiliness.

Wood left a ball that bowled him and Immelman edged a ball to the 'keeper. And
so it went from 60 for 2 to 92 all out, and only the batting of Hester (44) and Mil
stead (13) showed any resolution. Hester played most conscientiously and batted
almost through the innings. Harvey, Hearn, and Mellor shared the wickets.
D.H.S. started very confidently and Geary and Mellor hardly even looked
like going out, but at 49 for no wicket an absolute cloudburst demolished play at
3 o'clock.

Kearsney:
D.H.S.:

93 (Hester 44, Harvey 4 for 33)
49 for o (Mellor 31*)

21St November

or. Glen wood
Away
Won by 5 wickets
Glenwood batted first on a lively wicket and made heavy weather of the lifting
ball (Hall bowled 7 overs for 6 runs) when, from ig for 3, Michel, Goosen and
Roberts came to light for Glenwood and started punching the loose balls into the
outfield. Harrison and Knight were our main line of attack and 8 catches and 2
stumpings dismissed Glenwood for 116 just after limch.
Kearsney's batting was also slow until Foster and Catto came together and
provided 30 minutes of bright scoring. Then when Foster returned, LEW, to the

pavilion (85 for 5) and the seamers came on to bowl again, the batting lapsed into
a trance and the winning runs were scored rather unobtrusively in 85 minutes.
Glenwood:
116 (Harrison 5 for 30, Knight 4 for 31)

Kearsney:

117 for 5 (Foster 45, C^tto 25*)
PJ.R.
STOP PRESS

EAST GRIQ.UALAND TOUR

Next year's probable First XI visited East Griqualand from the
8th - lath December and played men's sides there. This was a
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most successful tour and is well worth perpetuating in future years.
A completely new first team starts the year at a certain disadvantage
and a short tour like this welds the team into a unit that heralds
a confident start to a season.

Tremendous hospitality was accorded to members of the team
at the homes of our hosts, and we offer our sincere thanks to those

who made the week so enjoyable. We are grateful to Mr. Chummy
Munks for his organisation of the tour and to Mr. Faber and Mr.
Beckerling for driving the team to the matches on tour.
vs. Creighton

8th December, 1970

Won by an Innings and 53 runs
Immelman won the toss and, as the pitch was bumpy and wet, decided to field.

Kearsncy struck early on in the morning and Immelman (5 for 9) trapped their

first five batsmen with only 19 runs on the scoreboard. After a sWt stand, Hall
using his pace, cleaned up the remaining batsmen to finish with 4 for 18.
Set to score 59 runs to win, Kearsney had a bad start losing their first wicket
on 12. Thanks to McGibbon (26) and van Zyl (33), Kearsney went on to score
■5' W 3 o'clock.

Creighton were again at the crease by 3.15 p.m. Penetrative bowling by
Davies (4 for 9) and Immelman (5 for 20) had Creighton back in the pavilion
for a mere 39.

vs. Harding

gth December, 1970
Match drawn

On a dry, firm wicket Wills chose to bat first, having won the toss. Once again we
were in trouble losing our first wicket for only five runs. Responsible batting by
Wills (36), Harrison (35) and van Zyl (33*) made it possible for us to reach the
total of 163. This came after a partnership of 55 for the 8th wicket between Harri

son and van Zyl.

Kearsney immediately had Harding in trouble with i wicket for g. Six of
their wickets fell for 68 runs, but time saved Harding, and by stumps they were
137 for 9 after Derek Bircher had had a fine innings of 67. Wicket-takers were
Immelman (4 for 29), Hall (2 for 40) and Knight (2 for 44).

vs. Kokstad

loth December, 1970

Won by 69 runs
Kearsney again won the toss and Immelman chose to bat first at the Kokstad

Oval. McCibbon (26), Harrison (30) and van Zyl (38) once again saved us, en
abling us to reach 173. We were in the dangerous position of 99 for 7, but Harrison
and van Zyl's partnership of 54 made the day, paving the way for our total.
We were fortunate to have Alistair Hipkin captaining us on the field, and

we learnt much from the shrewd way in which he used the bowlers to outwit the
batsmen. Thtmks to him and some keen fielding, Kokstad were soon back at the

pavilion with loi. Knight (3 for 28), Hall (3 for 37) and Immelman (2 for 21)
were the best bowlers.

As there was time left over, it was decided to have a 25 minute "Cillette Cup"
for each side. In an exciting game each side scored 68 runs in the time allocated,

Hipkin scoring 28 runs in 8 balls for Kearsney.

vs. East Cricjualand XI

Lost by 5 wickets

11th December, 1970

Immelman won the toss and elected to bat on the same pitch as we had played
on the day before. Disaster struck again and within fifteen minutes we were 2 for

2. Thanks to Wills (64) and Harrison (35) we reached the same score as we had

on the previous day.

E.C. set about scoring with gusto, and after losing only 5 wickets, passed
our total. The fielding was very tight as was the bowling, and E.G. was made to
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fight every inch of the way. Best bowlers were Immelman (a for 46) Hall(2 for 71)
and Knight (i for 38).
The Kokstad Kearsney Old Boys represented by Mr. Lindsay Dyson, pre

sented a bat for the best performance of the day, and this was awarded to David
Wills for his conscientious batting. We are grateful to Mr. Dyson for this generous
gesture.

m. SwARTBERG

lath December, 1970
Won by 133 runs

Wills won the toss, and once again we batted. With a changed batting order we
did extremely well and by lunch we had reached 130, thanks to Immelman (40)
and McGibbon (20). We were finally all out for 175 with Hall on 25.
Mike Hall was on top form with his bowling, and he gave Swartberg no
chance of recovering after having them 2 for o, finishing with 6 for 9, a fine spell

of bowling. He was well supported by Immelman (3 for 16). Swartberg was all
out in under 2 hours for 42 rims.

J. F. Immelman
and P.J.R.
SECOND XI

The team had a fairly successful term. Several of the matches saw
close and exciting finishes. The bowling was reasonably steady,
while the batting was probably the strongest aspect of the team's
play. Someone always came to light when wickets were falling.
For example, against Michaelhou.se we were 17/5 at one time, but
recovered to make 171/9 declared. The fielding of the team was not
very consistent. Wills proved an able and thoughtful captain and
he was supported well by his team.
RESULTS

vs.

Campbeli, High

Kearsney 142/4 deck (McGibbon 35, Russell 42*)
Campbell 19 (Van Zyl 7/12) and 20 (Van Zyl 6/12, Pattinson 3/6)
Won by an innings and 101 runs.
vs.

Northlands

Kearsney 126 (Wills 39, Slabbert 25)
Northlands 98 (Van Zyl 5/46)
Won by 28 runs.
vs.

Hilton

Hilton 165/7 deck (Davies 4/56)
Kearsney 132 (Wills 36, Davies 25)
Lost by 33 runs,
tw.

Michaelhouse

Kearsney 171/9 deck (Irvine 65, Kingston 27, Van Zyl 25*)
Michaelhouse 172/4
Lost by 6 wickets.
vs.

D.H.S.

Kearsney 155 (Morgan 43, Russell 30)
D.H.S. 2/0- rain stopped play
Draw.

vs.

Glenwood

Glenwood 102 (Richardson 5/31)

Kearsney 103/4 (Morgan 30, Slabbert 27, Irvine 25)
Won by 6 wickets.

J.L.H.
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THIRD XI

Captains: A. Richardson and A. Trytsman
The fourth term was noteworthy in that only one Saturday was too

wet to prevent the start of play. The team, which had been fairly
stable at the beginning of the year, suffered numerous changes
throughout the last quarter. Richardson made an able captain for
most of the season. When he moved up to the and XI he was
succeeded by Trytsman, who proved equally able. The term's
cricket was moderately successful and very enjoyable.
RESULTS

ist Term: 2 matches won, 2 lost, 2 drawn.
4th Term:
vs. Thomas More ist - Won by 30 runs

Richardson 8/34, Hellet 2/1B, Hellet 36, Graves 32.
vs.

Northlands - Drawn

Hellet 35, Richardson 32*.
vs. Hilton - Lost by 93 runs
Irvine 46, Graves 35.
vs. Michaelhouse - Lost by 8 wickets.
vs.

D.H.S.- Drawn.

vs. Glenwood - Won by 30 runs

Cliff 2/25, Hellet 2/28, Kaplan 31, Graves 25.
R.L.
FOURTH XI

The 4th XI played three games, winning one, losing one and
drawing one.
RESULTS

vs. Hilton (away)
Kearsney ist Innings: 79 (Bertram 25, Alcock 26)
Hilton 1st Innings: 187 for 5 decl.
Kearsney 2nd Innings: 81 for 7
Lost by 9 wickets on ist innings.
vs. Michaelholtse (home)
Kearsney ist Innings: 247 (Wheeler 83,* Webber 35, Bertram 28, Midglcy
28)
Michaelhouse ist Innings: 128 (Irons 5 for 36, Trytsman 4for 25)
Won by 119 runs.
vs. D.H.S. (home)
Kearsney ist Innings: 185 (Midgley 56, Webber 23, Lagerwall 26)
D.H.S. ist Innings: 37 for 5
Rain stopped play.
C.D.

COLTS 'A'

The side slumped to its second defeat of the year when Hilton
crushed it on Matterson's with little resistance. Thereafter, the

morale and performance of the team picked up markedly to reach
a grand climax against Glenwood when the|^batsmen rattled up
261 for 7 in quick time - the highest score attained by a Kearsney
Colts side for many years.
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Unfortunately, the Maritzburg College match was, for the
fifth time in four years, washed out by rain thereby robbing us of
any chance of avenging the defeat against them in the first term.
Regrettably, the best batting order was not formulated until
the last two matches in which the side really batted well. Coll per
formed far better at No. 4 than he had as an opener and. after Jones
had been tried as Foxcroft's opening partner without much success,
McLaverty was promoted to the No. 2 position where he looked

very much at home. His innings against D.H.S. was invaluable.
I think the team would have had greater success if the ever reliable
Foxcroft, a truly sound opener, had been partnered by McLaverty
earlier.

Pilkington did not find the excellent form he had shown in the
first term and his withdrawal latterly through illness was not the
loss it might otherwise have been. Eigenmann, at last, realised his
true potential with a fine knock of 83 against Glenwood and both
Gibb and Paul came to light this term with some aggressive innings
of considerable worth especially Gibb's undefeated half-century
against Glenwood.
With the notable exception of Da\'y and, to a lesser extent,
Eigenmann,the bowling was well below average for an Under 15'A'
side. Pilkington showed none of the fire he had produced on occa
sions earlier in the year and neither Ryder nor Walker had any
penetration as new-ball bowlers though not for the want of trying.
The burden of the attack fell on Davy and his 27 wickets for
the year at a cost of a little under 16 runs each was due reward for
his intelligent and accurate orthodox left-arm spin bowling often
over protracted, unbroken spells.
There was a pleasing improvement in the fielding towards the

end of the year. In this department, Paul was outstanding and
Jones also did some useful work in the field as did Pilkington before
his illness. However, too many catches went to ground.
A special word of thanks goes to Exter and Fienberg who, as
umpire and scorer respectively, did their jobs very well.
FOURTH TERM RESULTS

vs. Campbell High School(Home) — Won by 86 runs
Kearsney 146 for 8 decl. (Paul 43, Foxcroft 40)
Campbell 60 (Davy 4 for 8, Walker 2 for 16).
»r. Northlands (Home)- Drawn
Northlands 154 for 6 decl. (Eigenmann 2 for 39)
Kearsney 91 for 3 (Foxcroft 44, Pilkington 34).
vs. HILTON College (Home)- Lost by 7 wickets
Kearsney 118 (McLaverty 31*, Coll 25)
Hilton 159 for 3.
vs. Michaelhouse (Away)- Drawn
Michaelhouse 185 for 8 decl. (Davy 6 for 73)
Kearsney 74 for 5 (Coll 28).
vs. Durban High School(Home)- Cloudburst stopped play
Kearsney 179 for 9 decl.(Eigenmann 31, McLaverty 30, Paul 29, Gibb ag)
D.H.S. as^for o.
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Glknwood Hioh School (Home)- Drawn
Kearsney a6i for 7 deal. (Eigenmann 83, Gibb 52,* Coll 43)
Glenwood 153 for 3 (Davy 2 for 64).
M.A.T.

COLTS 'B'
RESULTS

Played 5, Won i, Lost 2, Drew a
vt. Northlands (Home)- Drawn
Kearsney 183 (Jones 51, Harvey 46)
Northlands 74 for 6(Ryder4 for 32).
vs. Hilton (Away)- Lost by 5 wickets 6 minutes before time
Hilton 270 for 5 (Fahrenheim 154)
Kearsney 179 (Hobbs 62).
vs. Michaelhouse (Home)- Lost by 9 wickets
Kearsney 51 (Hobb 31) and 141 (opkins 44)

Michaelhouse 151 and 35 for I (Walker and King 4 wickets each).
vs. D.H.s. (Home)- Cloudburst, Game drawn
D.H.S. 179 for 6 (Coward loo*)
Kearsney 23 for o.
vs.

Glenwood (Away) . Won by 91 runs
Kearsney 162 (Harvey 42)
Glenwood 71 (King 5 for 17).
Game against College was cancelled.
Cole captained the team firmly.
Hobbs, Barker, Walker, Ryder, Harvey, King, Hurt, Norman, Meyerowitz,
Webber, Doran, Hopkins, Webster, Houghton, Burne, Dyer and Jones played
for this side in various games.
Scorer's Quiz — Can you spot an error in the results quoted ?
R.L.I.

UNDER 15G

Although only just enough players could be found to field a team,
the U15c did relatively well thanks to a few stalwarts who carried
the team, as can be seen by the results.
RESULTS

vs. Thomas More - Won by 2 wickets
Thomas More 60 (King 6 for 24)
Kearsney 88(J. du Preez 22)
Thomas More loi (King 7 for 39)
Kearsney 104 for 8 (Doran 36).
M. Hilton - Lost by 103 runs
Hilton 231 (Webber 7 for 57)
Kearsney 128 (Dyer 34, Webber 33'*).
vs. Michaelhouse - Won by 136 runs
Kearsney: 163 (Dyer 39,J. du Preez 31)
Michaelhouse 27 (Doran 6 for 19, Webber 4 for 7).

M.J.de B.
UNDER 14A

During the year 1970 we played 12 matches, winning 3, losing 6
and drawing 3.
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During the last quarter our matches were against:
RESULTS
Campbell

This we won very easily and perhaps gave us much needed practice after
rain-soaked practice days. McLuckie and Ellis-Cole both scored 64 in our total
of 209 for 7.
McLuckie bowled well to claim 8 wickets for 7 runs in the Campbell first
innings of 12 and 20, giving us a good win.
Northlands

This turned out to be a real cliff-hanger with Northalnds just holding out
in the last over. We scored 184 thanks to Immelman's 54, Adams's 44 and Engclbrecht's 36, and declared with 4 wickets down.
Lvell-Shippey shattered the opposition with 6 for 18 and Northlands were
65 for 9 at the close, thus drawing the game.
Hilton College

We did well to amass 107 runs, having lost 2 quick wickets for 4 runs at the
start against a powerful Hilton side. Ellis-Cole's 31 was the highlight of our innings.
Hilton passed our total with 6 wickets standing but were 165 for 8 at the end
with Immelman bowling very well to take 5 for 38.
Mighaelhouse

Having played particularly well in the previous 3 matches we collapsed
against Michaelhouse who scored 127 in the first innings. Immelman and McLuckie
collected 4 wickets apiece.
Hard hitting by Ellis-Cole gave us 72 runs - his tally being 40 - with no-one

else getting double figures.
D.H.S.
The real excitement here was a hailstorm the like of which I have never

seen at Botha's Hill. We scored 147 for 7 when the heavens opened. Adams played
very well to score 52 and Engelbrecht weighed in with a valuable 39.
Glenwood

We should have done better in this game, but poorly planned bowling and
pitiful batting saw us go down badly. Glenwood scored 184, with Lovell-Shippey
taking 5 for 44.
McLuckie's injury seemed to upset everyone and we scored but 49, and 78
on the follow-on. Adams with 10 and 18 was the only consistent batsman, with
Engelbrecht's 24 not out a last little bit of fire.
K.G.F.

UNDER 14B

This was a lively team whose bowling was better than its batting the latter suffering inexplicably from match nerves. The team was
keen, as can be seen from the eight catches taken in Michaelhouse's
innings. Hawken led the team and Snelling was the sociable scorer.
RESULTS

BS.

Hilton - Lost by 96 runs
Hilton 148
Kearsney 52 (Burton 22)
vs Michaelhouse - Lost by 99 runs
Michaelhouse 151
Kearsney 52.
vs. Thomas More - Won by 53 runs

Thomas More 41 (Hawken 5 for 9)
Kearsney 94 (Burton ly*).
vs, Glenwood - Lost by 8 wickets
Glenwood 213 for 4 (Tapping 3 for 32)
Kearsney 50.

E.R.J.
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UNDER 13A

The lads in this team started the year as a mixed bag. They have
settled down into a good combination. Up until the last two games

they went from strength to strength. I look forward to following
their progress.

Nathan, as captain for most of the time, and Smythe deserve
special mention. Briggs improved with every match as wicket-keeper.
Crossley, Du Toit and Williams, G. have bowled fairly well through
out the season. Occasionally they have each bowled very well

indeed. They must realise though, that a good length is essential.
The gully-fielding of Albers has been excellent. I wish the side good
cricket in the future.
RESULTS

vs

Northlands - Match drawn

Kearsney aoo for 7 decl. (Forsyth 61, Nathan 38, Smythe 29)
vs

Northlands 133 for 4(Du Toit 2 for 18)
Campbell - Kearsney won by 198 runs
Kearsney 234 for 5 decl. (Smythe 83, Nathan 71)

pr

St. Stithians - Match drawn

Campbell 21 (Albers 2 for 7, Nathan 4 for 4, Wait 2 for 6).
Kearsney iii (Nathan 41, Williams 19, Briggs 13*)
St. Stithians 91 for 7 (Smythe 3 for 12, Du Toit 2 for 18).
vs

Hilton - Kearsney won by 151 runs

Kearsney 187 (Nathan 85, Forsyth 23 Williams 24)
Hilton 36 (Crossley 5 for 9, Smythe 3 for 4)
vs

Michaelhouse - Kearsney won by 103 runs

Kearsney 192 (Nathan 33, Forsyth 36, Williams 40, Corfe 26)
Michaelhouse 89 (Crossley 4 for 16, Smythe 3 for 16)
vs. D.H.S.- Kearsney lost by 5 wickets
Kearsney 43

D.H.S. 46 for 5 (Crossley 3 for 18).
vs. Glenwood - Kearsney lost by 6 wickets
Kearsney 143 (Forsyth 49, Corfe 28)
Glenwood 146 for 4.
B.W.

UNDER 13B

The team had an enjoyable term's cricket, and although they lost
three out of six matches these defeats were amply compensated

for by the enthusiasm of the players. The results were as follows;
RESULTS

vs. Thomas More - Kearsney won by 37 runs
Kearsney 99 (Gamble 35)
Thomas More 62 (Fargher 6 for 26)
vs.

CoRDWALLES - Match drawn

Kearsney 82 for 5 (Irons 25)
Cordwalles 49 for 6.
vs. Hilton - Kearsney lost on double innings by 7 wickets
Kearsney 41 and 86 (McLaverty 37)
Hilton 73 and 100 (Fargher 7 for 22 and 5 for 25).
vs.

Clifton - Match drawn

Clifton 79 for 6 (Irons 5 for 24)
Kearsney 70 for 9
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Michaelhouse - Kearsncy lost by 145 runs
Michaelhouse 183
Kearsncy 38.

Merchiston - Kearsncy lost by 5 wickets
Kearsncy 84 (Williams 28, Gamble 24)
Merchiston 96 for 5.
P.M.W.T.
HOCKEY

A FULL report of the hockey season was given in the last Chronicle.
Since then the following boys have gained representation in Durban
Schools' teams:

U14 - Grossett, Hultzer, Nel.

U15 - Gibb, Harvey, Jones, Paul.

U16 - Calverley, Liebetrau, Exter, Maytom.

J.L.H.
RUGBY

Over three hundred boys participated in rugby this year, and up
to eighteen teams represented the school. The Open teams had a
good season. As many of the ist, 2nd and 3rd XV players are avail
able next year, we anticipate another successful year for these teams.

The Under 14 and Under 15 teams, however, appear physically
smaller and weaker than usual, and this causes concern, but with

a promising Under 13 division, the expected lean period may be
successfully bridged.

We record our appreciation of the facilities offered by the new
Grand Stand. Players, spectators and administrators enjoy in
creased comfort, and the compactness of the cheering supporters
must be very encouraging to the players. The irrigation of the fields
has not only improved the surface but has also kept down the dust
during the dry season.

Our thanla are due to those who serve behind the scene; The

Matrons, Sister Beaton, the Catering staff, the ground staff, D.
Zeller and his ball-boys, D. Clegg and his helpers who produce
the half-time refreshment, the scorers and others who unobtrusively
help.

Finally we thank Mr. Jeannot for meticulously handling the
fixtures and arrangements, and the coaches, without whose en

thusiasm and dedication the season would have been the poorer.
FIRST XV

The season was a good one, happy and successful in all respects.
The team commenced training during the first term and enthusiasti
cally tackled the problems of fitness and team-building. The Easter
Tour helped further these aims, and the assistance given by Mr. P.
Ripley-Evans cannot be over-stressed. We record our thanks to him,
and hope that he will coatinue to assist us.
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After a very shaky start to the season in which the side managed
to score only two tries in the first six games, changes for the good
were made and the team settled down to produce one of Kearsney's
highest scoring seasons, recording 322 points for, and 143 points
against. During the remaining fifteen games they scored 61 tries, a
match average of four tries. On only three occasions during the
season did the team really disappoint, and on those days it seemed
that a gremlin was active.
The season will be remembered for many fine entertaining
games, with a high standard of running rugby, but then we did have

a worWanlike scrum which won a fair share of good ball. We also
had an attacking back line, with two fast running wings in Hopkins
and Halliday. The side would have done even better had it had the
services of a regular centre pair. What a fine combination the tacti
cal kicking of Perks and the attacking potential of Milstead would
have made. The lineouts were well controlled by Hall, Donaldson
and Frostick. Frostick's achievement in particular is commendable
in view of the fact that in 1969 he played no rugby, and in 1968
represented the under 15c team. Watt proved to be an extremely
destructive and hard tackling loose forward, and Pilkington deve
loped into a very mobile 8th man, who often was seen saving a
certain try in the corner.
L. Buys, at full-back, had many outstanding games and was
unflustered and very steady. His personal tally of 5 tries, 4 dropped
goals, 19 penalties and 32 conversions indicates a highly successful
season. His leadership, both on and off the field, was exemplary.
M. Watt, vice-captain and pack-leader set a fine standard of en
thusiasm, dedication and determination. Much of the success of

the season can be attributed to the standard and example set by
these two.

Our congratulations are due to M. Watt and D. L. Hopkins
who again served the Natal Schools team with distinction, and who,
with L. Buys, were awarded Honours for Rugby.
RESULTS

Home
vs. Brettonwood
Won 50-0
In every department Kearsney dominated play, and receiving a liberal share of
the ball, they completely outran and overran the opposition. The Brettonwocd

tackling, after continual bombardment,had to crack. There were many extremely
good and exciting movements, but Kearsney did, and could afford to make many
mistakes, and they got away with it. Buys, at full-back was seldom mider pressure,
and his presence in the line made it even more thrustful, though his kicking was
sadly off form.
Try scorers were, Hopkins 4, Pilkington 3, Watt a. Buys 2, plus 4 conversions,
Milstead i. Pipkin and Halliday i.
Away
vs. Voortrekker
Won 6-0
Although the first half was fairly even, Kearsney did dominate for the greater part,
especially in the second half when Voortrekker seldom looked like scoring. Despite
a fair share of the ball the Kearsney backs could not penetrate their fast tackling
opposite numbers.
After several attempts at goal, a successful attempt eventually gave Kearsney
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a 3 - o lead and it was left to Buys to join the line when Slabbert went blind,frotn
which he created the half-gap through which he could barge over. The conversion
failed, leaving Kearsney winners by 6 points to nil.
Home

vs. Glenwood

Won 11 - 6

During the first half Kearsney was very much on the attack. Their loose forwards
in particular, gave the Glenwood backs a torrid time when they won the ball.
Early in the first half Hopkins had a good run down the wing, but was pulled
down just short of the line. Buys, still off form with his kicking, handed over to
Watt, who missed the posts, but Trytsman, following up very fast, pounced on
the bouncing ball to score (3 - o). Kearsney increased their lead with a penalty

(6-0). Then Alcock, after a change in direction, broke, timed his pass well to
Halliday, who scored. Buys converted (11 - o).
The second half saw a reversal of fortunes. Glenwood attacked almost

throughout, and it was only desperate tackling that contained them to a penalty
and a try.
Away

vs. Michaelhouse

Lost 8 - la

Michaelhouse was soon on the attack, and in the 6th minute, after a kick over the

line-out, they took the ball over the line to score an unconverted try. Kearsney
replied with a try when Slabbert kicked ahead, and Milstead, following up,
gathered to score near the posts. The conversion gave Kearsney the lead. Being
awarded a penatly in their'25' Michaelhouse chose to kick across the field,catching
Kearsney on the wrong foot. Gathering the ball, the Michaelhouse centre scored

a glorious try to lead 6-5. They increased their lead when they broke on the blind
side near the Kearsney line and scored an unconverted try.
The second half saw a more determined Kearsney side and attack after
attack was stopped by very sound Michaelhouse tackling. With each side scoring
with a penalty, Michaelhouse deservedly ran out winners by la points to 8.

Away

vs. D.H.S.

Lost 9 - la

Despite a strong wind, Kezirsney were the first to score. Catto broke on the
blind side and was tackled just short of the line. The ball was won from the loose
scrum and Pilkington dived over (3-0). D.H.S. equalised when they forced a
penalty (3-3). Yet another penalty gave them the lead (3-6). Kearsney drew
level with a penalty. Winning a scrum on the Kearsney '25' D.H.S. took the
lead with a well-placed dropped goal (6-g).
This margin was maintained during the second half when both sides could
score only with a penalty each. Kearsney attacked throughout this half only to
have several apparently good movements disallowed. While the game as a spec
tacle, was spoilt by the wind, it will probably be remembered more for the abun
dance of penalties than for good rugby.

Home
vs. Campbell
Won 49-0
Although Kearsney dominated the set and loose scrums, and shared the line-outs,
the first half was fairly even with some determined tackling from the Campbell
team. The second half, however, saw Kearsney dominate every facet of the game,
and winning a lion's share of the ball they ran in try after try with little resistance
offered.

Try scorers were: Hopkins 2, Trytsman 2, Buys a plus 8 conversions, Alcock i,
Slabbert i. Hall i, Pilkington i and Halliday i.
Away

vs. Weston

Won 11 - o

Neither side scored during a rather untidy first half during which movements on
both sides broke down through handling errors or good tackling.
The second half saw Kearsney get on top. They opened the score when a
kick ahead broke the line and Milstead beat Halliday to the touch-down {3 - o).
From a line-out, the ball was whipped along the line, and Milstead, timing his
pass well, sent Hopkins over in the corner (6 - 0). Late in the second half Slabbert
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broke on the blind-side and after a good run, fed Alcock, who drew a man and
fed back inside to Slabbert who scored. Buys converted (11 - o).
Home
vs. Old Boys
Won 31-6
Kearsney was soon on the attack when Hopkins ran well down the wing. His
cross-kick found Paterson in position to gather and send Watt over to score (3-0).
The Old Boys replied with a good movement, ending with a characteristically

forceful run by Fitzwilliam who scored (3-3). The Old Boys took the lead when
fly-half Nichols dropped a goal. Near the Old Boys line, a kick ahead was followed
up by Milstead who gathered and scored near the posts. Busy converted (8 - 6).
Working the blind-side, Hopkins dived over for an unconverted try. Halliday,after
a good run down the wing, found Watt up in support to roimd off the movement
and score (14-6).
The second half saw Kearsney in command, with Halliday and Milstead
scoring tries, one of which was converted. When an Old Boys defender was caught
in possession, Pilkington was on hand to dispossess him and score. Finally Buys
gathered from a fly-lack, broke and sent Watt on the run which led to Donaldson's
scaring, making the final score 31-6.
R.D.B.

SECOND XV
vs.

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

Ixopo
College 3rd
Hilton
Northlands
Westville
Port Natal
Kloof ISt
Brettonwood

vs.

Voortrekker

vs.

Glenwood
Michaelhouse
D.H.S.

vs.
vs.

Won
Won
Won

5- 3
12- 9

Won
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost

24- 6

43- 0
0 - 14

Lost
Lost

10 - 11

Won

14 - 12

9- 8
II - 6

6 - 15
6- 0

6-14

Campbell
Won
21- 8
vs.
Old Boys
Won
28 - 20
Played 14, won 10, lost 4, Points for 195, Points against 126.
vs.

R.T.

THIRD AND FOURTH XV's

Both teams have played with enthusiasm, but as so often happens,
injuries and promotions have drawn heavily on our resources;
seldom were the team line-ups ever the same from week to week.
A few stalwarts, however, provided the teams' backbones - the two
front rows, the loose forwards and the half-backs. The two most

prolific point scorers were Knight (over 20 tries), and van Zyl
(nearly go points in kicks).
RESULTS

3rd XV

vs. Ixopo
College

Hilton

4th XV

Won
Won

20 - o
19- o

Won

37- 5

Lost

6-16

Lest

9-20
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Northland#

Won

Westville
Port Natal

Won

Lost

Dra\vn

>9148-

Won

24 - b

Kloof

Thomas More
Brettonwood
Glcnwood
Michaelhouse
D.H.S.

9- 8

Won

20- 3

Won
Won
Lost
VV'on

39- o
10- 15
14 - 11

Won

14- 8

Campbell
Old Boys

3-24

Won

9- 8

Won

52-

o

Lost
Lost

3-

46

Lost
Won

3- 19
3- 24
34-

5

Lost
3- 8
3rd XV: Played 12, won 8, drawn i, lost 3. Points for 190, Points against 83.
4th XV;Played 11, won 5, lost 5. Points for 182, points against 162.

P.J.R.
FIFTH XV

Captain: B. Whittingham
Kloof

Glenwood
Michaelhouse

Vice-captain: P. Currie

Won
Lost

56 ■■

0

D.H.S.

Lost
Won

9-• i6
8-• 20
14-■ 3

Weston

Lost

16 -•24

R.L.

SIXTH XV
vs.

Glenwood

Lost

0- 8

Michaelhouse

Lost

11-17
R.L.

UNDER 15A AND
Under 15B

Under 15A
Ixopo
College

Lost

11 -■

Lost

Hilton

Won
Lost

0 -•44
16 - 5

Northlands

0 -■

13

W

Westville
Port Natal

Lost

3 -■ '4

Lost

8-■ 16

Kloof
Voortrekker

Won

39-■

Lost
Won

63 -■

Brettonwood
Glenwood

Michaelhouse
D.H.S.

Campbell
Weston

St. Stithians

Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost

Lost

6- 11

Lost
Lost
Lost

0-

0

Lost
Won

3 ■■ 14

Won

0

6-■ 3
0-

Won
Lost

17

0 - 12

6- 18
3 - 17
23 - 0
6- 3
29- 3
0 - 14

6

3 ■■ 24

Lost

0 - 44

6-' 11

Lost

0-

3

19 ■ 8
3- 8

This was an extremely disappointing season for both teams —
this was heartbreaking, because many of these boys are sound
Rugby players, but they lacked the will to win and preferred to be
good losers. Overwhelming victories were recorded against Kloof
(39-0) and Brettonwood (63-0) by the "A" team, but in both cases
the opposition was very poor.
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Pilkington jumped well in the line-out5 and has great potential
if only he would play with some 'fire'. Hopkins scored most of our
tries and proved a very reliable place-kicker — unfortunately he
was hampered by several injuries during the season. He should
do well in senior teams next year. Baverey played with gusto
throughout the season and should also do well in better company.
I must pay tribute to Rielly, who was by far the best forward
(despite his size) he always gave of his best, tackled devastatingly,
rucked vigorously and carried on movements intelligently.
McLaverty, though small proved a very able hooker.
Scorgie led the "B" team well on occasions, while Spencer and
StockU were two very hard-working loose forwards.
L.P.Z.

UNDER 15c AND D

Rugby and in fact all games can only be fully enjoyed when team
spirit and physical fitness are the foundations. The spirit in the C/D
teams was tremendous. Many lads could have improved their
fitness. The "C" team was well led by Du Preez, a new boy this

year, whose hustling play on the flank was an inspiration to others.

Irwin, as vice-captain, helped Du Preez and has shown great poten
tial at No. 8 For the "D" team, Schiller proved a good captain. A
successful season and a most enjoyal^le one was had by all.
RESULTS
32- 0
6-0

Under }5C

vs. P.M.B. College (E)
Hilton

Northlands
Glenwood
Westville
Michaelhouse
D.H.S.

Won
Won
Won
Won
Drawn

12-0

Lost

24 - 8

3- 0
8- 8

Lost

17- 3

Won

28 - 3

Under ISD

vs.

Northlands
Kloof

Won

II - 3

Northlands

Won

26- 0

B.V/.

UNDER I4A AND B
As usual the under 14 rugby group was weak. The great majority

of the players were beginners and did not know the basic skills.
The "A" team played eleven matches, won four and lost seven.
The "B" team played eleven matches, won seven, drew one and
lost three.
Under 14A

vs. College

Lost

24 - o

Hilton

Lost

20 - o

Northlands
Westville

Lost
Won

19 - 3
11 - 3

Port Natal

Lost

26-0
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Voortrekker

Last
Won
Won
Lost

Brettonwood
Glenwood

Michaelhousc
D.H.S.

Lost

Cami^bcll
Won
Points for 76. Points against 152.

6»5-

8173430- o

Under MB

College'C

Drew

Hilton

Won
Lost

6- 3
13 - 11

Lost
Won
Won

14-

Brettonwood
Glenwood

Won

32. 0

Won

20 -

Michaelhousc

Won

D.H.S.

Lost

Northlands
Westville
Port Natal
Thomas More

Campbell
Won
Points 143. Points against 53.

0-

0

6- 3
0

9- 3
5
8- 5
18- 3

37-

0

C.D.

UNDER 14c AND D

The games played by these teams were characterised by enthusiasm
rather than any great skill in the finer points of the game. The "G"
team was led with great determination by Calverley; various boys
captained the "D" side. The team improved as the season pro
gressed, the last four games being good wins. These included
Michaelhousc (5-3), Hilton (6-3) and D.H.S. (32-0). Although we
will not dwell upon some of the other games, it was, all in all, a
successful season of enjoyable rugby.
D.L.-W.

UNDER I3A AND B
RESULTS
Date

College
Clifton
Northlands
Westville

Highbury
Port Natal
Kloof
Brettonwood
Voortrekker

Glenwood
Clifton

Campbell
D.H.S.
Cordwalles

Port Natal

2/5/70
6/5/70
16/5/70
23/5/70
27/5/70
6/6/70
13/6/70
25/7/70
29/7/70
1/8/70
6/8/70
9/8/70
15/8/70
26/8/70
6/9/70

A

B

3- 6

14- 6

5- II

II - 3

6 - 15

3- 9
0-23

3 - 13
"- 3
0-30
II -

0

9- 0
0- 3

o- 17
8- II

6- 9

6- 3

*5- o
9- o
3- 5

0-8

37- o

34- 0

3-16

0-24

8- 0

10 - 6

0-14

I.G.
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UNDER I3G AND D

Many of the members of this division experienced their first season

of rugby this year. Some members showed immediate improvement
and many have much rugby playing potential. The"C"team played

six matches, winning two and losing four. The "D" team played
consistently well all season winning four out of five games played
with one lost. The games were enthusiastically played and enjoyed
by all.
D.B.

SHOOTING

There was some keen training from the boys for the inter-house
competition. Four boys shot for each house and the results were
as follows:

1. Finningley 370 out of 400.
2. Gillingham 368 out of 400
3. Pembroke 366 out of 400

There was some fine competition as there are only four points
difference amongst the different houses.

In this house competition M. van der Riet scored a possible,
100 out of too.

From the house competition results we chose the best six to

enter for the Senior Championships. J. von Sorgcnfrei won Senior
Championships with 197 out of 200; M, van der Riet came second

with 196 out of 200, and C. D. Smith came third with 194 out of
200.

The highest average throughout the year was scored by J. von
Sorgenfrei with 48.5 out of 50.

There was no Junior team this year, but we hope to start with

some Junior training early next year. We will have a promising
Senior team next year and hope to achieve something worthwhile
in next year's Bisley Competition.
L.K.

SQ,UASH

During the third term, the 1970 individual championships were

played. 41 boys entered for the senior competition for the Old Boys'
Trophy and 42 for the junior championships. This represents an
increase of about 30% on last year's entries for each competition,
which is encouraging. In both, results went according to the seedings until the finals were reached. In the junior, the No. 2 seed,

D. G. Dyer, became the 1970 champion when he beat the top seed,
J. H. Wickins, who capitulated completely after a magnificent first
game which Dyer won after a protracted battle. The rest of the

match was an anti-climax with Dyer winning easily 10-8, 9-2, 9-1.
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In the senior championship, also, the second seed, J. D. Wood,

emerged the winner, llus was hard luck on the No. i seed and
runner-up, M. V. B. Bester, who had been at the top of the ladder
virtually all year. However, on the day. Wood thoroughly deserved
his win playing with greater purpose and more intelligently than
his opponent. The score, 9-5, 9-7, 9-6, shows that even though it
was a straight set win it was not altogether an easy victory.
Results of matches played during the third quarter were as

follows (number of Games won and lost in brackets);
vs. Hilton (away)
Pretoria Boys' High (home)
D.H.S. (home)
Hilton (home)
Michaelhonse (home)
Natal Jesters (home)
Old Boys (home)

Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Won

3-a (10-7)
0 - 5 (4 - 15)
6 - 0 (18 - 0)
> - 4(3 - 14)
a-3 (10 - 12)
0-5 (2-15)
4-a (ia-7)

Lost

2 - 3 (7 - 9)
3-2 (II - 8)
I - 4(4- 13)
a-3 (10- 11)

Under 15A Team

vs. Hilton (away)
Pretoria Boys' High (home)
Hilton (home)
Michaelhonse (home)

Won
Lost

Lost

In the away matches against Hilton, the opposition teams were
somewhat depleted. However, their full-strength teams came to

Kearsney for the return matches. On this occasion. Wood, at No. 2
in the ist V, scored a good win and Dyer played very well for our

only win in the juniors. The matches against Michaelhonse were
probably the most keenly contested yet played on the Kearsney
courts. In both the senior and the Under 15 encounters, the teams

were very evenly matched and some very exciting and good squash
was seen. Both results could easily have gone the other way.

In winning the return match against the Old Boys, the School
team, having halved the match played in the second term, became
the first winners of the Rodda Trophy generously presented by
Mike Rodda for the annual encounters between the School and
the Old Boys.
Awards

Colours:

M. V.B. Bester(P; Capt.),J. D. Wood (F; V-capt.),
C. R. Foster (F), P. D. Morgan (P).

Team awards: The above four plus C. S. Kaplan (G) and D. J.
McGibbon (G).

Carrington Trophy (for the most improved player of the year):
P. 13. Morgan.
M.A.T.

TENNIS

During the July holidays the old tennis courts that had served the
school well, were ripped up and replaced by four attractive, welllaid bitumen courts. The improveci surface has encouraged more
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b»ys to play and inevitably techniques and standards will improve
Our Juniors this year did not meet with the same success as
their Seniors. Our results at the junior level are governed to a great
degree by the calibre of boys who are new recruits to the school in
the lowest forms. These Under 14 players compete in Maritzburg
for the "Bonnefin Trophy" and Kearsney finished half way down
the log table.
In the Under 15 Republic-wide "Appletiser Trophy Competi
tion", the school's representatives, E. Coll and P. Engelbrecht, have
won through their preliminary round and qualify for the finals
that take place at Stellenbosch over the week 13-20 December. The
finals are contested by the 24 leading schools in South Africa and
we wish the team a very successful tournament.
In the 3rd term the school tennis championships were held.
Many matches were keenly contested but the final results were in
accordance with the seedings.
RESULTS
Senior

Singles Championship: M. Engelbrecht beat D. Foss 6-4, 6-3.
Doubles Championship: M. Engelbrecht and E. Coll beat C. Foster and D. Foss
6 - 3j 3 - 6,6 - o.
Juniors (under 14)
Singles Championship: P. Engelbrecht beat R. Nathan 6 - 4, 3 - 6,6 - 2.
Doubles Championship: Adams and Lovell-Shippey beat Henry and Robinson
6 - 3,6 - 4.

(a)

We extend our congratulations to:
M. Engelbrecht, G. Foster, D. Foss and E. Coll on the award
of their Tennis Colours.

(b)

M. Engelbrecht on his selection this year to the Durban
County Junior side.

(c)

D. Foss on winning the Pinetown Junior Tennis Singles for
the third year in succession.
R.J.C.
WATER POLO

The water polo team has had another successful year. Once again
the team remains unbeaten. A total of 8 matches was played, of
which 6 were won and 2 were drawn. M. Paterson captained the
team.

RESULTS
First Team

vs. College on 31st October at College
D.H.S. on 31st October at College
College on 7th November at College
Howick on 7th November at College
M'House on 7th November at College
Estcourt on 7th November at College
College on 14th November at home
Howick on 14th November at home

Drew
Drew
Won
Won
Won
Won

Won

I - I

3-3
4-2

6-3
8-4
9-0

Won

3-0
3-1

Drew

4-4

Second Team

vs. Empangeni on 14th November at h»me
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The second team consisted mainly of juniors in form 3, a lot
of whom show considerable ability and will form the nucleus of
the first team in years to come.
In the Natal U-19 trials held on 24th October Jollands was
selected to represent his province, and in the match against N.Trans
vaal U-19 he scored 4 goals.
A Natal Schools Team was selected on 31st October and Paterson, Jollands and Frostick were selected.

M. Watt was chosen as a reserve goalkeeper for both Natal U-19
and Natal Schools.

Paterson, Jollands and Frostick were awarded their Honours,
and Watt his Colours for Water Polo. Congratulations.
M.S.M.

Di
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 1970-71

H. N. Groom (Box 16, Durban)

President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:

P. E. Metcalf (Kearsney College, Botha's Hill)

Secretary:

J. A. Chick (Kearsney College, Botha's Hill)

W. L. S. Robinson (Box 79, Gillitts, Natal)

Elected and

Co-opted members: M. J. Collins, R. J. Crawford, L. W. E. Dyson,

A. J. W. Haley, D. Hopewell, tl. E. Hopkins,
The Headmaster:
Branch

Representatives:

T. A. Polkinghorne, C. W. Shuker
J. H. Hopkins
B. J. Nieuwoudt (Durban)
R. F. Tolken (Transvaal)
J. S. Bertram (Zululand)
NOTICES

1. Register of Addresses; Changes of address should be notified
to K.G.O.B.C. Register, Botha's Hill, Natal.
2. Club Colours: Orders for the supply of colours should be sent,

cash with order in the form of cheques or postal orders made

payable to the Club, to P. E. Metcalf, Botha's Hill, Natal.
The present prices are:
Badge (on navy pocket) . R5.00
Tie, single crested . . . R2.10
Tie, multi-crested . . . R2.10
Scarf

R3-25

Cravat, made up or self-tie. R2.50
Buttons, large or small . . 15c each
OLD BOYS' NEWS

There may be some of you who are disappointed to find so few
news items in this issue of the 'Chronicle', and to those who look

forward to reading about their school friends I offer my apologies.
There are two main reasons for this state of affairs: firstly, the news
items which follow are all that have been sent to me in writing,

and I must again express my gratitude to those who so faithfully
let us know what is happening to them. The second reason is that
I did not send out my usual plea for news, and it would seem that
this the most effective way of gathering information for the maga
zine.

Included with this magazine is a special form which I ask each
Old Boy to complete and post as soon as possible; we are hoping
to have a bumper issue of the 'Chronicle' during ipH mark the
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Golden Jubilee of the foundation of the College, and it would be
very appropriate for such an issue to contain news about a vast

number of Old Boys of all the generations that have passed through
the school. So, even though you may not think that anything
particularly exciting has occurred in your life recently, please send
in the news form!

Kind regards to you all.
Peter Metcalf.

Mike Beveridge (60-65)'s due to start the fourth year of his medical course

in 1971. He spentJuly "Youth-hostelling" around Europe and says that he became

"rnixed up with hippies in Amsterdam". Mike tells us that John Payn (62-65) is
living in Durban where he works for Lever Brothers. John is married and has a
small daughter.

Writing from England, where he has lived for the past ten years,John Bishop
(46-49) says that he rejoined I.C.I, in 1969 and has been transferred from "lush
Gloucestershire to the equally pleasant but bleaker Cleveland hills of North

Yorkshire". He finds his job as an internal consultant very interesting and "some
times exciting, like whizzing around in a minute helicopter investigating pipeline
safety. Once it got a bit too exciting when we were forced down by a ceiling of 50'
with huge electricity pylons seemingly all around us!" He has recently been
seconded to the Organisation Development Unit which, he says, is fun, "even in
the serious business of ensuring that the industrial giants of today do not become
the commercial dinosaurs of tomorrow.

B. S. Chambers (51-55) has two daughters. He has been promoted to the
post of chief instrumentation engineer in the firm of Edward L. Bateman, Ltd.
News of Hugh Childers (62-63) was provided by his mother during a recent
visit to the Republic. Hugh is now firmly established in Australia and was due
to be married soon.

It was particularly pleasant to hear from E. G.(Ted) Cole (40-44) after a
silence of many years. After more years as a medical representative than he cares

to remember, Ted has taken over a pharmacy in Villiersdorp where he appears
to be thoroughly enjoying himself"out of the rat race of big city life". He is keen

on gardening and photography, and says that the local moimtains and snow
remind him of the Drakensberg.
E. J. Craven (52-56) is a beef farmer near Dundee in Natal. He is married

and has three daughters. He mentions that their Methodist minister at Babanango
is Peter Young (42-47).
Louis Deenik (51-54) obtained his B.Sc.(Pharm.) degree at Rhodes Uni

versity in i960. After eight years at Gradock, he has moved to Scottburgh where
he owns the local pharmacy. Louis and his wife have three sons.
Best wishes to Spencer Dowdle (57-59) who is due to be married to Elizabeth

^hton on 20th February. Elizabeth and Spencer plan to spend two weeks skiing
in Austria before going on to London and Frankfurt for business reasons.

Peter John Earl (64-67) visited the school recently while on holiday from
his home in Lusaka, Zambia. He is involved in several business enterprises inclu
ding the running of a large stationery and electronic office equipment Supply
firm. Recently, Peter John went on a business course to Hanover, Copenhagen
and the U.K. He is keen on golf and water-skiing. His brother,Jeremy (64-69), is
at Pretoria University and hopes to go to Onderstepoort in the new year.
When Ken Gamble (60-64) sent in his news slip, he was busy on a trainee
manager's course with John Orr's Natal; he has been with this firm for five years

and is a departmental buyer. His duties recently took him on a buying trip to
the Far East. Ken was due to write his final examinations for the diploma of the
C.I.S. in November. He tells us that Robbie Wright (60-64) married his sister.
Heather, during July and is now living at Umhlanga Rocks; Robbie is a pharma
cist in Durban. Ken also passes on the news that Ralph Heming (59-64) has
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married Rob Wright's cousin and is now living in a house which he has built
near Hillcrest. Ralph works for Arnalgamted Primet Sales.
In a recent information digest issued by the Durban Chamber of Commerce
is a write-up of our Club President, Harold Groom (44-47), in his capacity as
the Chamber's Foreign Trade Committee Chairman. To his many public ofBces,
including membership of the Epworth-Kearsney Board of Governors, Harold
has now added an appointment to the Durban Transportation Board.
From a circular sent out to members of the Transvaal Branch of the Club we

gather that Bob Hastie (47-48) and his wife now have a small daughter. They
have moved from Johannesburg to Butterworth.
Cricket news supplied by Mr. Reece: Alistair Hipkin (61-65) ^"<1 Doug

Morgan (60-66) are both becoming established in the Natal Cricket XI, this
being the first time that the school has had two players in the same Provincial
side. Graham Dyer (59-61) has played for Western Province and is at present
in the Natal "B" team. These three players scored ty centuries for the Kearsney
I St XI, and all three captained the side.
A. E. Hooper (56-57) has left Benoni and moved to Pinetown where he has

joined the staff of the United Building Society.

On 20th August, 1970, W. Croifton Hopkins (22-26) was made a Life
Member of the Natal Employers' Association, a status which he shares with only
three other men. This honour was bestowed upon Mr. Hopkins in recognition of
the services v/hich he has rendered to the Association over many years, and in
particular for the part he played in establishing a machinery which has reduced
the likelihood of dock strikes in Durban. Best wishes to Paddy Hopkins (24-27)
on his recent marriage; also to Jimmy (24-33; 3^" )
wife,'Val, who have

just celebrated their silver wedding anniversary.
After completing his basic training, Brian Jones (64-69) was drafted to the
destroyer "Simon van der Stel". He has played cricket, golf and soccer for the
navy, and has taken part in cross-country running. Brian plans to start a B.Com.
course at Wits in 1971 and then to take up accountancy.
We are pleased to hear that 'Jock' Keir (63; 66-68) has done so well in the
aircraft workshops at Atlas Engineering that he has been selected to take a special
course in aeronautical engineering.
Congratulations to Douglas ('Pedro')Kjonstad (42-45) whose third daugh
ter was born in July.

Malcolm Lawson (42-44) still enjoys life in London where he has been for

the past fifteen years; he is a Fleet Street journalist, and writes: "... the only
conclusion one can come to about the folk on these islands is that even the smallest

conclusion is a worthless generalisation I So many people come here and fall into
the trap of trying to sum up the British, especially South Africans who, in the
same or next breath, complain of people drawing conclusions too hastily about
South Afirca."

From his father, we hear that Ralph le Grove Smith (36-42) is in a group
practice with two other doctors at Stutterheim in the Cape. He has three sons
and two daughters

David Levin (63-67) has been in the second year of his B.Econ. course at
the University of Natal in Durban.

After receiving his B.Sc.(Agric.) degree from the University of Natal in

1969, Barry Manicom (60-64) spent six months in Madagascar working on rice
crops. He now lives in Johaimesbtu-g though his work doing research experiments
with agricultural chemicals takes him to many parts of the Republic.
Michael Martin (61-65) trained at Iscor and is now a millwright in his
father's firm in Johannesburg. His brother, Oliver (58-61; 64-64) obtained his

B.Sc.(Eng.) degree from Wits on a scholarship from ESGOM; he now intends
going into the family business.

Although we greatly regret any embarrassment which may result from the
publication in good faith of news items which are subsequently found to be untrue,

we are nevertheless delighted to be able to report that John Martindale (62-66)
did not die earlier this year. In fact, John is due to be married shortly to Helen
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Stone! He works for a firm of stockbrokers in Johannesburg.
•in the recent
Mi^ie
stood,
unsuccessfully,
a Progressive
Cape(53-58)
ftovincial
Council
elections.asWe
understandParty
that candidate
Peter has
agreed to help Mr. Osier organise a get-together of Kearsney Old Boys in the
Vicinity of Cape Town early in the new year.

Congratulations to Hugh Nightingale (55-61) on becoming the proud

fother of a bouncing daughter. We were glad to learn from the local press that
Hugh escaped without serious injury from a bad motor accident on the North
Coast road recently.

John Pitout (61-64) writes: "After being in the Air Force Gymnasium for
I am doing some useful, interesting work here, so have found army life not too

lour weeks, I received a commission and was sent to work at Defence Research

bad at all. In December I will be returning to civlian life and a job in Durban"
Also working for Defence Research was Garth Milne (60-65) who was at Uni
versity with John.
aL I.JI11
Three Old Boys who gained seats in the Natal Provincial Council as a result

of the r^nt elections are: Henry Rita (49-51), Norman Swale (37-39) and

Roger \^teley (41-^) Congratulations! We are also pleased to hear that

S^mb'y

Crook (28-33) has retained his seat in the Upper House of

Jack Reece (Staff: 27-67) writes: "One can be quite busy even in retire
ment, but It IS a relief not to have to obey bells. Setting the Senior Certificate
Latin papers keeps the grey cells ticking over, and I have had particular pleasure
m this respect, m my contacts with the Indian Education Department" '
We are pleased to learn that David Reece (61-66) obtained good passes in

^^tiMy and physiology at the end of his second-year course in medicine at

Milie Rodda (46-50) has had several Old Boys on his staffin his accountancy
practice in l^i^ban, and he is always asking the school to provide him with more
hkely cle^. He has at home at Westville and a cottage at Ballito Bay. Mike's
r* H*' and would
m like
r? to hear from other Old Boys
Son at
near London,
in Rickmansworth,
that part of the
world . his number is in the phone book.

Victor Rodscth (55-57) has now returned to the Republic after many
fravels. He taught at Pretoria Boys High after receiving his degree and diploma
then set off on an overseas t^rip lasting four years; during this period he taught in

(mainly Britain and Norway) and in Canada where he also obtained an
;
.U
English.
After
teaching
at Pretoria
Boys' High
again inHe1969
he
spent the first part
ol 1970
studying
educational
television
in London.
is now
back in Johannesburg where he is "lecturing in English at the College of Education
and looking after a new wife.

... Best wishes to Ro^ey Schreuder (62-66) who was recently married to
J- 2^eebert of Durban. Rodney works in the transport
department
of ac* rice
^
r

milling concern.

Turyey (55-60) has returned to South Africa after six years of

study and research rato marine ecology in Canada and the Polar regions He
has obtained his M.Sc. degree and is now working for a Ph.D.- an essential for
further progress apparently. He says that in the enlightened American educational
system, even school teachers require a Ph.D. if they are to satisfy the demands of
their inquisitive students!

Writing about his nailitary training. Grant Smith (65-69) complains, with

some feeling about the boring uninteresting work-free days, weeks and months
!
bis basic
completed.
Hehe
plans
to go
to Wits University in the new
year training
and thenhadonbeen
to America
where
hopes
to
study computer science at M.I.T.

Nolan ('Jack')Spratt (66-68) is at the Technical College in Durban, study

ing chemistry. He is a keen badminton player.

Just before leaving school at the end of 1969, Albert Storm (64-69) took the
diploma examination m lifesaving and was placed first in Natal and second in the
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Republic. Well done! Unfortunately, ill health cut short Albert's miliury caresr
which started very promisingly at the Artillery school in Potcheistroom. He plans
to start a medical course at Stellenbosch in 1971.

Errol Todd (51-54) has moved from Port Elizabeth to Pretoria where he
works for Datsun. He is still a keen basketball player and represented Northern
Transvaal in the recent South African Championships.
,
.

Durban Old Boys will be glad to hear that Richard Wilhuis (54-60) is
returning to the head office of N.M.I, in Durban as sales manager - passenger
cars. Richard has always been an active member of the Club, and while he was

in Empangeni he made contact with a number of Old Boys including Railton
Foss (39-47) and Ulrieh Groom (50-55), both of whom are still active m cricket
circles*

Jim van den Berg (59-63) was married to Catherine Robertson in Septem

ber. He now lives in Pinetown and works for Hamann Investments.

We understand that CUve Witherspoon (55-58) is working up a profitable
business in the Kloof - Hillcrest area; he specialises in garden planning and main
tenance, and fencing.

..u tt •

Peter Williamson (64-69) is due to start on a B.Com. course at the Um-

versity of Natal in Pietermaritzburg in 1971. His mother is looking forward to
having him at home as Peter has been at boarding school or in the army since
the age of seven.
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